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1.0 SUMMARY
The QCSEE Program was established under NASA sponsorship to develop and	
a
demonstrate the technology required for propulsion systems for quiet, clean,
economically viable, commercial short-haul aircraft. One element of the program
ha3 been to develop a digital electronic control system which provides a pro-
pulsion engine control in a manner which offera improvements in noise, pollu-
tion, thrust response, operational monitoring, and pilot workload relative to
current engines. This report describes the design oc the control system for
one of the two engines in the QCSEE Program, the Under-the-Wing (UTW) engine.
The QCSEE UTW engine requires control of four variables; fuel flow, fan
pitch, fan nozzle area, and core compressor stator angle. The system de-
signed to accomplish this task incorporates two basic con':rol components, a
modified hydromechanical fuel control from a current engine (F101) and an
engine-mounted digital electronic control designed specifically for the
QCSEE.
The system includes both automatic and manual operating modes. The auto-
matic mode provides integrated control of engine variables to allow explora-
tion of steady-state and transient characteristics of the engine when automati-
cally controlled. Several different automatic mode options will be explored.
The manual mode and several partial-automatic, partial-manual modes are pro-
vide' to allow independent manipulation of controlled variables so that
engine characteristics can be completely mapped. In addition, a remote mode
is provided in which the system is integrated with a remote digital computer
simulating a STOL transport aircraft computer, thus allowing STOL propulsion
system investigations to be performed.
The definition of the automatic control mode was made primarily on the
basis of a control mode analysis using a computer program which evaluated
many potential modes relative to the accuracy with which they maintain key
engine variables when subjected to typical control and engine manufacturing
tolerances, sensing tolerances, and hai.dware deterioration. Scheduling
practicality, :stability, response, and failure considerations were also
factors in choosing the control mode. The primary mode which has been chosen
is one in which the fuel flow controls engine pressure ratio (compressor dis-
discharge pressure/inlet total pressure - variables closly related to thrust),
the fan pitch controls _an rpm, and the fan nozzle area controls inlet Mach
"n,.mber (a key inlet noise parameter).
The system contains provisions for monitoring and displaying forty-eight
engine and control variables, fcr detecting certain malfunctions, and for
taking corrective action in the event of some critical malfuntions such as
fan drive gear failure, high vibration, loss of fan speed signal, and certain
digital computation faults.
An F101 fuel pump is utilized in the system for supplying fuel for
engine operation, for operating servomechanisms in the hydiomechanical con-
trol, and for providing a source of high-pressure fuel for operation of the
actuators which position the core compressor st gtor vanes.
A variable displacement, constant pressure hydraulic pump supplies fluid
for operation of the actuators .,.rich position the fan nozzle and the hydrau-
lic motor which 0-ives the variable-pitch actuation mechanisms.
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^.0 INTRODUCTION	 •
The QCSEE Program is a program established by NASA to develop and demon-
strate propulsion system technology for an advanced, short-haul, commercial
aircraft having short-takeoff-or-landing (STOL) capability and producing less
noise and atmospheric pollution than current aircraft. A number of specific
	
s $
i
technological objectives were established at the beginning of the program.
One of these was to provide the digital electronic control technology required
to accommodate certain specific QCSEE features which are not included in cur-
rent commercial aircraft propulsion systems.
Control systems for current commercial aircraft turbine engines, most of
which have only one or two controlled variables, use primarily hydraulic and
mechanical computing elements. This has proven generally adequate although
recently there has been a move toward the addition of limited-authority elec-
tronic trim of the hydromechanica_. controls to provide more automatic control
of thruLL and thus reduce pilot workload.
The QCSEE Program definitely requires engine control system capability
beyond that provided on current commercial engines; even those incorporating
limited electroni,: trims. The main reasons are:
•	 More variables must be controlled.
•
	
	 Automatic responsive engine and aircraft control coordination is
required for STOL operation near the ground where the engines
provide lift-assist as well as thrust.
a	 Automatic thrust control throughout the flight envelop is desired
to reduce pilot workload.
•	 Engine and control data transmittal to the aircraft are desired for
operational and engine health monitoring.
•
	
	 Automatic failure detection and corrective action are desired for
certain key control system elements.
Consideration of these new functional requirements, in conjunction with
the recognition of the trend toward use of digital computation in aircraft
control and indication systems, led to the QCSEE Program objective stated
above; namely that digital electronic technology be developed for incorpora-
3
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tion into the QCSEE control system. This report describes in detail how this
is being done and how the digital electronic elements are mated with the more
traditional engine control elements to make up the QCSEE UTW control system.
The following section outlines basic system design requirements and
gives an overall description of the design. Analytical background material
follows this. The remainder of the report gives design details of individual
system components.
r ^
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3.0 ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
3.1 DESIGN REOLUREMH: rS AND CRITERIA
T',-,e QCSEE UTW control system design is based on requirements and design
criteria established by the QCSEE Program contract and by the nature of the
UTW engine, a cross section of which is shown in Figure 1. The major require-
ments are outlined below.
General System Design.
Design a digital control system for controlling the UTW engine utilizing
existing controls and accessories (where applicable) supplemented by digital
electronics to perform functions not now provided by hydromechanieal con-
trols; and provide- a flexible interface with a powered lift aircraft. The
functions provided shall include reverse control, variable nozzle control,
failure monitoring, engine supervisory control, and variable-pitch control.
Operating Rc.,^ime
Design for ground static, wind tunnel, and altitude chamber operation.
Flight envelope to be as shown on Figure 2.
Flight Design
Design for flight operation (i.e., flight weight, performance) except
for designated exceptions made for cost purposes. Control system related
exceptions include accessories and accessory gearbox, heat exchangers,
auxiliary power supply, piping, wiring. drains, and vents. Analyses shall be
performed on all nonflight hardware to provide flight weight and performance
predictions considering  flight design life requirements.
Variables To Be Controlled
The QCSEE. UTW requires control of four variables; fuel flow, compressor
stator angle, fan pitch angle, and fan exhaust area.
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Figure 2. QCSEE UTW Operating Envelope.
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Experimental Engine Flexibility
The system shall be capable of independently manipulating variables so
that engine characteristics can be completely explored.
Automatic Control Capability
The system shall be capable of coordinated control of variables so that
simulated STOL aircraft propulsion investigations can be performed with the
intent of achieving:
e	 Thrust control with minimum pilot workload in all flight segments
•	 Fast thrust response
1.0 second	 62% to 95% thrust, sea level to 1.83 km (6000 ft.)
1.5 seconds	 Takeoff to maximum reverse
•	 Specified noise and pollution goals for the engine
Engine Protection
The system shall protect the engine from rotor overspeeds, turbine
overtemperature, and excessive fan or compressor back pressures.
M:'	 Bleed and Power Extraction
The system shall be compatible with air bleed and power extraction for
aircraft use up to 13% core airflow and up to 2.2 hp per 450 Kg (1000 lb.)
installed thrust, respectively. Neither will be demonstrated in the initial
QCSEE Program.
Starter
Design for use of a typical, current, commercial transport starter.
Altitude Starts
Capability the same as present commercial transports as shown on Figure 2.
8
IOverboard Drainage
There shall be no overboard fluid leakage during normal operation.
Maintainability
The system shall be compatible with the following engine maintainability
goals.
•	 The engine shall be easily removable from the nacelle without
requiring removal of the fan exhaust duct once it is installed.
•	 The engine shall be capable of being trimmed on a test stand with
no additional trimming required if installed on an aircraft.
•	 Accessories shall be located for easy inspection.
•	 Access to borescope ports shall be provided without requiring
removal of any engine component.
•	 Any propulsion system accessory shall be replaceable in 45 minutes.
•	 Modular construction is desired to facilitate maintenance.
Supplementing the requirements and design criteria outlined above, a set
of aircraft-oriented general principles for automatic control of the VTIV
engine was established early in the program based on coordination wiLh NIASA,
McDonnell Douglas, and Boeing. These are:
1. A separate power lever link is assumed from the aircraft to the
engine to be used as an enable and for backup fuel control only.
2. A digital electrical signal is assumed from the aircraft computer
to the engine digital control demanding percent of available
thrust.
3. A digital electrical mode signal 13 assumed from the aircraft
computer to the engine digital control to select between available
operating modes such as takeoff, climb, cruise, etc.
4. The engine digital control shall compute maxiiaum rated Corust at
all flight conditions and shall be capable of setting this thrust,
or any portion of it, as a function of a single aircraft thrust
demand signal (unless some safety limit such as rotor speed or gas
temperature prevents attainment of full thrust).
011
5. The engine control system shall provide selected engine safety
limits that protect against rotor overspeeds, fan or compressor
stall, turbine overtemperature, and compressor discharge over-
pressure.
b. Manual control of thrust via the throttle shall be maintainable
within safe limits if the engine digital control and/or aircraft
digital control fails.
7. It is desirable that no throttle or thrust demand changes be
required during takeoff except in the event of an abort.
8. It shall be an objective that fan pitch shall not change if the
engine digital control fails.
9. It shall be an objective that fan nozzle area shall go to the
takeoff position in the event of a failure.
3.2 GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A schematic diagram of the QCSEE UTW Control System is shown in Figure
3. The digital electronic control is the heart of the system and controls
the manipulated variables in response to commands representing those
which would be received from an aircraft propulsion system computer. The
system includes an existing (F101) hydromechanical control as called for in
the program requirements. This control includes an electrohydraulic torque
motor servovalve (TM) through which the digital control maintains primary
control of fuel flow. The fuel-operated servomechanisms in the hydromechan-
ical control serve primarily as backup controlling elements and limits,
although they are the primary controlling elements for the core compressor
stator actuators.
The hydromechanical control is mounted on an F101 fuel pump which is a
centrifugally boosted, positive displacement, vane pump. Pump discharge flow
is delivered to the -nntrol through the mounting interface and the control
returns excess fuel to the vane element inlet through a similar channel.
The fuel system includes an eductor to evacuate interstage seal cavities
within fuel-handling components and thus reduce the possibility of external
fuel leakage.
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Fan pitch angle and fan exhaust nozzle area are both controlled solely
by the digital electronic control which furnishes electrical signals to
electrohydraulic servovalves in the servovalve assembly. These servovalves
direct hydraulic fluid to the hydraulic motor which positions the fan pitch
mechanism and to the six hydraulic rams which position the variable fan ex-
haust nozzle in response to the signals from the digital control. As shown
on Figure 3, the control system is designed to accommodate either of two fan
pitch actuation systems which are being designe ,<tfor the QCSEE UTW.
The hydraulic system which supplies the pitch and nozzle servovalve
assembly consists of an engine-driven, variable displacement, constant pres-
sure piston pump, a filter, and the servovalves. The system is essentially
a closed circuit with only a small fluid interchange with the engine lubri-
cation system for cooling and to transiently account for differential actu-
ation areas.
In order to achieve the operational flexibility required by the QCSEE
Program, the commands to the digital electronic control are being introduced
through the control room elements shown on Figure 4. The interconnect unit,
operator panel, and engineering panel are actually peripheral elements of the
digital control. They provide the means for the engine operators to intro-
duce commands, to switch between available operating modes, to adjust various
control constants, and to monitor control and engine data. The remote com-
puter is a separate digital computer system supplied by NASA to represent a
typical aircraft computer. The engine digital control is designed to accom-
modate the digital input-output language of this remote computer.
In addition to these digital commands from the control room, the system
also receives a mechanical input in the form of a power lever angle (PLA)
transmitted to the hydromechanical contrcl. This serves as an input to the
backup governor and operates a positive fuel shutoff valve in the control.
A number of control and engine variables are sensed by the control sys-
tem. These are shown schematically in Figure 5 and discussed briefly below.
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Core Speed - This speed is sensed electrically by measuring the output
frequency of the generator which supplies digital control computer power and
is sensed mechanically by a rotational input from the accessory gearbox to
the hydromechanical control.
Low Pressure Turbine Speed - This speed, which is proportional to fan
speed, is sensed by a stationary magnetic pickup located near a multitoothed
disk which rotates with the turbine shaft. A turbine speed signal is pre-
ferred to a fan speed signal because it is mechanically simpler to acquire,
and it remains available to initiate correction of a turbine overspeed which
might result from a fan or fan gearing failure.
Core Inlet Temperature - Sensed (as on the F101) by means of a gas-
filled coil in the core compressor inlet which operates .1 hydromechanical
fuel-sensing servomechanism.
Core Stator Position - Sensed mechanically by means of a push-pull cable
between the stator actuation linkage and the hydromechanical control.
Compressor Discharge Pressure - Sensed through a static pressure tap in
t-t entrance to the engine combustor and piped to a pressure-to-electrical
transducer in the digital control and to a fuel-sensing servomechanism in
the hydromechanical control.
s
	
	
Compressor Discharge Temperature - Sensed by a chromel-alumel thermo-
couple at the entrance to the core combustor.
Metering Valve Position - This is used as a measure of fuel flow in the
digital control and is sensed with a transducer (rotary differential trans-
former) in the hydromechanical control.
Fngine Inlet Static Pressure - Sensed through two static taps ir. tho
inlet duct wall and piped to one side of a differential pressure transducer
in the digital control. The taps are on the inlet horizontal centerline and
diametrically opposed to minimize angle-of-attack and crosswind effects.
They are located in a position near the inlet throat - a position which NASA
model data indicates will give the most consistent pressure reading.
Fan Inlet Temperature - Sensed by an electrical resistance temperature
detector protruding through the inlet wall into the airstream.
M	 ;..5 ;
Free-Stream Total Pressure - Sensed by means of a total pressure probe
on the bottom centerline of the nacelle extending into the external air-
stream. This pressure is actually used as a measure of engine inlet total
pressure but is sensed outside where the pro.::. will not be affected by the
aerodynamic distortions which can exist inside the inlet and thus will give
a more consistent indication of average inlet total pressure.
Fan Pitch Angle - Sensed by means of electrical position transducers
(linear differential transformers) in the tan pitch actuation system.
Because fan pitch angle is critical to satisfactory engine operation, two
	
i
sensors are used. They are averaged by the digital control and protection is
	
}
provided against failures of one unit as described in Section 3.3.3.
Fan Nozzle Position - Sensed 'by means of an electrical position trans-
ducer (linear differential transformer) in one of the nozzle actuators.
3.3 SYSTEM OPERATION
The system has several difrerent modes of operation. The automatic mode
provides integrated control of engine variables to allow exploration of
st.:ady-state and transient characteristics of the engine when automatically
controlled. The manual mode and several partial-automatic, partial-manual
modes are provided to allow independent manipulation-of controlled ,variables
so that engine characteristics can be completely mapped. Operation in the
various modes is described below with the analyses and studies which led to
the choice of these modes discussed later in the report.
3.3.1 Automatic Control
In the automatic control mode, the system basically manipulates fuel
flow to control thrust, exhaust area to control inlet throat air velocity,
and fan pitch to control fan rpm. Overrides are applied to each of the
manipulated variables under certain conditions for safety or operational
reasons.
I
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The system uses the ratio of compressor discharge pressure to free-
stream total pressure (PS3/PTO) as a measure of engine thrust. At any opera-
ting condition the digital control computes a value of maximum available
thrust (PS3/PTO) as a function of engine inlet conditions as shown in Figure
E with an inlet temperature reference (T12 reference) as shown in Figure 7.
Fuel flow is manipulated as required to prcvide the percent2ge of this
maximum available thrust called for b the power setting. Tnis
	
ty	 	 g	 power setting
is a digital electronic input supplied from the control room or, in an air-
;
craft application, from the pilot of aircraft flight control computer. The
power setting schedule is shown in Figure 8. The System includes a number of
limits which can override the thrust control and limit fuel flow to prevent
engine damage or unsatisfactory operation. These are listed below.
T41 Limit - Turbine inlet gas temperature (T41) is calculated in the
digital control from compressor discharge temperature (T3), fuel flow, and
compressor discharge pressure. Fuel flow is limited to prevent this calcu-
lated T41 from exceeding a predetermined limit.
Acceleration Limit - An acceleration fuel schedule which is a function
of core rpm, core compressor inlet temperature, and core compressor discharge
pressure is incorporated in the hydromechanical control; fuel flow is pre-
vented from exceeding this schedule. The schedule is designed to provide
satisfactory star`s and rapid acceleration without core compressor stall or
excessive turbine temperature transients.
Deceleration Limit -- To prevent loss of combustion during rapid thrust
reductions, the hydromechanical control prevents WF/PS3 from dropping below
a prescribed minimum limit.
Fan Speed Limit (Normal) - The digital control limits fuel flow to pre-
vent exceeding a predetermined normal fan speed (LP turbine) limit.
Maximum Core Speed Limit - The digital control and hydromechanical con-
trol both include functions for limiting fuel flow to prevent core overspeed.
Backup Governor - This governor in the hydromechanical control can
reduce fuel flow and speed in response to the mechanical power lever input in
the event of an electrical malfunction.
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Minimum Idle Speed - The digital control limits fuel flow in the down-
ward direction to prevent idle speed from dropping below an allowable minimum
(an experimental engine limit only - related to lube sump pressurization).
Reverse Interlock - The digital control reduces fuel flow if the fan
blades are in reverse region with forward thrust selected or in the forward
region with reverse selected. This feature unloads the core engine to assist
in normal transients into and out of reverse and limits the amount of mis-
directed thrust if the fan pitch inadvertently moves into the wrong region.
Fault Correction - Fuel flow is also limited by several fault detection
and correction features in the system which are described in Section 3.3.3.
The PS3/PTO control function and the limits on fuel flow are shown in
block diagram form on Figure 9. The PS3/PTO schedule and error calculation
are shown at the upper left. The error signal proceeds through a :ietwork
which includes a lagged-rate feedback for stability and transient anticipa-
tion (detailed in Figure 10), logic for switching to other control modes,
selectors through which the limits are applied, and elements which generate
an output signal. This output signal operates a torque motor servovalve in
the hvdromechanical control to control fuel flow within the bounds of hydro-
mechanical acceleration, deceleration, and core speed schedules.
The T41, maximum fan speed, maximum core speed, minimum idle speed, and
fault limits are all generated in the right portion of the block diagram and
applied to the main channel through the maximum and minimum selectors in the
upper-right corner. The vertical array of four blocks at the weft center is
the logic for the reverse interlock. This logic reduces the maximum core
speed limit to idle whenever the fan pitch is in transition in either direc-
tion between forward and reverse or when the pitch is not in the correct
region for the mode selected.
Figure 9 also includes the manual fuel control mode and logic for
switching into this mode which is discussed in Section 3.3.2.
Fan exhaust area in the automatic control mode is varied to maintain the
inlet throat Mach number at an intermediate level between the high level
desired for inlet noise reduction and the low level desired for best inlet
V+
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x
performance. Maintaining the inlet Mach in this manner also provides reduced
exhaust velocity and lower exhaust noise at a given thrust level. The
operation of this function is limited by a power-setting- generated roof
schedule which improves transient response and prevents excessive area in the
event of certain failures. Absolute maximum and minimum area limits are also
provided.
A block diagram of the area control loops is shown in Figure 11 with the
basic inlet Mach number control channel along the top and limit functions
below which are introduced into the main channel through maximum and minimum
selectors. The control uses free-stream total pressure and a static pressure
near the inlet throat (PS11) to calculate a pressure function, (PTO-PS11)/
PTO, which is a measure of inlet Mach number. This is shown at the upper
left in the diagram. Any difference in the pressure function from the desired
value creates an error signal which proceeds to the right through other
elements in the main channel. This includes a lagged-rate feedback for
stability compensation and transient anticipation (detailed on Figure 12);
selectors through which limits are applied; logic for switching to other
control modes; and elements for generating an output signal. The output
signal operates a torque motor servovalve which controls the flow of hydraulic
fluid to actuators which vary exhaust area.
Shown below the main channel in successive layers are the roof schedule
channel, a transient roof reset, the minimum area limit channel, and a manual
control channel. These all operate through logic blocks shown in the main
channel to produce their effect on area contro:i.
Automatic control of fan pitch involves maintaining constant fan speed
at most operating conditions. This is done primarily to provide rapid thrust
response from low to high thrust by eliminating the need to accelerate the
fan rotor. The governing action is limited to maximum and minimum blade
angles beyond which fan operation may be unsatisfactory. A limit in the flat
pitch direction is also imposed by the power-setting-generated floor schedule
which is included to aid in transient response investigation on the experi-
mental engine. This schedule is adjustable and will make it possible to
evaluate accelerations with different fan pitch settings. Fan pitch is
I
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reversed to provide engine thrust reversal. This is done by changing opera-
ting modes within the control system to a mode which positions the blades in
their reverse position. In this automatic reverse mode the variable-area
exhaust is set at its maximum open position (actually serving as inlet in
this mode), and fuel flow is manipulated to control fan speed as demanded by
the power demand signal. The f=iel flow interlock noted above in the fuel
control loop description aids in performing transitions into and out of
reverse.
Figure 13 is a block diagram of the fan pitch control loop. The main
channel is shown along the top with the basic fan speed scheduling and error
calculation performed at the left. As in the other control loops described
above, the error signal passes through a network which includes a lagged-rate
feedback for stability compensation and transient anticipation (detailed on
Figure 14), maximum and minimum selectors for :replying limits, mode switching
logic, and elements which generate an output signal. The output signal
operates an electrohydraulic valve which controls flow to a hydraulic motor
which, in turn, drives the pitch actuation mechanism.
Shown in successive layers below the main chamiel on Figure 13 are the
floor (maximum closed pitch) schedule limit channel with an associated tran-
sient reset, the roof (maximum open pitch) limit channel, the reverse pitch
ff 3 	 channel, and the manual control channel. The ganged switching logic shown to
the left in these channels is provided to accommodate the twc fan pitch
mechanization options on the QCSEE UTW demonstrator, one of which goes to
reverse-through-stall pitch and the other through flat pitch.
Position feedback from the fan pitch actuation device is provided by two
electrical LVDT position transducers. These signals are shown entering at
the right center in Figure 13. The contro. ut yexages these signals under
normal conditions but chooses the larger signal if the two signals disagree
by the equivalent of three degrees pitch or more. This latter feature provides
protection against the most likely LVDT failure mode which is complete less
of signal due to open or short circuits.
The core compressor variable stators in the automatic mode and in all
other modes are controlled hydromechanically as they are on the F101 engine.
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Stator position is set as a functj _:a
 of core speed and core inlet tempera-
ture. A reset is included (in response to an electrical signal from the
digital control) which translates the entire schedule by a small amount
toward the closed direction in order to provide additional core compressor
stall margin under certain conditions.
3.3.2 Manual ConLrol
The system includes a manual control mode and several partially-manual
modes in which all or some of the manipulated variables can be controlled
independently from the control room. The manual modes are provided so that
the characteristics of the engine with its variable geometry can be thor-
oughly explored.
In the all-manual mode, the system operates in response to four basic
inputs from the control room, three potentiometer inputs to the digital
control computer, and the manual power lever input to the hydromechanical
control.
One of the potentiometer inputs serves as a fan speed demand causing
fuel flow to be manipulated to set and maintain the fan speed desired. All
of the fuel control loop limits described in Section 3.3.1 (except the
reverse interlock) remain in effect to protect the engine and provide manual
PLA control of core speed if desired (or necessary due to an electrical
malfunction).
The other two potentiometers serve as inputs to the digital control for
operation of independent position control loops for fan pitch and fan exhaust
area. Thus, in the all-manual mode, fan speed (or core speed), fan pitch,
and fan exhaust area can each be controlled independently. The three manual
control loops are shown on the block diagram in Figures 9, 11, and 13.
Three partially-manual modes are provided. In one, fan pitch is under
manual control while fuel flow and fan exhaust area FLre automatically con-
trolled as described in Section 3.3.1. In the second, fan exhaust area is
under manual control while fuel flow and fan pitch are in the automatic mode.
In the third, both pitch and area are manually controlled and only fuel is
operating in the automatic mode.
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In all of the manual modes, control of the core variable stators is the
same as in the automatic mode.
3.3.3 Failure Detection and Correction
One objective of the QCSEE Program digital control technology develop-
ment is to utilize the inherent abilities of a digital computer to record and
compare large amounts of data for engine condition monitoring and fault
correction.
The UTW control system incorporates several active fault detection and
correction features which are listed below. A fault light on the operator
panel indicates when one or more of the faults has occurred and a digital
indicator on the engineering panel identifies the fault or faults. A switch
is available on the engineering panel to deactivate each of the features
except the fan overspeed emergency shutdown.
Engine Vibration - Engine horizontal and vertical vibrations are sensed:
if either exceeds 40 mils, fuel flow is reduced to set idle core speed.
Loss of Command Data Link - A test word is among the set of digital
commands that are transmitted respectively in series from the control room to
the engine-mounted digital control computer. An error in this word at any
•	 time causes the control to revert to the last set of commands received and
to continue operating at this condition until the fault is corrected.
Computer Fault - The program memory in the digital control computer
includes test elements which, if found to be incorrect for two successive
i'_-rations through the program, will interrupt the control outputs and cause
fuel flow to drift downward, fan exhaust area to drift open, and fan pitch
angle to drift open (increased pitch).
Fan Overspeed Emergency Shutdown - If the LP turbine (fan) speed signal
exceeds an absolute maximum limit, or if it increases at a rate indicating
loss in turbine load (as would occur with fan or fan gearbox failure), an
electrical signal from the digital control to the hydromechanical control
causes fuel flow to be shutoff immediately. All elements of this feature
are electrically isolated from the remainder of the system so that it also
33
protects against control system faults which might cause overspeed. If power
should be lost for this function so that it is unavailable at the operator
panel, a fault light will alert the operator.
LP Turbine Speed Sensing Fault - Loss of the LP turbine (fan) speed sig-
nal can result in overspeed to the emergency shutdown level under certain
conditions when operating on the automatic mode. To prevent this, the
digital control reduces fuel flow to set idle core speed if the LP turbine
speed signal is lost. This function is ineffective below 45% core speed so
that it will not interfere with starts.
Fan Pitch Transducer Failure - The signals from the two fan pitch posi-
tion transducers are normally averaged by the digital control. However, if
the signals differ by three degrees or more the control uses the signal with
the largest voltage level, discarding the other on the premise that the
transducer producing the lower voltage may well have failed because the
predominant failure mode for such transducers is loss of signal.
Lube Supply Temperature - If this temperature exceeds 180° F, the
engineering panel fault light illuminates, but there is no automatic cor-
rective action.
Gearbox Bearing Temperature - If this temperature exceeds 250° F, the
engineering panel fault light illuminates, but there is no automatic cor-
rective action.
Hydraulic Pump Pressure - 11 this pressure falls below 2500 psia with
core speed above 45%, the engineering panel fault light illuminates but no
automatic corrective action is taken.
Computer Timing Failure - The digital control includes redundant oscil-
lators for timing in both the engine-mounted computer and in the control room
portion of the control. An oscillator failure in the former will illuminate
the fault light on the engineering panel, and a fault in the latter will
illuminate a light on the interconnect unit in the control room.
The digital control system also includes provisions for monitori:¢ ccn-
tiol and engine variables. Some variables are displayed continuously on the
operator panel, some are provided for continuous recording on transient data
34
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4.0 CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
4.1 ANALYSIS BACKGROUND
One fundamental task to be performed i-, designing an automatic control
system is to define the control mode or modes; that is, define which engine
variables (speeds, pressures, temperatures, etc.) should be controlled by the
available manipulated variables to achieve the desired operating conditions.
This involves analyses comparing potential modes on the bases of accuracy,
stability, response, and other similar performance considerations.
On most previous transport aircraft engines, control mode definition has
been relatively simple because only one manipulated variable, fuel flow, was
a significant factor in controlling the primary engine characteristics whica
require control, namely thrust and thrust response. To define the control
mode it was necessary only to determine a variable that can be sensed
practically, provides a good indication of thrust, and will provide a re-
sponsive, stable fuel control loop.
The QCSEE UTW ana',;*sis necessary to define control modes was more
difficult because of the additional manipulated variables, the need to
consider noise control as well as thrust, and the desire to provide more
automatic control of thrust than on previous engines. At the outset it was
decided that one of the manipulated variables, core stator position, is
clearly best controlled by scheduling position as a function of core
corrected speed as on the F101 engine. Still, there remained three manipu-
lated variables (fuel flow, fan pitch, and fan exhaust area) each of which
could be used to control a variety of engine variables or sets of variables.
Key operational objectives at various conditions were established prior
to beginning the automatic control mode analytical. process. These were:
•	 Takeoff - Set guaranteed maximum static thrust or percent thereof.
Set inlet throat Mach number (XM11) for optimum noise and perfor-
mance trade off.
36
0	 Climb - Set guaranteed maximum installed thrust or percent thereof.
Control inlet Mach number for optimum installed performance.
e	 Cruise - Attain minimum installed sfc at required thrust level.
•	 Descent - Maintain sufficient core speed for air conditioning and
power extraction.
•	 Approach - Fast thrust response at readily controlled level up to
guaranteed maximum.
Control inlet Mach number and airflow for low noise.
•	 Ground Idle - Low thrust.
Low exhaust pollution.
Low noise.
RPM sufficient for centrifugal anti-icing.
The sections which follow describe the analytical studies performed to
translate these requirements in the choise of control modes.
4.2 CONTROL MODE ANALYSIS
One of the first steps taken in control mode definition was to perform at
control mode analysis. This is a computer-aided process in which the effect
of typical engine and control component tolerances on important engine
characteristics (such as thrust, sfc, turbine temperature, stall margin,
etc.) are determined for all potential control modes.
The starting point for the mode analysis was a computer deck representing
the UTW engine cycle under steady-state, installed conditions. A special
computer program was used with this deck to generate matrices of partial
differentials of certain dependent variables with respect to certain other
independent variables. Among the independent variables were potential control
variables, air bleeds, power extraction, and engine component performance
variables which contribute significantly to overall propulsion system per-
formance. The dependent variables included such key cycle variables as
thrust,sfc, temperatures, stall margins, rotor speeds, and inlet throat Mach
number.
s`
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The mode analysis consisted of a series of computer runs using the
matrices of partial differentials ,just described. For each run, a different
set of potential control variables equal in number to the number of manipulated
var'ables (3 for the UTW engine) was designated and the matrix used was that
which had these as independent variables. Predicted tolerances for sensors,
controls, and engine components were multiplied by the partial differentials.
The computer tallied the accumulation of these effects on key dependent
variables in several ways including (1) the arithmetic sum, (2) the square
root of the sum of the squares (RSS), and (3) RSS with zero control tolerances.
Deterioration factors based on actual field experience ware applied to the
partials and the RSS accumulation of these factors was also calculated.
Runs were made at SLS takeoff conditions and at Mach 0.7, 7.62 km
(25,000 ft.) climb conditions.
Details relative to the potential modes subjected to this type of
analysis, the tolerances used, and typical results are given in the sections
which follow.
4.2.1 Definition. of Potential Thrust Parameter
One important task in defining potential control modes for analysis was
to establish potential thrust parameters which would indicate net thrust at
me	 any flight condition as a percentage of the maximum rated thrust at that
condition. Ideally, the thrust parameter should be such that it could be
used for cockpit indication and correlate with percent-net-available thrust
independent of customer air bleed, control errors, engine component varia-
tions, and flight conditions. The ideal thrust parameter also would have
negligible thrust-correlation errors during engine stalls or control failures
(failures which for this engine might result in large deviations in fan pitch
or exhaust area from normal settings).
The potential thrust parameters used in the mode analysis are listed
below and discussed in succeeding paragraphs (symbols defined in Appendix A).
TP1 = P49/PTO
TP2 = PS3/PTO
t
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TP3 = f (P18/PAMB) X (A18)
TP4 - f(P14/PTO) X (A18)
TP5 - f (Mll)/(A18)
TP6 - f (P14/PTO) X f2(M11)
TP7 - K1 + K2(A A18) + K3(A 8F) + f(PCNLR)
TP8 - T41C/Tl
TP9 - PCNHR
TP10 - PS3/PS8
TP11 - T81T1
TP12 = [(T14-Tl) /T14] X f(Mll)
t
TP13 = WFM/PTO
TP1 is a good traditional parameter which would be applicable to a
variable-pitch fan system. P49/PTO is a good indicator of core extracted
power and correlates well with net thrust, but the mechancial design for
QCSEE_^-oes--not--permit the insertion of total pressure rakes between the
turbines. Static pressure measurement was considered as a substitute for
P49, but the close -coupled turbine configuration prevents acquisition of
consistently represen' ^ ati.ve static pressure. TP2 provides much better
accuracy than could be obtained using PS49 (but not as good as using PT49);
therefore, the mode studies include P49 /PTO to provide a standard of
comparison and PS3 /PTO as a practical alternative for the experimental
program. Core engine temperatures were bypassed in the initial listing of
alternatives because the best choice, T49, had the same installation problem
as P49,and all of the core temperatures are particularly sensitive to
component deterioration.
The expression for TP3 was developed from the equation which states that
gross thrust is equal to the product of mass airflow times velocity. With
the full exhaust expansion present in the UTW cycle over the range of
practical consideration and with the engine ' s high-bypass ratio, it is only a
minor approximation to assume that the total thrust is a constant times the
thrust of the bypass stream. Using this consideration and applying funda-
mental compressible -flow equations resulted in the transformation of the
basic gross -thrust equation into an equation for TP3 as a function of fan
exhaust pressure ratio and area as shown above.
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Additional mathematical manipulation translated the P14/PAMB function
into a P14/PTO (fan pressure ratio) function resulting in the TP4 expression.
	 !
F
TP5 and TP6 were also derived from the basic gross-thrust equation with
manipulations performed so that the mass airflow is expressed in terms of an
inlet airflow indicator, inlet Mach number, a variable which is sensed by the
	 f
control system for noise control purposes.
TP7 is a semilinearized equation including one of the conventional fan
engine thrust parameters (fan corrected speed) with factors accounting for
deviations in fan pitch and exhaust area.
The remaining *'trust parameters, except for TP12, are corrected engine
variables which are indicative of core engine power (core engine power being
fundamentally a more comprehensive indicator of net thrust Shan any simple
fan system parameter). TP12 is a corrected fan power parameter.
4.2.2 Definition of Tolerances
A vital factor in setting up the control mode analysis was the defini-
tion of tolerances for the independent variables - that is, for the controlled
variables in each mode being studied and for basic engine compo..^ Lltt charac-
teristics.
A total of 13 controlled variables were considered to have potential for
the UTW; 12 of the 13 thrust parameters described previously plus 7 others.
These are listed in Table I with tolerances which were estimated in the
manner described below.
Controlled variable tolerance estimates were begun by estimating sensing
tolerances. Current state-of-the-art sensors were assumed with full-scale
ranges set based on the UTW cycle and flight envelope. Tolerance distribu-
tions were optimized, when possible, for certain scale ranges based on engine
needs.
The tolerance assignments also included analog-to-digital conversion
errors and estimated sampling errors based on the uncontrolled effects of
local flow distortions. Scheduling errors were also estimated where secondary
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Table I. Mode Analysis Controlled Variable Tolerances.
Ms
Controlled Variables
SLS Takeoff Max. Climb
Error	 Error (0.7/25K)
PCNLR - Corrected Fan Speed ±0.38% ±0.67%
A18 - Duct Nozzle Area 1.20 1.63
6F - Fan Blade Pitch Angle 0 . 50 0.50
Mll - Inlet Duct Mach No. 1.68 2.40
P49QOT - LP Turbine EPR (P49/PTO) 1.20 2.29
PS3QOT - HP Turbine EPR (PS3/PTO) 1.03 2.22
TP3 - Thrust Parameter from A18 & (Pl8/PO) 7.03 2.76
TP4 - Thrust Parameter from A18 & (P14/PTO) 3.94 4.68
TP5 - Thrust Parameter from A18 & Mll 1.80 2.29
TP6 - Thrust Parameter from Mll & P14/PTO 2.16 4.47
TP7 - Thrust Parameter from NL, A18, 6F 2.65 2.78
T41CT2 - T41C/T2 1.23 1.61
T49QT2 - T49/T2 1.09 1.10
T8QT2 - T8/T2 0.95 1.22
PCNLR - Corrected Core Speed 0.31 0.33
TP12 - f(Mll) (T14-T12)/T12 2.41 2.49
WFQPTO - WFM/PTO 1.34 2.13
M14 - Fan Duct Mach No. Parameter 3.86 5.46
P14QOT - P14/PTO 0.81 2.33
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or trim parameters were used to define operating values for the control
variables. Errors calculated for each of the sensed variables are listed in
Table II. Errors due to sampling, sensors, signal conditions, and A-to-D
conversion were combined by the root-sum-square method.
The sensing errors from Table II were used to calculate control parameter
errors based on derivatives of the control parameter equations. As an example,
the error synthesis for T41C (computed T41) is described as follows:
1. At the time of the mode studies,T41C was defined by the equation:
T41C - T3 + k2 
S3 
T41C
2. The log differential equation for the parameter equation was
derived:
AT41C _
	 (M)2T41C	 T3 + T41C-T3 	APS3)]
T41C 	 T41C + T3 T41C	 T3	 T41C 
(AWF
	
 
WF	 PS3
3. The three terms in this equation were root-sum-squared to obtain
the overall error for T41C.
4. For the parameter T41C/T2, the errors for T41C and T2 were root-
sum-squared. The error computed for T41C/T2 using this method and
f	 the data in Table II is ±1.23X. The final result in terms of T41
was evaluated by the computer mode study and the final results
include effects of engine component variations.
The equation for T41C was changed subsequent to the mode studies. The
new equation defined below was chosen to avoid iteration in the digital
engine control. The new equation was:
/I, ) 1.245
T41C = k  + k 
2 
T 3 + k3 (\ 
PS3
The resulting differential equation for errors was:
AT41C - 0.476 (T 3LT) +0.6585'"F I - 0.6585
 (AlPS3/
^yy
l
r
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Table II. Mode Analysis Sensing Tolerances.
(Includes profile, sensors, signal
conditioning, and A-to-D conversion.)
n s
Sensed
Variable
Max.
Value
Min.
Value
Sampling
at Takeoff
Sampling
at Climb
Overall
Takeoff
Errors
Overall
Climb
Errors
Percent of point unless noted otherwise
PTO(PSIA) 19.0 3.78 0.25 0.25 0.74 1.71
PTO-PS11 7.8 1.30 2.08 2.08 2.43 3.26
P14 23.2 5.17 0.50 0.50 0.86 1.58
P14-PS14 8.2 0.76 3.94 3.94 4.37 5.82
P14-PTO 4.2 1.40 3.54 3.54 3.93 4.22
PS3 257.0 56.40 0.25 0.25 0.72 1.41
P49 70.0 16.20 0.50 0.50 0.87 1.52
PO(PS8) 17.7 2.72 1.00 1.00 1.22 2.79
T12 600 387 0 0 0.36 0.36
T14-T12 55 34 0.75 0.75 1.37 1.40
T3( O R) 1350 900 0.75 0.75 0.98 1.00
T49(°R) 2240 1660 0.75 0.75 1.02 1.04
T8( O R) 1710 1190 0.75 0.75 0.87 1.16
NL(RPM) 3400 2500 --- --- 0.25 0.25
NH(RPM) 14500 11000 --- --- 0.25 0.27
WFM(PPH) 6200 1530 *0.44 0.44 1.09 1.15
A18(in. 2 ) 3300 1600 --- --- 1.20 1.63
sF Degrees -2 +90 --- --- 0.540 0.540
*Heating Value Variations.
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The new error-stacking result was:
AT41C a V(0.476 LT-3) 2 + (0.6585 
AAWF 
+(0.6585 APc312WF)
T41C
The new parameter error for T41C/1 2 became ±1.05X.
The other control parameters had errors evaluated using the same tech-
niques described above for T41C; Table I has the tabulated results.
There are noncontrol factors which influence engine performance to a
varying degree depending on the mode of control. These include the engine
component variation due to manufacturing toleranceb and service wear: they
also include ei.gine bleed and power extraction as required for anti-icing and
aircraft accessories. Table III lists the values used in the calculation of
control errors as defined in Table 1.
4.2.3 Mode Analysis Runs and Results
As noted previously, the control mode analysis itself consisted of a
series of computer ru.s with various combinations of three of the 19 potential
control variables. The theoretical total of such combinations is 969 but some
obviously have no prospective interest. For example, any combination
including two or three thrust parameters is not reasonable.
The primary strategy used to identify prospective candidate modes was to
pair up the likely parameters for nozzle and pitch control and then use each
of these pairs with every thrust parameter. Thrust parameters were thereby
tentatively assigned a fuel-controlling role. Some modes were considered
which did not qualify tinder the primary strategy, and some modes used two
parameters which could be considered thrust parameters: the cost of the
computerized analysis was so low that every interesting combination could be
tried.
The parameter groups which were evaluated are listed in Table IV along
with the results for thrust control errors and thrust "deterioration" as
determined from the Table III deterioration factors. Note that engine
deterioration may result in thrust increases depending on the control mode.
In every case where thrust deterioration is positive, the turbine temperature
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Table III. Mode Analysis Engine Component Variations (% of Point).
Variable Variation Deterioration
Fail Corrected Flow ±1.5% •-0.5%
Fan Efficiency 1.5 —0.5
Core Compressor Corrected Flow 1.0 —0.7
Core Compressor Efficiency 1.0 —0.5
Burner Pressure Loss (P4/P3) 0.5 0
Burner Efficiency 0.3 0
HP Turbine Area Corrected Flow 1.0 0
HP Turbine Efficiency 1.0 —1.5
LP Turbine Area Corrected Flow 1.0 0
LP Turbine Efficiency 1.0 —1.0
Fan duct Pressure Loss 0.2 0
Postturbine Core Pressure Loss 0.1 0
Compressor Interstage Bleed (% of W25) 1.0 0
Compressor Discharge Bleed (% of W25) 1.0 0
Shaft Power Extraction (Horsepower) 25.0 0
Inlet Duct Area Variation 0.1 0
!Core Engine Jet Nozzle Area 0.5 0
Turbine Cooling Flow (WC/W25) 0.55 0
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Mode No. Mode Parameter
SLS Takeoff
RSS FN	 FN Det
Climb
RSS FN
0.7/25K
FN Det
1 (Base) PCNL A18 OF ±2.34 -0.12 ±10.52 -1.31
2* PCNL SM12 FNIN --- --- --- ---
3 M11 A18 OF 1.91 +0.41 7.40 +2.01
4 Mil P49QOT OF 2.84 -0.21 7.40 -1.79
5 Mil PS3QOT OF 3.53 +0.33 7.18 -0.52
6 M11 TP3 OF 7.41 +0.14 14.83 -0.57
7 M11 TP4 OF 4.52 +0.12 24.16 -0.28
8 M11 TP5 OF 1.84 +0.38 7.39 +1.46
9 M11 TP6 OF 2.31 +0.26 17.17 +0.78
10 M11 TP7 OF 3.45 -0.28 22.16 -3.99
11 M11 T41CT2 OF 7.12 -5.15 12.62 -8.03
12 M11 T49CT2 OF 7.66 -7.34 13.00 -10.52
13 M11 M14 OF 7.10 +0.06 14.36 +2.10
14 M11 T8QT2 OF 9.64 -10.52 12.20 -12.02
15 M11 P14QOT OF 3.09 +0.27 8.15 +1.13
16** M11 P14QOT OF 2.32 +0.27 --- ---
17 M11 PCNHR OF 8.81 +4.28 12.93 +3.51
1 8 M11 TP12 OF 3.20 -0.30 9.34 -2.22
19 M11 TP7 A18 2.90 +0.63 32.29 -6.41
20 M11 TP12 A18 1.35 +0.28 4.74 +1.02
21 M11 A18 PCNL 1.97 +0.35 6.17 +1.33
22 M11 P49QOT PCNL 2.62 -0.03 4.60 +0.23
23 'rill PS3QOT PCNL 3.38 +0.51 5.21 +0.77
24 M11 TP3 PCNL 7.37 +0.09 15.01 -0.83
25 M11 TP4 PCNL 4.51 +0.07 24.23 -0.52
26 M11 TP5 PCNL 1.96 •►-0.31 7.28 +0.69
27 M11. TP6 PCNL 2.45 +0.20 17.24 +0.22
28 M11 TP7 PCNL 3.88 -0.51 22.61 -4.19
29 M11 T41CT2 PCNL 6.91 -4.93 7.81 -5.21
30 M11 T49QT2 PCNL 7.47 -7.17 7.73 -7.61
31 M11 M14 PCNL 6.97 +0.51 13.72 +1.40
32 M11 T8QT2 PCNL 9.59 10.45 8.92 -9.56
33 M11 P1-4Q0T PCNL 3.02 +0.21 7.84 +0.62
34** M11 P14QOT PCNL 2.34 +0.21 --- ---
35 M11 PCNHR PGN. 3.80 +4.71 10.67 +6.28
36 M11 TP12 PCNL j	 2.79 0.03 3.46 +0,03
37 M11 TP3 TP12 1.46 +0.24 5.49 +0.53
38 M11 TP6 TP12 1.92 +0.16 13.81 +0.18
39 M11 TP7 TP12 2.43 -0.29 20.78 --3.85
40 M14 P49QOT PCNL '	 2.59 -4-0.13 4.45 +0.28
41 M14 PS3QOT PCNL 3.02 +0.51 5.04 +0.79
42 M14 TI'3 PCNL 7.54 +0.07 10.05 -x0.15
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Table IV. Mode Analysis Thrust Accuracy Results (Complete).
(Shown as Percent of Point)
Table IV. Movie Analysis Thrust Accuracy Results (Complete), (Continued).
(Shown as Percent of Point)
r
Mode No. Mode Parameter
SLS Takeoff
RSS FN	 FN Det
Climb
RSS FN
0.7/25K
FN Det
43 M14 TP4 PCNL 4.42 +0.07 14.24 +0.37
44 M14 TP5 PCNL 2.16 +0.029 6.33 +0.88
45 M14 T?6 PCNL 2.43 +0.18 11.98 +0.64
46 M14 TP7 PC:Z 3.31 -0.19 12.55 -1.34
47 M14 T41CT2 PCNL 4.59 -2.08 6.95 -4.27
48 M14	 -T49QT2 PCNL 4.76 -3.15 6.87 -6.35
49 M14 P14QOT PCNL 5.06 +0.07 11.08 +0.37
50** M14 P14QOT PCNL 4.13 +0.07 --- ---
51 M14 T8QT2 PCNL 5.40 -4.30 7.80 -7.89
52 M14 PCNHR PCNL 5.28 2.37 8.88 +5.19
53 M14 TP12 PCNL 2.81 +0.16 3.34 +0.10
54 M14 PS3QOR OF 3.17 +0.42 5.78 +0.23
55 M14 TP3 OF 1	 8.18 +0.10 10.50 +0.38
56 M14 TP4 OF 4.72 +0.10 15.65 +0.64
57 M14 TP5 OF 2.61 4-0.34- 7.04 +1.50
58 M14 TP6 OF 2.72 +0.22 13.73 +1.07
59 M14 TP7 OF 3.09 -0.16 12.86 -1.34
60 M14 T41CT2 OF 4.61 -1.86 8.09 -3.11
61 M14 T8QT2 OF 5.27 -3.90 8.06 -5.53
62 M14 P14QOT OF 4.70 4.10 13.64 +0.63
63** M14 P14QOT OF 5.65 +0.10 --- ---
64 M14 PCHNR OF 5.18 +2.09 8.58 +2.79
65 M14 TP12 8F 3.20 +0.09 6.68 -0.45
66 P14QOT PS3QOT OF 1.78 +0.29 4.92 +0.37
67 P14QOT TP4 OF 10.13 +0.10 9.93 +G.64
68 P14QOT TP5 OF 5.12 +0.10 6.41 +1.40
69 P14QOT TP6 aF 4.44 +0.51 10.11 +0.94
70 P14QOT TP7 OF 3.58 +0.26 8.16 -0.44
71 P14QOT T41CT2 OF 2.40 -0.11 6.16 -1.30
72 P14QOT TP12 OF 2.11 -0.83 5.51 +0.03
73 P14QOT A18 OF 1.61 +0.06 12.43 +0.65
74 PS3QOT A18 OF 1.73 +0.36 4.55 +0>23
75 TP3 A18 OF 8.77 +0.10 9.47 +0.37
76 TP4 A18 OF 4.86 +0.10 14.69 +0.63
77 TP5 A18 OF 2.59 +0.38 6.98 +1.49
78 TP6 A18 OF 2.88 +0.23 13.34 +1.06
79 TP7 A18 OF 2.70 -0.13 11.52 -1.31
80 T41CT2 A18 OF 2.02 --1.29 5.43 -3.04
81 P14QOT A18 OF 5.35 +0.08 12.43 +0.65
82 TP12 A18 N: 1.27 +0.10 4.40 -0.44
83 PS3QOT A18 PCNL 2.00 +0.44 5.00 +0.79
84 TP3 A18 PCNL 7.84 +0.07 3.39 +0.14
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Table IV. Mode Analysis Thrust Accuracy Results (Complete), (Continued).
(Shown as Percent of Point)
Mode No. Mode Parameter
SZ,S Takeoff
RSS FN	 FN Det
Climb
RSS FN
0.7/25K
FN Det
85 TP4 A18 PCNL 4.36 +0 . 08 12 . 78 +0.36
86 TP5 A18 PCNL 2 . 36 4.31 5.40 +0.87
87 TP6 A18 PCNL 2.50 +0.18 10 . 97 +0.63
88 TP7 A18 PCNL 2 . 22 -0.13 10.69 -1.31
89 T41CT2 A18 PCNL 2.32 -1.48 6.68 -4.24
90 P14QOT A18 PCNL 4.59 +0.05 10.57 +0.38
91 TP12 A18 PCNL 1.43 +0.15 3.26 +0.10
92 PS3QOT 1414 PCNL 3.02 +0.51 5.04 +0.79
93 TP3 M14 PCNL 7.64 +0.07 10.05 +0.15
94 TP4 M14 PCNL 4.42 +0.07 14.24 +0.37
95 TP5 M14 PCNL 2.16 +0.29 6.33 +0.88
96 TP6 M14 PCNL 2.43 +18.00 11.98 +0.64
97 TP7 M14 PCNL 3.31 -0.19 12.55 -1.34
98 T41CT2 M14 PCNL 4.59 -2.08 6.95 -4.27
99 P14QOT M14 PCNL 4.13 +0.07 11.08 +0.37
100 TP12 M14 PCNL 2.81 +0.16 3.34 +0.10
101 PS3QOT P14QOT PCNL 1.84 +0.34 4.59 +0.75
102 TP3 P34QOT PCNL 8.34 +0.07 6.91 +0.28
103 TP4 P14QOT PCNL 4.24 +0.07 8.06 +0.37
104 TP5 P14QOT PCNL 3.12 +0.38 5.50 +0.65
105 TP6 P14QOT PCNL 2.77 +0.20 7.54 +0.50
106 TP7 P14QOT PCNL 1.98 -c.08 7.61 -0.29
107 T41CT2 P14QOT PCNL 2.15 -0.90 5.59 -2.84
108 TP12 P14QOT PCNL 1.64 +0.12 3.14 +0.14
109 TP4 PS3QOT OF 4.22 +0.13 47.28 -0.95
110 TP5 PS3QOT OF 1.54 +0.37 9.22 +1.85
111 TP6 PS3QOT OF 1.96 +0.27 61.07 +3.89
112 TP12 PS3QOT OF 12.38 +1.98 12.94 +1.82
113 TP4 PS3QOT PCNL 4.72 +0.04 5.60 +0.83
114 TP5 PS3QOT PCNL 1.55 +0.36 5.92 +0.78
115 TP6 PS3QOT PCNL 2.05 +0.24 5.77 +0.81
116 TP12 PS3QOT PCNL 14.34 +2.22 18.46 +2.47
117 PS3QOT PCNL OF 3.76 +0.86 5.23 +0.87
118 TP3 PCNL OF 7.35 +0.06 15.61 +1.34
119 TP4 PCNL OF 4.51 +0.08 25.10 +1.89
120 TP5 PCN1, OF 1.95 +0.22 7.66 +1.69
121 TP6 PCNL OF 2.44 +0.16 17.69 +1.76
122 TP7 PCNL OF 3.37 -0.14 18.37 -1.31
123 TP12 PCNL OF 3.46 +0.41 3.52 +0.19
124 WFQPTO A18 OF 1.27 -0.85 3.92 -1.89
125 WFQPTO A18 PCNL 1.43 -0.96 3.44 -2.18
126 M11 WFQPTO PCNL 3.18 -2.44 3.77 -2.52
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Table IV. Mode Analysis Thrust Accuracy Results (Complete), (Concluded).
(Shown as Percent of Point)
Mode No. Mode Parameter
SLS Takeoff
RSS FN	 FN Det
Climb
RSS FN
0.7/25K
FN Det
127 WFQPTO PCNL OF 4.08 -1.99 3.99 -2.26
128 WFQPTO M14 PCNL 3.10 -1.27 3.61 -2.19
129 Mll TP5 TP12 1.46 +0.24 5.49 +0.53
130 M14 PCNL OF --- --- 16.15 -1.37
131 M14 T49QT2 OF --- --- 8.17 -4.31
132 P14QOT TP3 OF ---_ --- 7.41 +0.48
*This case was not a control mode case; it was run for deriatives only.
**Mode as repeated for SLS takeoff using a second and more optimistic
estimate for the P14QOT statistical error (i.e., a sensing system was
assumed that would use fan AP and PTO - the P14QOT error was reduced
from ±1.14% to ±0.81% by this means).
Note: The results for the climb condition include the effects of a
±0.01 variation in flight Mach Number.
Ir
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"deterioration" exceeds that required to maintain constant thrust. Thrust
results are all in terms of percent-of-point of installed net thrust.
The results for the climb condition include the effects of a ±0.01
variation in the flight Mach number. This variation can be viewed as a real
error in MO or as an error in the MO data provided to the engine control.
The initial list of modes was reduced to those remaining in Tables V and
VI using as criteria thrust stackup, deterioration magnitude, fan stall
margin stackup, inlet Mach stackup (where "floating"), turbine inlet tem-
perature stackup, and fan speed stackup (where "floating"). The process of
elimination was continued as follows:
1. Modes using TP12 were eliminated from experimental engine candi-
dates primarily for (1) uncertainty regarding water ingestion
effects on fan temperature rise measurement and (2) because of the
slow response inherent in temperature measurement devices. More
data are needed on the correlation of TP12 with thrust under
unusual atmospheric condition; more data are also needed for
temperature profile variation which affects the choice of location
and the number of sensors.
2. Modes using P49/PTO were eliminated from the experimental program
because the applicable F101 engine hardware did not allow adequate
instrumentation. Analysis results do not show a decisive superi-
ority of P49/PTO over PS3/PTO considering the added cost, weight,
and reliability factors associated with engine design (close-
coupled turbine and multiple-probe acquisition system needed to get
an accurate P49 signal).
3. The control modes using T41C were not seriously considered in the
elimination process leading to the primary control, basically
because a turbine temperature parameter had already been chosen to
provide a safety override function. Therefore, a redundancy
advantage would be lost if the temperature were also used as the
thrust parameter. T49 was eliminated for the same reasons given
above for P49.
4. The control modes which included WF/PTO were eliminated for a
combination of factors. The deterioration effects were relatively
large (but not so large as to be definitive without other factors);
fuel flow measurement is used in the computed temperature parameter
T41C; the estimated fuel flow measuring accuracy needs more
experimental verification; and perhaps more development may be
needed for assurance reasons.
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Table V. Mode Analysis Results (Summary) SLS.
Mode Identification
Rank No. 1 2 3
1 82 TP12 A18 OF
2 91 TP12 A18 PCNL
3 125 WF/PTO A18 PCNL
4 12U TP5 PCNL OF
5 26 TP5 M11 PCNL
6 21 A18 M11 PCNL
7 83 PS3/PTO A18 PCNL
8 88 TP7 A18 PCNL
9 1 PCNL A18 OF
10 34 P14/PTO Mll PCNL
11 86 TP5 A18 PCNL
12 121 TP6 PCNL fF
13 27 TP6 M11 PCNL
14 23 PS3/PTO Mll PCNL
Thrust RSS Stack up (±)
P.I. FN T41 SM12 Mll Det.
1.32 1.27 2.0 9.2 1.5 +0.1
1.A° 1.43 2.0 5.5 2.0 +0.1
1.93 1.43 1.1 5.6 2.0 -1.0
2.05 1.95 2.6 7.9 2.6 +0.2
2.11 1.96 2.2 7.2 1.7 +0.3
2.12 1.97 2.3 7.4 1.7 +0.3
2.20 2.00 2.8 7.7 2.7 +0.4
2.27 2.22 2.9 10.3 2.8 -0.1
2.39 2.34 2.9 10.4 2.5 -0.1
2.44 2.34 2.3 8.1 1.7 +0.2
2.51 2.36 3.0 9.2 3.3 +0.3
2.54 2.44 2.5 8.6 2.6 +0.2
2.55 2.45 2.2 8.2 1.7 +0.2
3.63 3.38 2.4 10.6 1.7 +0.5
*Root Sum Square of FNIN Plus 1/2 Deterioration.
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5. Modes using P14/PTO and TP6 (which includes P14/P;0) had poor
thrust control performance at the cruise condition unless used in
combination with TP12 or PS3/PTO. These exceptions, where they
looked competitive for thrust control (modes 66, 71, 101, 104, 107,
108, and 115), were spoiled by other considerations. Fan speed
"floated" in mode 66 and the stackup was ±3.6% at takeoff and over
8% for the climb case. Mode 71 was rejected for the same reason.
Modes 101, 104, 107, 108, and 115 all had excessive stackups for
inlet duct Mach number for operation at climb power setting at
altitude. These modes would be good candidates for an engine with
a conservatively-sized inlet duct but they are not good candidates
for control at takeoff.
6. For a low-pressure cycle engine with variable geometry, the power
control schedules make large memory demands for multivariable
functions. An important advantage was recognized for a common
power control mode for both takeoff and climb. Using this criterion,
the remaining takeoff modes (Table V) which wouldn't perform well
at altitude were eliminated. The dividing line was chosen as 5.5%
stackup in installed thrust at the climb condition. The arbitrary
appearance of the 5.5% value resulted from the fact that there was
a tight group of three that gave better performance and a fairly
large gap separated these from the next best mode (i.e., Mll-A18-
PCNL).
7. The only modes remaining at this stage were numbers 23, 83, and 26.
Only two of the Girust parameters survived to this stage - PS3/PTO
and TP5. TP5 was later eliminated for experimental engine consid-
eration based on a controls stability problem as discussed in
Section 4.6.3. Modes 23 and 83 will be tested on the experimental
engine.
The relatively large thrust stackups at takeoff for the selected modes
(±2% for 83 and ±3.38% for 23) are cause for discussion. Thrust tolerance
for the CF6-50 at rated fan speed is stated to be less than ±1% (excluding
deterioration which is about -0.5%). The stipulation "at rated fan speed" is
very important for it means zero tolerance on the thrust setting parameter.
When a tolerance on corrected fan speed is included equal to the 0.38% used
in the QCSEE analysis, the thrust spread becomes ±1.45%. The UTW engine has
variable geometry got used on the CF6 which introduces additional variation.
For example, the analysis of QCSEE mode 83 reflects the variable A18 and
RF by including tolerances of ±1.2% A18, ±1.5% fan airflow, and ±1.5% fan
efficiency. These tolerances are ±0.5%, ±1.2%, and ±0.65%, respectively, in
a comparable CF6 analysis reflecting only the estimated manufacturing tol-
erances of a fixed A18 and a fixed geometry fan.
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Mode 83 thrust tolerance could be improved somewhat by making a control
adjustment on the engine based on the measured turbine diaphragm area, or
trimming diaphragms in production as a result of the flow checks which are a
routine production procedure. This has the potential of reducing the thrust
stackup approximately 0.3 percentage points. Other opportunities for
improvement would have little effect except for the PS3/PTO instrument itself.
As an example of the potential improvement, a reduction of the PS3/PTO
tolerance to ±0.5% would reduce the ±2.0% FN to ±1.8% FN.
Mode 23 includes direct control of the primary inlet-radiated noise
parameter and has a slight advantage in this respect, but a price must be
paid for this feature. As with mode 83, there are potential improvements.
Effects of turbine diaphragm-area variation if eliminated would reduce the
±3.83% to 2.89%. A reduction of the PS3/PTO tolerance to ±0.5% would further
reduce this to ±2.57X FN. Other error sources are fairly evenly distributed.
among customer bleed, A49, turbine cooling, and component efficiencies.
One of the goals of the experimental engine test program is to obtain
data which can be utilized to define a better thrust setting parameter (or
parameters) than PS3/PTO. Particular attention will be given to data per-
tinent to TP5, or parameters closely related to it, evaluating the potential
of using such a parameter for controlling thrust at high power settings and
using a more traditional parameter at low power settings if the stability of
TP5 proves inadequate as predicted by analysis (reference Section 4.6.3).
4.3 PARAMETER INTERRELATIONSHIPS
The control mode analysis just described does not identify the inter-
relationship between manipulated and controlled variables. That is, it does
not identify which of the three manipulated variables (WF, $F, or A18) should
be used to control each of the controlled variables in any given control
mode. Further analysis is required to accomplish this.
Ideally, each manipulated variable would have an effect on its control
variable and no other, and this ideal would hold throughout the flight map
and required power ranges. With the QCSEE cycle we were very far from an
'f
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ideal coupling situation, and the first problem was to link variables to
produce the least amount of cross-coupling and gain changes in the operating
ranges. With the selected thrust parameter, PS3/PTO, the choice for engine
variable was clearly defined as WF (shown by comparison of derivatives):
SLS Takeoff	 Max. Climb
%11PS3SOT (with A18 and OF constant)	 0.547	 0.580
%AWF
%APS3QOI (with WF and OF constant) 	 -0.126	 -0.233
%AA18
%APS3QOT (with WF and A18 constant) 	 0.004	 -0.577
%A8F
The choices for A18 and OF are less clear. Table VII shows the deriv-
ative matrices at takeoff and maximum climb for control mode 23.
With the choice of WF to control PS3/PTO, the first row and first column of
these matrices are eliminated. Examination of the remaining matrices shows
that, for the SLS case, the effect of A18 on Mll is identical to the affect
of A18 on PCNL, but the effect of OF is much greater on PCNL than it is on
3
	
	
Mll. Choosing OF to control PCNL therefore minimizes the undesired coupling
of OF to Mll. For the maximum climb case, cross-coupling is also minimized
but not to the same degree as for the SLS case.
Thus, the UTW control variable interrelationships were established
with the manipulation of WF to control the thrust parameter (PS3/PTO), OF
to control fan rpm, and A18 to control inlet throat Mach number (XM11).
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Table VII. Controls Coupling Derivatives.
SLS Takeoff
Engine Variables Control Parameters (Dependent)
(Independent) % PS3/PT0 % M11 % PCNL
% WF 0.547 0.458 0.503
% A18 -0.126 0.441 0.441
% OF 0.004 -0.812 2.907
Maximum Climb 0.7/7.62 km (25K ft)
Engine Variables Control Parameters (Dependent)
(Independent) % PS3/PTO % M11 % PCNL
% WF 0.58 0.404 0.500
% A18 -0.233 1.036 1.281
% OF
-0.577 -3.61 5.031
I
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At this poin t_ it would be well to point out that a limitation exists
with most all thrust parameters which is related to interrelationships between
variables. A major objective of the QCSEE design studies was to establish
as the thrust parameter a variable which was uniquely related to net thrust.
This uniqueness was to hold even for large changes in flight Mach number, com-
pressor bleed, and off-design variable geometry (OF, BC, A18). The objective
was also to avoid use of a flight Mach number signal in the engine control;
the reason being that it is unlikely that the variables needed to compute Mach
number could be measured with desired accuracy on the powerplant,and airframe
supplied signals were to be avoided if at all possible to avoid placing air-
craft dispatch reliability at the mercy of any off-engine device.
The objective of avoiding Mach number (MO) signal dependence was not
met. The pressure ratio of the cycle being much lower than conventional
cycles was the primary factor, the variable geometry fan and ^uct nozzle
were major contributing factors, and the inability to measure total pressure
between the turbines was the coup-de-gras. The thrust parameter which canes
the closest to being independent of MO is PS3/PTO. Therefore, the magnitude
of the control errors due to loss of MO signal is less than for TP5 (the
only other survivor of the error studies as applicable to the demonstrator
program). Figures 15 and 16 show the lesser sensitivity of PS3/PTO to MO;
it also shows a greater sensitivity to bleed and ambient temperature effects.
The problem of finding a unique thrust parameter was not satisfactorily
resolved for the demonstrator program,but approaches that promise a satis-
factory solution for a flight engine have been identified. Two of these
approaches that may be mentioned here await only the larger capacity digital
computer which is anticipated for a flight engine design. The first applies
to TP5 which already has a high degree of uniqueness for variables other
than MO. The approach is to convert TP5 to a net thrust parameter defined
as follows:
FN__ FG _ FD __ kl ^f l (M11)^ f2(MO) - k2 fl(M11) If3(MOPO PTO PTO A18 
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The second approach is particularly applicable to PS3/PTO, but the
technique can also be used to further improve on a net-thrust version of
TP5. The second approach, as defined in block diagram form in Figure 17,
makes the power lever the basis for a thrust parameter indication synthesized
from PIA, control errors (such as resulting from limits or actuator mal-
function), and a bleed signal.
4.4 SCHEDULEABILITY
Another study performed in con3un%^Uon with the control made analysis
was o_ e "iilvo v ing scheduleabil.i.ty. Power `Con-trol scheduling requirements
were considered for alternative modes using PS3/PTO, TP5 3 TP6,and P14/PTO as
thrust Parameters. Flight-type schedules were Considered is order that mode
selection criteria would be comprehensive. Cycle data were run as required
to define ideal schedules for both takeoff and club conditions, The
operating conditions covered by the cycle data were as fol-lows.,
Takeoff: 0 < MO < 0.378, ?.0.1 < PTE? < 16.22c 0.74 <T12iT Ref. <1.06
Climb: 0.378. < M0 < 0,80, 7.57 <PTO < 16.22, 0.82 <T12/T Ref. <1.10
Matrices of cycle points were run for five levels of the T12 parameter,
four levels of IM0, and four levels of PTO. A, minimum of 80 points for take-
off ana 80 points for climb was considered necessary to evaluate characteris-
tic trends; much more date. would be run for final design schedules. The
rational` for organizing data req_uire_m ,:^nts is as follows:
1. The matrix is defined in terms of t -. , e schedule parameters which
would be used for scheduling the moe- controlled variables.
2. T12/T Ref, was chosen over T12 in order that the control schedules
data arrays would use the minimum number of points for accuracy.
And also accommodate the engine rating plan which leads to a sharp
dichotomy betwe::n the temperature range on which thrust is flat-
rated and the range in which it decreases to prevent turbine over-
temperature. This dichotomy is established on the basis of a
differential above standard day temperature and, thus, the tempera-
ture at which the thrust rating changes from zlat to decreasing
varies with altitude.
3. T Ref. is defined as a function of PTO (Figure '8) which is a
measured parameter rather than PO which probably will not be avail-
able on the typical aircraft installation. To accommodate this
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approximation a climb profile appropriate to the aircraft is defined
(MO vs. PO, see Figure 19) which is nominal and MO is treated as
a plus and minus trim from the nominal MO profile. The situation
is analogous to the T12 reference scheme, but an explicit MO-
reference schedule is not as important as for T12 because no sharp
discontinuities are required for MO effects on the contras_
parameters.
The cycle deck was set up to run the "rated" power data using the
following procedure:
1. Data cases for the "corner point" day (TO = 31° F above standard
for takeoff and 18° F above standard for climb) where T12/T Ref.
1.0 were run first. T41 was an input demand at the rated tempera-
ture (2914° R for takeoff and 2850° R for maximum climb). Fan
stall margin was also a power control demand and was selected as
a function of PTO based on the basic engine design objectives.
Throat Mach number (Mll) was also input at its "requirements"
value for takeoff. There were no M11 requirements for the maximum
climb, but cycle data based on performance optimization showed
that a constant value for Mll would be an appropriate criterion.
2. After data points were checked for the "corner point" day, the
data cases were run for all of the "hot" day cases using the same
power control criterion defined in item (1).
3. Different power control criteria were used for the "cold" day
cases. The same M11 values were used but to maintain flat-rated
thrust the other two input parameters were OF and A18. The
n 	 values for these parameters were lifted from the "corner point"
cycle data to keep the same A18 and OF as defined for each MO and
PTO.
Control schedules were defined from plots of cycle data value for the
control parameters. Figures 20 and 21 present the primary schedules for
PS3/PTO and PCNLR. Trim schedules as functions of MO are given in Figure
22. Figure 23 shows a possible means of implementing schedules for a UTW
flight-type design.
4.5 TRANSIENT RESPONSE CAPABILITY
Another factor considered during the control system analysis process
was transient response. This was done primarily through the use of a
hybrid-computer simulation of the engine and control system which was
developed as the control mode analysis and parameter interrelationship
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studies progressed. This computer simulation was used to explore the
various potential control modes from a stability,-.:and transient response
point of view.
The two basic QCSEE UTW response time requirements are 1.0 second
maximum from 62% to 95% net forward thrust (sea level to 1.83 km [6000 ft]
elevation) and 1.5 seconds maximum from maximum installed net forward
thrust to maximum reverse thrust.
The forward thrust response requirements are aimed primarily at the
lending approach conditions in which rapid thrust recovery is sometimes
required. Using the preferred control modes establiahsd by the mode and
variable interrelationship analyses, the hybrid-computer simulation was
used to determine that the best transient response from the 62% thrust
approach condition is to schedule variables as follows:
•	 Fuel flow manipulated to maintain the scheduled PS3/PT0 for 62%
thrust.
•	 Fan exhaust area open to a roof limit (attempting to maintain high
1411).
s	 Fan pitch angle closes to maintain high fan rpm.
Transient data traces from an acceleration made on the hybrid-computer
simulation with this type scheduling are shown in Figure 24 and described
below:
o	 The left-hand end of the traces show conditions existing at 62%
thrust.
The transient thrust response time from power setting change to
achievement of 95% thrust is 0.65 seconds.
•	 The fuel flow is increased but limited by the acceleration fuel
schedule to prevent compressor stall and excessive turbine over-
temperature. Minimum compressor stall margin is 17.0% and turbine
temperature peaks at +70 degrees above the final temperature.
•	 The fan exhaust nozzle is moved rapidly to a position slightly
less than takeoff area. This action provides a rapid increase in
thrust (62% to 73% in 0.35 seconds) and limits the inlet Mach
number overshoot to 0.01 above the final steady-state value of
0.78.
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s	 The fan pitch starts to open rapidly at approximately 0.35 seconds
after the step increase in power setting. It is opened because
the fan speed-pitch control senses the acceleration of the fan
above the scheduled takeoff speed. Opening fan pitch increases
fan airflow and thus maintains the rapid thrust increase in the
time interval from 0.35 to 0.9 seconds. At approximately 1.0
second, the fan decelerates back to the scheduled takeoff speed.
The fan pitch then closes and opens slightly while settling to
the steady-state takeoff fan speed.
The specified tolerance for the WF/PS3 acceleration fuel schedule in
the hydromechanical control affects the core engine acceleration time,
which in turn, affects the time to achieve 95% net thrust during a throttle
burst from 62% to 100% net thrust. In this engine operating range, the 	 r
specified tolerance for the acceleration fuel schedule is ±4% from nominal. 	 j
The effect of this ±4% tolerance on transient response was investigated on
the simulation. The results in Figure 25 show the response-time trend as a
function of the acceleration fuel schedule tolerance. In this figure, the
time-scale multiplier indicates the time to accelerate from 62% to 95%
thrust as compared to the baseline case of zero acceleration fuel schedule
tolerance. For example, this figure shows that the nominal response time
from 62% to 95% net thrust should be multiplied by approximately 1.3 when
the acceleration schedule operates at the -4% tolerance limit and by approxi-
mately 0.85 for the +4% tolerance limit. These results indicate that the
1.0 second acceleration time goal can be met because the acceleration
schedule, if it falls in the low side of the tolerance band, can be adjusted
upward using the specific gravity adjustment on the hydromechanical fuel
control.
The hybrid-computer simulation was also used to investigate transients
between forward and reverse thrust conditions. Reverse thrust is achieved
on the UTW engine by reversing the pitch of the fan blades so that flow
through the fan reverses. The fan exhaust flaps are actuated to a divergent
position (relative to the forward airflow direction) in which they serve as
an inlet for the reverse fan flow. The control system must perform the
pitch and nozzle actuation rapidly while maintaining safe engine operation.
The UTW engine is designed for fan-pitch actuation into reverse in two
directions; one is the forward-to-reverse-pitch angle changes thru stall
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(i.e., feather); the second is angle changes thru flat pitch. During a	 -
r
transition between the forward and reverse thrust fan- pitch angle positions,
k
the fan shaft power absorption decreases and thus causes a tendency for the
fan to accelerate. Quantitative information on fan horsepower during
transition does not exist at this point in the UTW experimental engine
development program and will not be known until the fan is tested on the
engine. It is expected, however, that transitions through flat pitch will
have less fri shaft power absorption and thus more tendency to overspeed	 g
when compared to reverse transients through stall.
Because of the unknown fan shaft power absorption level, the computer
Simula uu.. has been used to investigate a range of minimum fan horsepowers 	 t
during the transients to reverse. The objective has been to determine the
range or control adjustments needed to prevent excessive fan speeds and yet
achieve Lice required tra._oient time of 1.5 seconds during experimental
engitae testing. This study on reverse thrust transients was performed at
see level static (SLS) stanuard day condition.	 =
RP. 3erse Transients Through Stall - A transient from takeoff power to
maximum reverse through stall is shown in Figure 26. The left-hand portion
of this figure shows the speclic values of selected engine and control
variables at the takeoff power condition. The transient to reverse is
initir ted by the reverse	 -nand. Upon receipt of tais signal the control
system operates as follou..
•
	
	 Power control of the er-.gine is switched from the pressure ratio-
fuel control mode to a core speed fuel control mode. The core
speed demand is set at a flight idea position which causes the
fuel to decrease.
•	 The fan pitch angle is opened to a predetermined reverse position.
•	 When fan pitch angle passes a predetermined interlock position,
the power control of the engine is switched from the flight idle
core speed-fuel flow control mode to the fat. speed-fuel flow
control mode.
As sh.,wn in Figure 26, the nozzle area and fan pitch are moved rapidly
from the takeoff tc the reverse position. Fuel flow is reduced and produces
a correspondin; reduction in turbine inlet temperature and core speed. Fan
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speed decreases and then increases due to the expected reduction in fan
horsepower during transition. through stall. For the transient ip. Figure
s	 .
26, the pitch angle, fuel flow interlock position is se= at -80 degrt-es.
(Note: Reverse transients through stall were performed for inte'r'LQ=k
positions over a range from -20 degrees through -80 degrees. The digital
E	
control system includes an adjustment on the interlock position so that the
best setting can be established experimentally during engine test.) Uq'.en
pitch angle passes through the -80 degrees interlock point, the power
control is switched to the fan speed-fuel flow contro l- mode. Since fan
speed is above the final value, fuel flow continues to decrease and eliminate
the fan speed ers-or to achieve the final steady-state speed. Reverse
thrust is achieved in approximately 0.7 seconds after initiation of the
reverse command.
Time from forward-to-reverse thrust is affected by many variables.
Some of these are:
e	 Core speed-idle speed setting - a setting too low will cause excessive
reversal times and a setting too high will cause the fan to
accelerate.
•	 Minimum fan horsepower absorption in stall - the absolute level
and its variations are not predictable. Horsepower absorption
will affect times to reverse since it will affect the transient
fan speed characteristics, which :rust be controlled to provide
engine protection. Figure 27 shows the range of minimum ran
horsepower considered in this simulation study.
•	 The pitch angle-fuel flow interlock point - early releases
should reduce time to reverse but may cause a temporary
undesirable fan acceleration.
•	 Fan-pitch rat s_ of change
e	 Fan exhaust nozzle rate of change
•	 Dynamics associated with airflow reversal in the fan and its duct
•	 Fan stall recovery point of the fan during the reverse transient
The first three of the above mentioned variables were jointly investi-
gated on the simulation. The purpose was to determine the variation in
engine transient characteristics with several levels of minimum fan horse-
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power absorption, core idle speed settings, and pitch angle interlock
points. For the conditions investigated, the results indicate that the
core idle speed adjustment should be set between 11,700 rpm to 12,500 rpm.
With this core idle speed adjustment range and the capability to adjust the
pitch angle interlock release point, the simulation predicts that the
experimental engine will achieve reverse thrust in less than 1.5 seconds
without excessive fan speeds.
The last four items of the variables noted above were not investigated
on the engine simulation. Sufficient data were not available to model and
investigate the fan stall recovery point and the dynamics assoziated with
airflow reversal. The fan exhaust nozzle rate of change was not investigated
because the system is designed for rapid nozzle opening to reduce forward
thrust. However, t1te experimental control system is designed with an
adjustable nozzle rate limit so that this parameter may be investigated
during experimental engine testing. The fan-pitch angle rate of change was
not investigated because it is expected that a rapid rate of blade angle
change is required to :educe the fan stresses. However, the experimental
control system is designed with an adjustable fan-pitch rate limit so that
this parameter may be investigated during experimental engine testing.
Reverse Transients Through Flat Pitch - A transient from takeoff power
to reverse through flat pitch is shown in Figure 28. The left-hand portion
of this figure shows the specific values of selected engine and control
variables at the takeoff power condition. The transient to reverse is
initiated by the reverse command. Upon receipt of this signal, the control
logic causes the fuel flow to decrease, the fan nozzle to open to its reverse
position, and the fan pitch to close to its reverse position. For this tran-
sient, power control of the engine is switched from the pressure ratio-fuel flow
mode, to the core speed-fuel flow control mode, and finally to the fan speed-
fuel flow control mode - in the same manner as for the reverse transients
through stall.
As shown in Figure 28, the nozzle area and fan pitch are rapidly moved
from the takeoff to their reverse Positions. Fuel flow is reduced and
produces a corresponding redaction in turbine irle^ LEmperature and core
sped. Fan speed increases due to the low level assumed for fan shaft
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t11
horsepower absorption (minimum = 2000 hp). For the transient in Figure 29
t
the pitch angle- fuel flow interlock position is set at +70 degrees.
(Rote: Reverse transients through flat pitch were performed for interlock
positions over the range from +30 degrees to +70 degrees. The digital
	
control system includes an adjustment on the interlock position so that the 	 w
	
best setting can be established experimentally during engine test.) At the
	
s
	+70 degrees interlock point, the deceleration schedule continues to control	 f
fuel flow because the fan speed is above the final value. As the `an
decelerates, fuel flow increases in order to control the fan at the final
speed level.
The takeoff-to-reverse transient in Figure 28 predicts that fan speed
will exceed the maximum reverse thrust speed limit of 3408 rpm (i.e., fan
turbine speed = 8400 rpm) when the fan shaft power absorption reduces to
the 2000 hp minimum during the transition.
A potential design change to reduce the above peak fan speed is to
delay closing the fan pitch to its reverse position. This involves adding
more logic to the control design for the experimental engine and thereby
having different logic for reverse transients through stall pitch and
through flat pitch. The decision has been to continue with the original
control logic design until quantitative information on fan shaft power
absorption has been determined from the fan evaluation portion of the
engine test program. This decision was based on the following
considerations:
•
	
	 Delay in closing fan pitch to reverse position could cause uriccept-
able transient times to reverse thrust.
•
	
	 Reverse thrust transients through stall pitch had been selected
as the primary mode.
•	 As shown by simulation results in Figure 29, the original control
design can be used for reverses transients which start from power
settings in the approach thrust range (i.e., 60% power setting).
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I4.6 STABILITY ANALYSIS
The stability analysis has been the basis for specifying the dynamics of
the digital electronic control to be used on the first build of the QCSEE
UTW experimental engine. The objective of the analysis has been to develop
an accurate, stable, fast-response, closed-loop engine control system. Both
linear-servo analysis procedures and the hybrid-computer simulation of the
engine and controls have been used to accomplish this objective.
The control mode analysis, reported in Section 4.2, indicated two poten-
tial automatic control modes for the first engine build. A stability analy-
sis was performed on each. Results from the stability analysis indicated
that the control dynamics for the mode of PS3/PTO-WF, N1K-SF, and XMll-A18
could be designed to meet the objectives cited above. But problems were
encountered in developing a stable dynamic design for the automatic control
mode of TP5-WF, N1K-RF, and XM11-A18. As a consequence, the control mode of
PS3/PTO-WF, NJ.K-SF, and XM11-A18 was selected as the primary mode for the
first engine build. The stability analysis on this primary control mode
is discussed in the paragraphs which follow. Next, hybrid simulation
results on steady-state hunting of the engine and control system are pre-
sented. Results for the primary control mode predict that peak-to-peak
magnitudes of thrust hunting will be maintained within 0.1% limits. The
I	 final portion of this section discusses the stability problem associated with
the alternate control mode of TP5-WF, N1K-sF, and XMll-A18.
4.6.1 STABILITY OF PRIMARY AUTOMATIC CONTROL MODE
The analysis for the primary control mode started with linear stability
studies at the takeoff, sea level static, standard day condition. The
QCSEE UTW cycle deck was used to generate engine partial derivatives at this
steady-state operating condition. These engine partial derivatives along
with linear transfer functions for the hydromechanical portions of the control
system were used to determine the required dynamics for the digital electronic
portion of the control system. The linear transfer functions for the hydro-
mechanical fuel power piston and metering valve assembly, the SF hydraulic
motor and gear train assembly, and the AJ8 hydromechanical actuation system
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were developed from information provided by the respective component engi-
neers. The dynamics for the digital electronic control were determined based
on the following criteria for adequate stability margin:
a	 Magnitude of the closed-loop frequency response less than
or equal to 1.5
a	 At least 2 to 1. (i.e., 6 decibels) gain margin when the
open-loop transfer function phase margin is zero
Nichols charts were the primary method of examining the data in the
linear stability studies.
Interaction of the three engine control loops for the primary control
mode was considered in the linear stability studies at the takeoff condition.
Due to the complexity of evaluating interaction of a three-variable control
(each having an inner servo loop and an outer loop through the engine) with
standard servo analysis techniques, the design procedure was to establish
control dynamics at takeoff conditions and then to use the hybrid simulation
for stability evaluation at other conditions.
Control dynamics were selected to produce an integration-type control
with lead compensation. The lead time constant compensates for the major
lag in each loop's engine transfer function. This lead over an integration
was accomplished by lagged-rate feedback in the inner servo loop of each
control - rather than proportional-plus-integral dynamics in the forward
path of each outer loop. Describing function analysis for torque motor
and servovalve hysteresis predicted oscillation when using the proportional-
plus-integral technique (specific results are cited later in this report
section).
Historically, the stability analysis started with a simplified investi-
gation. Each control loop (PS3/PTO-WF, N1K-SF, XMll-A18) was treated as a
separate loop with the other loops open. This provided initial estimates for
rate feedback, lag-time constants but did not answer questions about sampling
rate or control loop interaction effects on stability.
To evaluate the sampling rate effect of the digital control, the A18
position loop of the manual control was studJed because of its simplicity.
Rate feedback and the initial lag-time constant estimate were used in the
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inner servo loop. The A18 position loop stability was analyzed using a
hybrid simulation of digital compensation, a conventional frequency domain
analysis, and a z-plane sample data analysis. For the conventional fre-
quency analysis, the sampling effect was considered to be equivalent to a
delay of 1.5 times the digital control cycle time or a 0.015 second delay.
This delay was inserted at the point of DA (digital-to-analog) conversion in
the frequency analysis. The delay represents the digital cycle delay and
the effect of a zero-order hold DA conversion. The zero-order hold may be
approximated by a delay of half the digital cycle time if the control is
of the "'ow pass" type and the sampling frequency is high (Reference 1).
Since the sampling frequency is 628 radians/second and the rate feedback
inner-loop bandwidth is 35 radians/second, this is a valid approximation.
For the case studied, the simulation indicated an outer-loop gain margin
of 22.7 dB compared to 21.5 dB for the frequency analysis and 21.8 dB for
the z-plane analysis. The frequency analysis predicted a phase margin of
76° compared to 77° for the z-plane analysis. Thus, analysis in the fre-
quency domain using 0.015 second delays at the DA conversions was felt to
be reasonable for all loops since their bandwidths would be much less than
the sampling frequency.
,r
	
	 Before further analysis on the primary automatic control mode, a defini-
tion for the manual control mode was completed. The manual control mode
will be used during tests to map engine characteristics. The objective was
to have the same dynamic characteristics in the inner servo loops of boti: the
manual and automatic control modes; the work was less complex when starting
with the analysis of the manual mode. All inner loops were sized based on
the assumption that separation between the inner- and outer-loop crossover
frequencies would prevent loss of inner-loop stability margin due to outer-
loop closure.
To finish the defi..ition of the A18 manual control mode, a study was
made considering hysteresis to be lumped at the interface between the digital
control and the torque moor and Parvovalve. Using a describing function
analysis, the outer-loop gain was sized to prevent undesirable low-frequency
oscillations. The analysis of the A18 control loop Look into consideration
the minimum and maximum variations of servovalve gain due to load.
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Proportional-plus-integral control was considered for the fan speed-fuel
flow loop of the manual control mode. It was abandoned when a describing
function analysis for torque motor servovalve hysteresis predicted oscil-
lations of tl.63% WF at 9 radians/second. Since the magnitude could not be
greatly reduced and was greater than the t0.5% objective, the proportional
plus integral was abandoned in favor of lagged-rate feedback. After this
analysis, lagged-rate feedback was used exclusively for both manual and auto-
matic control modes. The manual mode core speed-fuel flow control loop
was sized with the same rate feedback time constant (0.5 second) as the fan
speed-fuel flow loop. The rate-feedback lag-time constant in the T41C fuel
flow control was set at 0.1 seconds. The fan-pitch position control loop
was sized with a 0.3-second rate feedback time constant considering maximum
and minimum servovalve gains due to loading.
After the manual control mode dynamics had been determined, the dynaunics
for the automatic control mods: were developed. The inner-loop dynamics of
the manual modes were used as a starting point. The open-loop crossover
frequencies of these inner loops were in the 12 to 18 radian/second range.
Based on normal servo design procedures, this meant that the open-loop
crossover frequencies for the automatic control loops (i.e., outer loops)
must be luwer by an octave or more than the crossover frequencies for the
inner loop.
To determine which should be the fastest automatic control loop, fre-
quency response data from the engine transfer functions AN1K/ABF, A(PS3/
PTO)/AWF, and AXM11/DA18 were obtained for the maximum power setting a "^ three
points in the flight envelope:
TNVT TA T:DAU
ALTITUDE
(FEET)
(1) 0
(2) 0
(3) 30,000
AIRCRAFT	 STANDARD	 AMBIENT
	Mach 	No.	 TEMPERATURE (°R)
	
0	 0
	
0.378	 0
	
0.800	 +18
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For these three flight points, these data indicate that the magnitude
variation of the BF to N1K engine response was significantly less in the
frequency range above 5 radians/second. See Figure 30. The conclusion
was that minimum change in the response of the N1K-SF engine control loop
would be achieved at the above flight points if its open-loop crossover
frequency were designed at 5 radians/second or greater. This conclusion,
along with the above noted procedure of setting the outer-loop crossover
frequency an octave or more less than the inner loop, led to the decision
to make N1K-BF the fastest loop.
The decision to select the PS3/PTO-WF loop to be the next fastest and
the XMll-A18 loop to be the slowest loop was based again on which would have
the least variation in loop response at the above flight points. Data
indicate that the magnitude variation of the A18 to XM11 engine frequency
response was least in the frequency range below 2 radians/second. Whereas
the gain change due to the WF metering valve (triangular port shape), in
combination wit:: the engine response from WF to PS3/PTO, would produce a
sufficiently small net gain variation in the 2 to 3 radian/second frequency
range. Therefore, the method used in the first linear analysis study was
to size the N1K-sF open-loop crossover frequency in the 5 to 9 radian/second
range with WF and A18 constant. Then, the open-loop crossover frequencies
of the PS3/PTO-WF and the XMi1-A18 loops were sized in the 2.0 to 3.0 and
1.0 to 1.5 radian/second range, respectively - in each case considering
the closed-loop modulatio n effects of the other two automatic controls.
For example, the PS3/PTO-WF loop was sized with both N1K- .BF and XMll-A18
modulating. Using the dynamics of this linear study as a base, the pro-
cedure was then one of "boot strapping" between hybrid simulation and further
linear studies to achieve the dynamic design for the first build of the UTW
experimental engine.
During this hybrid simulation, linear analysis phase of design work,
adjustments were made to the lagged-rate feedback time constants in the
XM11-A.t8 loop and the PS3/PTO--WF loop from 0.278 seconds to 0.139 seconds
and from 0.5 seconds to 0.25 seconds, respectively.
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During the final phase of design, hybrid simulation results indicated
that stabilit y
 margin was inadequate for the PS3/PTO-WF inner loop at takeoff
power, sea level static, standard day condition. Examination of inner-loop
stabilit y
 with the outer loop modulating showed a loss of 30 degrees of phase
margin to 27° and 4.2 dB of gain margin to 4.4 dB. Inner-loop stabilit:
margin was restored by the addition of a 0.1-second lag in the forward gain
portion of the outer loop. Results of this frequency analysis are illus-
trated in the Nichols chart of Figure 31.
With the outer loops modulating, an inner-loop stability check was made
on the N1K-6F and XM11-A18 control loops. The XM11-A18 inner loop had ade-
quate margin. To restore the stability margin for the NIK-BF inner loop, the
forward outer-loop gain was reduced by 10%, and a 0.05-second lag was added
to the forward outer-loop Sain path.
Open-loop frequency response results for the primary automatic control
mode of the UTW experimental engine at takeoff, sea level static, standard
day, are shown in the Nichols charts in Figures 32 through 37. Figure 32 con-
tains the open-loop frequency response plot for the N1K-BF outer loop, with
the PS3/PTO-WF and XM11-A18 loops modulating. This figure shows that the
maximum magnitude for the closed-loop response of the N1K-BF control is
approximately 1.5 (as indicated by tangency of the open-loop frequency re-
sponse plot with the M = 1.5 circle). It also shows that the gain margin
is 1/0.4 = 2.5 to 1 at an open-loop phase margin of zero degrees. These
resul *_5 indicate that the N1K-BF outer loop meets the criteria for adequate
stability margin which was cited at the beginning of this report section.
Figure 33 shows the open-loop frequency response plot for the N1K-6F
inner loop, with the PS3/PTO-WF and XM11-A18 loops modulating. The gain
margin is more than adequate (i.e., 1/0.125 = 8 to 1 at the open-loop phase
margin of zero degrees). Figure 30 indicates that the magnitude for the
closed-loop response exceeds the M = 1.5 maximum by a slight amount. However,
40 degrees of phase margin is maintained at the 7-radian-per-second cross-
over frequency, and the stability margin of this inner loop is judged to be
adequate.
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figures 34 and 35 describe frequency response data for the PS3;P1O-WF
outer and Inner loops. with the N1K-eF and \Mll-A18 loops modulating. Figures 	 4
36 and 37 contain the uata for the \Mll-A18 outer and inner loops, with the
N1K-dF and Lite PS3/PTo-WF loops modulating. The results for these engine
controls loops indicate closed-loop frequency response magnitudes (M) ler-s
than 1.5 and Rain margins greater than 2 to 1. Therefore, adequate: stability
margin is demonstrated for each.
4.6.2 STEADY-STATE HUNTING INVESTIGATION WITH GE VARIABLE-PITCH
ACTUATION SYSTEM
Another factor considered during the stability analysis of the primary
automatic control mode was steady-state hunting due to nonlinearities in
the control components. This was dune using the hybrid-computer simulation
of the engine and Lite primary control system. A simplified model of Lite GE
variable-pitch actuation system was used in the simulation study; a descrip-
tion of this simplified actuation system model is contained in the VTW
Engine Simulation Report (Reference 2).
In general, accurate, high- response, closed-loop, engine control systems
will have some degree of thrust variation at a constant power setting.
Also, control components and their outputs will, usually exhibit somr un-
wanted, more or less continual, motion or fluctuation; this is generally
caused by nonlinearities such as friction, gear backlash, and parasitic
leakages in hydromechanical components and also magnetic hysteresis in
electromechanical components. The above mentioned variation (continual
motion) and fluctuation are referred to as "hunting". The goal for this
engine control system design has been peak-to-peak magnitudes of thrust
hunting less than 0.1%. Control component wear also has been considered in
establishing acceptable limits on control variables.
The hunting predicted for the UTW experimental engine and the primary
automatic control mode was determined at 100% of takeoff thrust, sea level
static, s t andard day condition. At this condition, closed loop control of
fan speed, 1 1 S3/PTO, and inlet duct Mach number were maintained by automatic
continuous adjustment of fan blade pitch angle, fuel flow, and fan exhaust
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nozzle area. Nominal control gains were used. Recorded values of selected
variables are shown in Figure 38. The initial portion of Figure 38 shows the
sudden disturbance (retard to 60% power setting and immediately advance to
100%) which was quickly corrected in all the variables: the remaining portion
.bows the steady-state hunting associated with these variables. For the
nominal system design, these recorded values indicate that hunting is main-
tained within 0.17, thrust, 0.1% on fan speed, 0.2% on fan nozzle area, 0.44%
on fuel, 0.07° on fail blade position, and 0.001 on inlet Mach number. These
values were judged to be acceptable.
Deliberate changes in twelve control variables were introduced (gains,
hysteresis, loads, etc. as described in Table VIII) with their effect on
hunting noted. As shown in Table VIII, ten of the control variables could be
widely varied with negligible effect. One of the two variables which did
affect hunting was fail
	 position feedback h y steresis: magni-
tudes of hysteresis beyond 0.42° and up to one degree caused undesirable
sustained oscillation at 0.5 to 1.0 Hz with up to 3.0% cyclic thrust variation
and up to 1.5 Hz cyclic blade position variation, as shown in Figure 39.
This is not a concern item because 0.03° hysteresis is expecte6 to be easily
maintained in the GE actuation system design.
Undesirable hunting was also indicated for metering valve position feed-
back hysteresis beyond 0.002 inches and up to 0.004 inches; Figure 40 shows
that this hysteresis range caused oscillation at 1.25 }iz, up to 3.5% fuel
flow variations, and up to 0.3% thrust variations. This is r.,t c concern
item since hysteresis less than 0.001 inches is expected to he easily main-
tained.
The above hunting investigation was performed prior to final "tuning" of
the digital control gains and time constants. Changes to these gains and
time constants were relatively minor but could cause some slight difference
in the quantitative results reported above. This is not expected to be a
concern item because of the margins reported in the above hunting investi-
gation.
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4.6.3 STABILITY OF ALTERNATE AUTOMATIC CONTROL MODE
During the initial control mode analysis, TP5 was selected as a prime
candidate for providing accurate thrust control. TP5 is a function of the
inlet Mach number and the exhaust nozzle area, as defined by the following
equation:
1 OOG * )D1112
TP5 = __
A18 * (1 + 0.2 * UU1112)
An alternate automatic control mode utilizing TP5 was selected in the
initial made analysis. It was TP5-WF, N1K-BF, and x`111-A18. A stability
analysis was performed to establish the dvnamic design for this control mode.
Both Linear-servo procedures and the hybrid simulation of the engine and
controls were used in this stability analysis - in a manner similar to that
reported in Section 4.6.1.
The first step in the design process was to size the TP5-WF, N1K-6 F, and
XMII -A18 control dynamics using linear stability studies at the takeoff,
sea level static, standard day condition. Check out of these control
dynamics using the h y brid simulation indicated stable operation of this take-
off operating condition but not at 650 of takeoff thrust. Linear stability
studies were repeated and the control dynamics were tuned to achieve adequate
stability margin at both 65% and 100% takeoff thrust. These linear studies
included an evaluation of the inner and outer loops for each control, with
OW ether two control loops modulating. As an example, Figures 41 and 42
show the Nichols charts for the open-loop frequency response of the TP5-14F
outer loop before and after tuning - at 65% and 100% of takeoff thrust, re-
spectively - with the N1K-L^F and SMII-A18 loops both modulating.
The tuned dynamics were then tested oil 	 hybrid simulation of the
engine and control system. The hybrid simulation verified that the system
was stable at 65% and 100°' of takeoff thrust; however, it was discovered that
the system had inadequate stability margin at 80% of takeoff thrust. See
simulation data ill 	 43 which is for a throttle chop from 100% to 80,
thrust and illustrates inadequate stability margin as engine and control try
to settle out at 80% tlll'ntiC. The simul.it ion data in Figure 44 show a
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Figure 43, QCSEE LPTW Engine Control System with
TP5-14F Control Design.
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throttle burst tram 80% to 100°:, 1111-utit and illustrate the adequate perfor-
mance at 100% thrust, which was predicted by the above linear stability
study.
Both NASA and CE engineers reviewed the above analysis results on stabi-
lizing the alternate control mode. It was noted that substantial effort
had been directed to Stabilizing this control mode - because initial control
mode studies indicated potential benefits in using TP5 to provide accurate
thrust control. However, analysis results predicted difficulties in
achieving a consistently stable and fast responding control system in the
part-power-setting range. The decision was that the alternate control mode
could not be designed to work satisfactorily over a wide range of power
settings on the 11TW experimental engine. Furthermore, any future develop-
ment of the alternate control mode should consider limiting the authority
of the TP5-WF control to the 90% to 100' thrust range. For example, a pos-
sible configuration would be to use the primary control mode of PS3/PTt)-WF,
N1K-.-F, and vMl1-A18 below 90Z thrust, and then transfer to the alternate
control mode in the 90% to 100. thrust rang,!.
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4.7 FAILURE ANALYSIS
A QCSEE UTW control system failure analysis was undertaken when the
system and component designs were essentially complete. Its purpose was to
check on how well the system meets the design goal of having no failure modes
which can cruse serious engine damage or, in a flight design, cause flight
safety problems. The failure analysis was supplemented by simulating certain
ke y
 failures on the hybrid-computer model of the engine and control system.
The basic failure analysis is included as Appendix B and the computer simula-
tion of failures is included as Appendix C. Both are discussed below.
The analysis was conducted using the failure mode and effects technique
in which a list is made of the various system element failures which might
occur, and the effects of each failure on the system and engine are defined.
The analysis verifies that most control system failures either have (1)
little or no effect because of redundancy or backup limits or (2) they cause
operational changes in a safe direction for an experimental engine or an
engine on a multiengine aircraft. Failures which do not fall into one of
these categories are discussed below.
Loss of A18 Feedback (Failure 132) - This results in a fully closed nozzle
and, at some operating conditions, possible fan stall. Feedback redun-
dancy would virtuall y
 eliminate this failure mode and would probably be
applied to flight design. However, for the experimental engine system,
the digital control hardware change necessary to add this redundancy was
not felt to be justified because of the proven reliability of internally-
mounted actuator LVDT's,the limited operating range in which this failure
can cause stall, and the ability of the fan to tolerate stall without
damage.
T3 Thermocouple Short Circuit _(Failure C5) - This can cause turbine
overtemperature but only when the engine is operating on the T41C limit.
Under normal conditions this limit will not be encountered frequently
and a method of protecting against this failure mode i^ not being pur-
sued.
One other failure, the loss of the LPT speed signal (Failure 135), was
idendified in the analysis as one which has undesirable consequences and, as
a result, a s y stem change was made to provide protection. 'Alien operating in
the automatic mode, loss of the LPT signal causes the fan pitch to close in an
attempt to correct the false underspeed, while fuel flow remains essentially
unchanged attempting to hold the thrust parameter level. The result is a fan
speed increase, probably to the emergency overspeed limit. To prevent this,
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logic has been added to the digital control program which reduces fuel flow
by reducing the N2 limit to idle if the N1 signal (LPT) is lost. This func-
tion is only active when N2 is above 45! (approximately 57 below idle) so
that it does not interfere during engine starts.
The hybrid-computer model simulation of failures was done after the
analytical failure study and was directed primarily toward checking on opera-
tional safety for the experimental engine rather than for a flight design.
The simulation results, which are shown in Appendix C, generally confirmed
the analytical results indicating that safe operation will be maintained for
most control s ystem failures. Failures where simulation results indicate
potential problems are discussed below.
Loss of A18 Feedback Signal (Failure B2) - The simulation verified a
large fan stall margin loss as predicted in the analysis. The probabil-
ity and impact -f this failure are noted previously in the discussion of
the anal y tical study.
.TO Sensor Open or Short Indicating Minimum PTO (Failure D2) - For Fail-
ure D2(a), the open or short in the PTO sensor is assumed to occur at a
location which causes the digital calculation for PTO to be at the mini-
mum value of 2 psia, causing the digital control to calculate in the
following manner:
•	 PS3/PTO feedback goes to maximum scaled value of 20.47.
•	 The scheduled value of PS3/PTO increases.
•	 (PTO-PS11)/PTO feedback goes to maximum scaled value of 1.0.
•	 The scheduled value of fan speed increases.
The net effects on the control system (Figure 89)* are decreases in fuel
flow (WF) and nozzle area (A18) and also closing of fan pitch. The eng-
ine decelerates and fail 	 margin decreases to the 1% to 2% range as A18
closes to approximately 11,700 cm 2 (1800 in. 2 ). These results indicate
the possibility of a fan stall occurring before the fan has decelerated
to a low speed condition. This potential problem is similar to the fan
stall problem discussed in Failure B2 and the same comments apply.
Digital Control Fan Pitch Output Circuit to Maximum Close (Failure E6) -
This failure pertains to a malfunction in the digital control which
causes the electrical output to step to +80 mA. The simulation transient
(Figure 97)• indicates that the fail
	 actuation s ystem will slew closed
to the mechanical stop in less than 0.2 seconds. The effect is a large
and quick reduction in fan shaft power absorption, and the fan accelerates
rapidly (reaches 3406 rpm, i.e., 105%, in less than 0.25 seconds). 11ie
+ Appendix C
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fan speed limit control (lima reference set at 1057) reacts and causes fuel
flow to decrease at about 0.3i seconds after the failure, however, by this
time, the fann speed is greater than 1107 (i.e., 3568 rpm) which will acti-
vate the Overspeed and Fm rgency Shutdown S ystem. Since the simulation did
not include a representation of this shutdown system, the transient is only
valid in the first 0.35 seconds. The essential point of Figure 97 is to
Illustrate the potential for fan overspeed due to the above failure. Appli-
cation of it fail-fixed servovalve in the control design would prevent the
rapid fail 	 closure caused by this failure and thus prevent fan overspeed
conditions which require activation of the Overspeed and Emergency Shutdown
System.
Digital Control A18 Output Circuit to Maximum Open (Failure E8) - This fail-
ure pertains to a malfunction in the digital control which causes the
electrical output to step to a maximum positive current. The simulation
transient (Figure 98) slows that the nozzle area slows open to the mechanical
stop (A18 - 27,105 cm2 [4170 in. 2 )) in 0.4 seconds. As the nozzle opens,
PS3/PTO decreases; the PS3/PTO control causes fuel flow to increase until
limited by the calculated turbine temperature control. Fan speed increases
and the control opens the fan pitch in an attempt to return the fan to the
takeoff speed of 3060 rpm (for this transient, the maximum open fan pitch
limit was set at -8 0 ). As a consequence, the inlet Mach number increases
to 0.84 during the first 0.15 seconds of the transient. At 0.35 seconds after
the step increase in the control output current, the increased fan speed and
A18 result in improper operation of the simulation. (The high fan speed and
low fan pressure ratio due to open nozzle cause operation in an ill-defined
region of the fan component map; thij causes the oscillation which is
readil y seen on the thrust recording channel.) Therefore, the subsequent
inlet Mach number increase to 1.0 is certainly questionable. However, the
essential point of Figure 98 is to illustrate that a digital control failure
causing A18 to quickly open to the mechanical stop can result in high inlet
Mach number and thus high inlet distortion. Application of a fail-fixed
servovalve in the control design would remedy this potential problem.
Digital Control A18 Output Circuit to Maximum Closed (Failure E9) - This
failure pertains to a malfunction in the digital control which causes the
electrical output to step to a maximum negative current. The simulation
transient (Fi ure 99) shows teat the nozzle closed to approximately 11,700
cm` (1800 in.Q ; large nozzle aero loads (reflected as tension loads to the
actuators) cause the closing rate of A18 to decrease as A18 approaches
11,700 cm 2 (1800 in. 2 ). The fan and core engine rotors remain close to
takeoff speed conditions during the transient. The significant effect is
that fan stall margin decreases to the 1% to 2% range, which indicates the
possibility of a fan stall at takeoff rotor speed conditions. For a
flight control design, application of a fail-fixed servovalve will remedy
this potential problem. No such action is planned for the experimental
engine because of the ability of the fan to tolerate stall without
damage.
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One further indicaticn from the failure simulation study pertains to the
set-point of the power lever input to the hydromechanical fuel control. For
testing the engine on a standard day, it is recommended that the pewer lever
be Set at a position which limits maximum core speed to 13,700 rpm. Other-
wise, certain failures will cause the core to accelerate to corrected aero
speeds greater than 105% where compressor characteristics begin to deterio-
rate rapidly.
4.8 PRESSURE SENSOR LOCATION STUDIES
Studies we-e conducted to determine the best method if sensing certain
pressures which are important to the satisfactory operation of the UTW con-
trol system and some of which are not commonly sensed on transport aircraft
engines.
One of the studies is related to choice of pressure sensing locations
for the high-pressure portion of the engine pressure ratio thrust parameter.
As stated in an earlier section, it was determined that total pressure rakes
between the turbines were definitely out due to mechanical installation,
cost, and reliability considerations. Static pressure was also considered
between the turbines, but was rejected because of large total-to-static
pressure variations to be expected in a high Mach flow channel with a very
small 1.1) (length-to-diameter) ratio and irregular wall surfaces. PS3 was chosen
as the best alternative for an engine pressure ratio (EPR) signal. The
pressure is physically a burner wall pressure taken in a region of very low
flow velocity. Technically, the pressure is designated in the F101 cycle as
PS3C. The pressure level is almost PT3 and there is extensive data (and
experience of use in the F101 main and afterburner controls) for correlation
of PS3C with PT3.
For the EPR reference pressure there were several possibilities consi-
dered: P12, the average fan inlet pressure; PS12, wall static pressure near
the fan inlet; and PTO, a free-stream total obtainable either inside or
outside of the inlet duct. P12 would be difficult to obtain and would offer
no advantage over PTO. Extensive testing of scale model inlets have provided
data showing an immersion of no more than 14.0 cm (5.5 in.) (full-scale
inlet) is sufficient to get PTO at all conditions when the probe is as little
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as 0.61 m ( 2.0 ft.) from the fan inlet. For reasons of noise generation
(probe wake and fan blade interaction), ice shedding, and damage possibili-
ties, the choice of an inside PTO measurement was rejected in favor of an
outside PTO measurement. The outside locaton was chosen on the bottom at the
nacelle maximum O.D.. This location was based on consultation with McDonnell
Douglas. The final alternative of PS12 was rejected because, although it
would be suitable for the F.PR use, it would be marginal for use in the throat
Mach control. With PS11-PS12 sensing, inlet duct losses at maximum flow and
with high angles of attack would have an undesirable effect on control of
throat Mach number. The throat Mach numb•^r would rise with increased losses
(more than 1% for each 1% increase in pressure loss between sensinp. points).
This is in the wrong direction with respect to our preference and is a regen-
erative process with effects greater than preliminary estimates. In conclu-
sion, the choice for the engine inlet pressure is a free-stream total prey.
sure (PTO) measured outside the nacelle at the location described above.
Data from NASA-Lewis acoustic suppression inlet testing with a 12-inch
model inlet were used to establish the location for sensing the inlet static
pressure (PS11) needed for control of inlet throat Mach number. Typical data
from this testing are shown in Figures 45 and 46. These and similar data led
to a decision to sense PS11 using two manifolded static taps in the inlet
r	 inner wall, axially located at XL = 0.4 (X = distance from inlet front face
to sensing tap, L - distance from inlet front face to fan blade leading
edge), and each on the inlet horizontal centerline 180° apart circumfer-
entially. The XL = 0.4 location was chosen because it is affected little by
aircraft angle-of-attack and crosswinds and it provides satisfactory accu-
racy.
4.9 STARTING STUDIES
An analysis of the QCSEE high-pressure rotor starting performance was
conducted to support the selection of a starter for development engine test-
ing. Since the QCSEE core is basically an F101 PFRT (preliminary flight
rating test design) core, there is a great deal of factory- and field-start-
ing experience on which to base this analysis.
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During the successful completion of the F101 PFRT ground-starting torque
test, a love, of engine unfiicd and fired torque was demonstrated. It can be
assumed that the QCSEF. core engine will exhibit approximately the same level
of unfired torque and be capable of the same level of fired torque as was
demonstrated by the F101 FFRT engine. Consequently, the engine torques used
for the QCSEE starter selection study reflect th4 F101 experience and are
shown in Figure 47.
In addition to these torque requirements, other criteria considered in
choice of a starter were cost, timing, installation envelope, 11,100 rpm idle
requirement, a 4000-rpm maximum motoring speed goal, and the fact that there
was no firm start-time requirement for this development engine. The base
case for this stud y was the sea level static, standard day condition.
A start-time calculation program was constructed that combined the
engine torques with typical air turbine starter characteristics. After
examining a number of possible starters, a satisfactory characteristic was
defined. This proposed starter was submitted to various starter vendors and
their replies evaluated. This led to the selection of AiResearch Division's
ATS100-277A starter (Figure 48) for the QCSEE Program.
Estimates were made of the engine torques over a range of ambient tem-
peratures and the corresponding start times calculated. These times are
shown in Figure 49.
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5.0 DIGITAL CONTROL SL'BSYST04
5.1 GENU AL DESCRIPTION
'File digital control subsystem, shown in Figure 50, is comprised of an
engine-mounted digital control and command and monitor peripheral equipment
located in the control room.
The digital control performs the computational requirements for the
overall engine control system based on the demands received from the command
and monitor equipment and other parameters received from engine-mounted
sensors. In addition to generating control signals to manipulate fuel flow,
fan pitch angle, and fan nozzle area, the digital control transmits engine
and control data to the command and monitor equipment in the control room.
The command and monitor equipment approximates an aircraft interface in
that it provides the command inputs to operate the engine, and the transmis-
sion process is the same from a hardware viewpoint as a flight-type system.
That is, all command data are transmitted to the digital control in a time-
shared digital format over a data link that could be adapted for a flight-
type system. However, the command and monitor equipment have a number of
added features to provide flexibility in testing an experimental engine.
These include several modes of operations, provisions for manually controll-
ing all manipulated variables, selected adjustment inputs to modify steady-
state and dynamic characteristics of the control strategy, a fault indication
and corrective action program, and a comprehensive control and engine para-
meter display system.
Fault indication and corrective action are part of the digital control
strategy and are described in Section 3.3.3 of this report. Also, the con-
trol includes provisions for readout of 48 control and engine variables from
the command and monitor equipment in the control room. These variables are
listed in 'Fable IX (also see Table X).
The Table IX data may be read out from a number of stations in t', con-
trol room. Any one of the forty-eight parameters may be selected for display
on a binary-coded decimal readout oil 	 engineering control panel and all
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Table X.	 Fault Indication (F.I.)*
No. F:3u1 t
Data Word
No.	 18 Digital
Output
Value
Fault
Indication
1 No Fault 0000 Off
Vib Hor. & Vert.
	
> 40 mils 2048 On
Loss of Command Data Link 1024 On
Computer Fault Test 0512 On
5 N1 < 157 and N2 > 457 0256 On
6 ESTMC > -60 mA 0128 On
7 Lub Supply Temp.	 -•	 180° F 0064 On
8 Lube Supply Pressure	 30 psia
and N2 N 80% 0032 On
9 G/B Bearing Temp.	 ,	 "-'64° F 0016 On
111 Hyd. Pump Pressure <	 2500 psia
and N2 >45% 0008 On
11 -2.50 < M - BF2 > +2.5 0 0004 On
12 Computer Timing Oscillator
Failure 0001 On
Sanborn Recorder Output (No. 18) Voltage = Digital Output
4095
	
X 10 dolts
For multiple fault indication, the sum of the digital output values
of the indicated failures shall be displayed.
* Parameter 18 on 'fable IX.
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parameters are transmitted serially to the remote (NASA) computer in binary
form. Parameters 00 through 14 are available for real time analog recording
through instrumentation connections on the interconnect panel and any of the
forty-eight channels may be selected for analog recording through a sixteenth
instrumentation connection. In addition, parameters 04, 05, 07, 09, 10, 12,
and 13, along with inlet Mach number calculated from 08 and turbine temperature
calculated from 35. are displayed in engineering units on the operator con-
trol panel to aid in engine operation. Furthermore, the torque motor currents,
items 00. 01, and 02, are displayed on engineering panel meters.
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5.2 DIGITAL CONTROL. DESCRIPTION
The digital control is an engine-mounted assembly that includes a special-
purpose digital computer. The control accepts operational input demands and
engine variable information in the form of a.c. and d.c. analog signals and
digital signals and uses this information to generate engine control signals
and engine condition monitoring data. Control inputs and outputs are given
in Table XI and a block diagram is shown on Figure 51.
The digital computer is composed of three major sections: the program
memorv, the central processor, and the input-output unit. Basic operation, is
described below followed by a description of the key elements shown in Figure
51.
A group of instructions comprising one control cycle are stored in the
program memory. F.ach instruction is sequentially transmitted to the central
processor for execution. The central processor generates timing to operate
the computer, executes the instruction, and transmits a ready-for-next-
instruction command back to the program memory at the completion of each
instruction except for the jump-and-branch instructions, in which case the
central processor also provides a new address for the program counter. When
all of the instructions are executed, the program is repeated. The flow of
information into and out of the computer is handled by the input-output
section under commands from the central processor.	 The input-output unit
receives command digital data from the control room and analog input control
parameter signals. Under the command of the central processor, the input-
output unit digitizes the signals as they are required in the computational
sequence and transmits them to the central processor as binary encoded num-
bers. The outputs to drive the servovalves are received in the input-output
unit as binary encoded numbers from the central processor. Again, under the
command of the central processor, the numbers are converted from digital to
analog signals and are loaded and stored in sample-and-hold networks that are
uniquely designated for each output. The sample-and-hold network outputs are
processed rising standard analog, techniques to provide the output interface
with the other components in the control system. The information contained
in the sample-and-hold networks is updated once each cycle.
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The basic sections of the digital control are described separately
below.
,.2.1 Program Memor
	
The: memory has been organized to provide •
 16-bit words to the central	 j
processor. Each word cor:ains four bits of operational code which, when
decoded in the central processor, direct the central processor to perform
one of the basic instructions. The specific instructions indicated by the
operational codes are shown in Appendix D. The remaining twelve bits may be
used to transmit binary numbers from the memory, address the scrat h pad
memory, or provide further instructional data depending on which iustruction
is contained in tale operational code. The memory is composed of sixteen
512 x 8 chips to provide a 4096 word capacity.
The program counter receives an advance to the "next memory address"
signal from the central processor when each instruction is complete and, for
the jump-.end-branch instructions. Each combination of high and low states
of the counter outputs are decoded as a unique location in the program memory.
The memory then outputs the word contained at that locution. The OUT 15
instruction in the program memory is decoded III 	 central processor to
reset all of the counters in the computer to zero and start the control cycle
over.
5.2.2 Central Processor
The major functional blocks of the central processor are the Arithmetic
and Logic Unit (ALI T ), the scratch pad memory, the control unit, the accumul,1-
tor and MQ register. Figure 52 is a schematic showing the ALU, the accumula-
tor register and the MQ register.
The function of the central processor is to carry out the instructions
received from the program memory. The operational code portion of each word
received from the program memory is decoded (op-code decorder) into l of the
various instructions that the central processor has been designed to perform.
The major elements of the central processor are described below.
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I .	 Control Unit - The control unit contains the circuitry that gener-
ates control signals in the proper sequence to execute the instruc-
tions received from the op-code decoder. Control unit outputs are
disbursed throughout the digital control to pe-form the required
operations.
2. Arithmetic Logic Unit - The ALU is the heart of the digital control.
All arithmetic operations employ the ALU in their execution. The
ALU is comprised of D1, Al, and A14 as shown on Figure 52. The ALU
operates on data received from the scratch pad memory at the "B"
terminals and from the accumulator at the "A" terminals in accor-
dance with control unit inputs received at the "S" terminals.
Tables of the arithmetic and logic operation performed by the ALU
are shown in Table XII. The results of the operations performed
are presented at the "F" terminals of the ALU.
3. Scratch Pad memory - The scratch pad memory is a 256-word random
access memory (RAM) with read/write capability. The scratch pad
memory is addressed from the program memory at the "A" terminals
(Reference Figure 51). When the read mode is enabled from the
control unit, data are output at terminal "0" to the ALU from the
location addressed and when the read mode is enabled, data at
terminal "0" are read into the location addressed.
4. Accumulator Register - The accumulator register, comprised of
devices G1, G10, and G19 on Figure 52, is a very versatile register
that is programmed b y
 the control unit to accept inputs and provide
outputs in either parallel or serial form. It accepts serial
inputs from the sensors, instrumentation command inputs, MQ regis-
ter, or program memory,and provides parallel outputs to the ALU,
the scratch pad memory, and the output register as well as serial
output to the MQ register. Data can be both left and right shif_ed
in serial transmission of data through the accumulator. Point of
input origin, destination of data outputs, as well as mode of
operation, are established signals provided by the control unit.
5. MQ Register - The MQ register, comprised of devices G28, E28,and
C28 as shown in Figure 52, is used as a shift register in conjunc-
tion with the accumulator. It is employed as a repository for data
during the multiply, divide, and rotate instructions.
The remainder of the circuitry shown in Figure 52, and not discussed
,ibove, is a portion of the control unit circuitrv.
5.2.3 Instructions
The digital control is programmed using the set of instructions defined
be  ow:
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Out 0 - The purpose of this instruction is to consume time while other
functions are being performed in the control. No operation is performed
as a result of the slut-0 command. When the Out-0 instruction word is
received from the program memor y the control unit generates the following:
-	 A signal to the program memory instruction counter that ad-
vances the count, sequencing the memory to the next instruc-
tion.
Out 1 - The purpose of the Out-1 instruction is to transfer calculated
output data from the accumulator to the DA output register in the input-
outi'ut unit to start the output process. l.'hen Out-1 instruction word is
received from the program memory, the control unit generates two signals.
-	 A signal to the DA output register that enables a parallel
transfer of data from the accumulatur register.
A signal to the program memory instruction counter that ad-
vances the count, sequencing, the memory to the next instruc-
tion. The value in the output register is continuousl y con-
verted to analog value by the digital-to-analog converter.
Outs 2 Through 6 - The purpose of these instructions is to load the
output of the digital-to-analog converter into unique sample-rind-hold
networks designated for the data contained in the output register.
idlivn one of these instruction is received, the control unit generates a
signal to advance the output address counter and advance the program
memory counter. Each output address count signal shall be decoded to
select a specifically designated sample-and-hold network.
out 13 - The purpose of this instruction is to transmit data to the off-
engine equipment (simul,-iLed aircraft interface). When the Out-13 instruc-
tion is received the control unit generates the following signals:
-	 12 clock pulses to the monitor output shift register to trans-
mit the data seriall y to the off-engine equipment.
-	 12 clock signals to the off-engine equipment to enable the
off-engine equipment to receive the data.
A monitor sync-pulse to the off-engine equipment at the con-
clusion of the message to update the off-engine message identi-
fication counter.
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A reset pulse signal to the off-engine equipment if the message
transmitted was the last message of that control iteration to
reset the off-engine message identification counter to zero.
A signal to the program memory instruction counter that
advances the program count.
Out 14 - When an Out-14 instruction is received, the control unit gener-
ates a command pulse signal to start an AD conversion and a command to
advance the program memory instruction counter. The AD converter is a
successive approximation type and requires 24 uS to perform an AD conver-
sion. Therefore, an Out-14 instruction will be inserted into the program
far enough in advance of when the data are required to insure that 24 vS
have lapsed before it is required in a given computation. At the comple-
tion of the AD conversion, the converter generates a signal to advance
the input counter. The input counter outputs are decoded to select 1 of
32 outputs. The counter outputs are coded by the order in which they
will be used in the control cycle.
Out 15 - This instruction is used at the end of each computer cycle to
recycle the computer. When an Out-15 command is received from the
instruction necod^r, the control unit generates a signal to reset the
input, output, and instruction counters to zero and the computer cycle
begins again. This positive reset at the end of each cycle insures that
an occasional false trigger in the computer will not degrade the overall
control system's performance.
1N	 - The purpose of this instruction is to bring control inputs into
the computer. This is accomplished in the following manner. After an
AD conversion has been completed, the control parameter to be input to
the computer is stored as a 12-bit binary number in an output register
in the AD converter. The binary word is transmitted serially from the
AD converter to the accumulator register through the use of a parallel
serial converter via serial MUX No. 1. When an INP Q instruction is
received, the control unit generates the following signals to control
the operation:
-	 A mode control signal (low level) to enable the accumulator to
operate in the shift-right serial input mode.
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A strobe signal of the Input serializer to enable the output.
- Four signals encoded to address the input serializer causing
the serializer output to be sequenced through its inputs one
bit at a time to transfer the 12-bit number serially from the
DA converter in the order of least significant bit first.
An enable signal to establish the gating path from the input
serializer to the accumulator.
A twelve-pulse clock signal to the accumulator that enables
the serial data to be input from the multiplexer.
An "advance the program memory" instruction etuntercommand
signal.
INP 1 - The purpose of this instruction is to transfer data iron the
control room receiver shift register to the accumulator. When an INP 1
instruction is received the control unit generates the following signals
to control the operation:
-	 Two enable signals to establish the gating path to the accumu-
lator at serial MUX No. 1.
-	 A mode control signal (low level) to the accumulator to operate
in the shift-right serial mode.
- A twelve-pulse clock signal to th- control room receiver shift
register and the accumulator to transfer the information from
the shift register to the accumulator.
-	 An advance in the program memory instruction counter-command
signal.
LAI - The purpose of the LAI instruction is to bring numerical constants
from the program memory into the accumulator for use in a computational
process. As in the previous instruction, a parallel to serial data con-
version is made using the memory serial converter to transfer the data in
the accumulator via W I X No. 1. Mien the LAI instruction is received. the
control unit generates the following signals:
-	 A mode control signal (low level) to enable the accumulator to
operate in the shift register-serial input mode.
-	 Three signals encoded to address the program memory serial con-
verter causing the output to be sequenced through its inputs
one bit at a time to transfer the 12-bit binary number serially
from the program memory least significant bit first.
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-	 Enable signals to the serial MUX No. 1 that establishes a
transmission path from the memory serial converter to 'he 	 i
accumulator.
A twelve-pulse clock signal to the accumulator that enables
the serial data to be input from the multiplexer.
An advance in the instruction counter signal to the program
memory.
LMI - The purpose of the 11,1I instruction is to transfer a numerical con-
stant from the program memor y
 to the MQ register for use in a computa-
tional process. The process is the same as the LAI instruction. The
data are transferred serially using the program memory serializer except
that the data are routed into the MQ register instead of the accumulator
via serial MUX No. 2. Tile MQ register is a shift register with a shift-
right or shift-left capability. When data are being transferred from
program memory unit to the MQ register, zero's are loaded into the
accumulator.
11hen an LMI instruction is received, the control unit generates the fol-
lowing signals that are applicable to this operation:
-	 An enable signal to serial MUX No. 2 that establishes the
transmission path from the program memory serializer and the
MQ register.
-	 A signal to the MQ register that places the register in the
shift-right mode.
-	 A twelve-pulse clock signal to the MQ register that enables
the serial data to be input from the multiplexer.
-	 'Three signals encoded to address the program memory serializer
causing the serializer output to be sequenced through its
inputs one bit at a time to transfer the 12-bit binary number
serially from the program memor y , least significant bit first.
-	 A signal to advance the program memory to the next instruction.
LIM - The purpose of this instruction is to transfer
scratch pad memory location to the accumulator. 'i'he
in the scratch pad memory from which the data are to
determined by the data portion of the program memory
This is a parallel data transfer using the arithmeti
(ALU) as a transmission link.
data from a specific
specific location
be transferred is
instruction word.
and logic unit
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Upon receipt of the LDA Instruction, the control unit sends five control
signals to they AL11 to set up t he control mode that wt l l enable ALU to serve
as a transmission link between the scratch pad memory and the accumulator.
This control mode enables each of the 12 output lines of the ALU to be equal
to the ALU "B" inputs only. In addition, the control unit generates the
following signals that control the operation.
-	 A low-level signal to the accumulator that enables the parallel
input Mode of the accumulator.
-	 A signal to the scratch pad memory that enables the read mode
of operation.
-	 A pulse signal to the accumulator that enters the data into
the accumulator.
STO - The function of this instruction is to store a 12-bit number that
Is currently in the accumulator in the 256-word read/write scratch pad
memory. The scratch pad memory work location at which the number is to
be stored is selected by the program memory. The data portion of the
program memory word is used to address the scratch pad memory and desig-
nate the scratch pad memory location. The transfer of data from the
accumulator to the scratch pad memory is a parallel operation. When an
STO instruction is received from the program memory, the control unit
generates the following signals:
-	 A write command (low level) to the scratch pad memory enabling
the write mode of operation of the scratch pad memory.
-	 An advance in Lhe instruction counter signal to the program
memory.
ROT - The purpose of this instruction is to interchange the data in the
accumulator and the MQ register so that at the end of the operation the
number contained in the accumulator will be in the MQ register and vice
versa. To accomplish this, data paths are established between the
serial outputs and inputs of the accumulator and MQ register. The
accumulator and MQ register are placed in the serial right-shift mode of
operation and the data are transferred by 12-pulse clock input.
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hlit-n the ROT i nr:t ruct ion is received, the control unit generates the
following signals to control the operation:
-	 An enable signal that establishes the data transmission path	 i
between the serial output of the accumulator and the serial 	 11
input of the MQ register via serial MUX i%ln. 2.
-	 Ar. enable signal that establishes the data transmission bet-
ween the serial output of the MQ register and the serial input
of the accumulator via serial MUX No. 1.
-	 Twelve-pulse clock signal to the accumulator and MQ register
to shift the data In both one bit to the right for each clock
pulse.
An advance-the-counter signal to the program memory.
RS111 - The purpose of this instruction is to shift the data in the accu-
mulator and MQ register one bit to the right. Execution of this instruc-
tion will cause the least significant bit in the accumulator to be
shifted to the most significant bit location in the MQ register, the
least significant bit In the MQ register to be lost, and a zero put into
the most significant bit of the accumulator. When the RSHM instruction
Is received, the control unit generates the following signals to control
the operation:
-	 A signal to the accumulator that enables the right-shift
serial mode of operation of the accumulator.
A signal to the MQ register that enables the right-shift
serial mode of operation of the register.
A transfer pulse to the accumulator and MQ register that
transfers the data in both one bit to the right.
An instruction counter advance signal to the program memor y
 to
start the next instruction.
RSII - This instruction is tile•
 same as RSIIM except that it causes the
most significant bit to be repeated in the accumulatur in order to
preserve the sign of the number. Control signals are also the same as
with	 except there is a signal to shift the most significant bit in
the MQ register back to the accumulator.
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LSll - The purpose of this instruction is to shift data in the accumulator
and the four most significant bits in the MQ register one bit to the
left. Execution of this instruction will result in the most significant
bit in the MQ register being transferred to the least significant loca-
tion in the accumulator and the most significant bit in the accumulator
being lost. The left shift is accomplished in the following manner.
External wiring on the four most significant bits of the MQ register
Permits MQ register left-shift operation. The accumulator left-shift
operation is obtained by operating in tite parallel load mode and employ-
ing the arithmetic and logic unit in the F = A+A mode. To obtain a left
shift of the most significant bit in the MQ register to the least signi-
ficant bit in the accumulator, a data path is established to carry the
(CN) input of the ALU.
The cr , trol unit generates the following signals upon receipt of
the LSH instruction.
A high-level Signal to the MQ register to enable the shift-
left mode of operation.
A low-level signal to the accut.iUL-..or enabling the parallel
load mode of operation.
Five signals to the ALU establishing the F = A+A mode of
operation.
A high-level signal to establisl, data path frvw MQ register to
ALU through serial MUX No. 1.
-	 A clock pulse signal to the accumulator to tran^fer ALU outputs
to the accumualator (left shift).
-	 A clock pulse signal to the MQ register to left-shift data in
the MQ register.
A signal to the instruction counter to advance to the next
instruction.
ADD - The purpose of this instruction is to add a number stored in the
scratch pad memory to a number stored in the accumulator using the ALU.
The sum will be entered in the accumulator when the instruction is
complete.
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Add instructions are accomplished in Lhe following manner. The
data portion of the program memory word for this instruction is used to
address the scratch pad memory location in which one of the numbers to
be added is stored. The scratch pad memory is then placed in the read
made and the number is presented at the "B" inputs of the ALU. The
other number which is contained in the accumulator is present at the
"A" inputs of the ALU. The CN input will be set to indicate no carry.
The ALU control inputs will be set to place the ALU in the ADD mode, F =
A+B, and the Sum IS then gated into the accumulator replacing the "A"
number.
When an ADD instruction is received, the control unit generates the
following signals to control the operation.
-	 A high-level signal to the scratch pad memory enabling the
read mode of operation.
-	 Five control mode signals to the ALU enabling the add mode of
operation.
-	 A signal to the ALU carry input indicating zero carry input to
this add function.
-	 A signal to the accumulator placing it in the parallel load
mode of operation.
-	 A clock pulse signal to the accumulator that enters the sum
from the ALU.
-	 A signal to the program memory to advance to the next instruc-
tion.
ADDC - The ADDC in:,Lruction is executed in the same manner as the ADD
instruction. It is used to transfer a carry bit if one is generated in
double-precision addition. Double-precision numbers (24 bits) are
generated as a result of multiplications. To increase computational
accuracy, it is sometimes necessary to acrd or subtract double-precision
numbers. Addition of double-precision numbers is a two-step operation
because the ALU can only accommodate 12-hit numbers at one time. The 12
least significant bits are added first. If a carry is generated from
this addition at the carry output of ALU, it will be stored in a flip-
flop in the control unit and will be added at the CN input of the ALU
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during the next instruction when the most significant bits are added.
The only change in the control unit's functions, as shown in the ADD
instruction, is that ALU carry input may be high or low depending on the
last carr y out of the ALU.
SUB - The purpose of this instruction is to subtract a number stored in
the scratch pad memory from a number in the accumulator. This instruc-
tion is accomplished in the same manner as the ADD instruction except
that the ALU is placed in the subtract mode, F = A-11-1, and the CN input
of the ALU set to add a "one" to the result.
SUBC - This instruction is analogous to the ADDC instruction except that
an overflow at the ALU carry output at the end of a subtraction now
represents a "borrow" instead of a "carry".
MPYM - The purpose of thia instruction is to multiply an unsigned number
stored in the scratch pad memory by an unsigned number stored in the MQ
register. At the end of this operation, a 24-bit product will be con-
tained in the accumulator and MQ register combination.
The method of multiplying is as follows: The multiplicand, which
is contained in scratch pad memory, is addressed by the data bits of the
MPYM instruction and is present at the "B" inputs to ALU. At the start
of multiplication, zero's are stored in the accumulator. Binary multi-
plication is accomplished through cumulative addition with a running
total contained in the accumulator MQ register.
If the number stored in the least significant bit location in the
MQ register is one, the number stored in both the accumulator and the MQ
register are shifted one bit to the right. A zero will be shifted into
the most significant location of the accumulator except if the sum of
the accumulated total in the accumulator and the number stored in
the scratch pad memory is greater than one. In this case, a one is
generated at the A1,1' carry and is stored in the overflow flip-flop in
the control unit. if the overflow flip-flop indicates a one, a one will
serially input to the most significant bit of the accumulator during the
shift-right operation.
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If the number at the least signiticant bit of the MQ register is zero,
then the addition does not take place and the numbers In the accumulator
and MQ register s; are right-::hafted only. After 12 add-shift operations,
the product. a 21,-bit number, will be contained in the combination
i:ecumlator Mo. register with the 12 most significant bits in Hit- accumla-
tor.
In order to perform the add-shift operation, the accumulatcr ib
placed first in the parallel mode of operation to add and then the
serial mode of operation to right shift.
The control unit generates the following signals to control the opera-
tion:
-	
An accumulator mode control signal to add or shift. This
signal is 12 uS long and is 180° out of phase with IMC timing
signal.
-	 A signal to establish the shift-right transmission path be-
tween the accumulator and the MQ register.
-	 A 12-pulse shift-right signal to the accumulator.
- An and signal to the accumulator each time the least signifi-
cant bit in the MQ register is one. This signal is synchro-
nized with the timing signal delayed by 0.5 seconds from the
right-shift operation.
-	 A zero to the CN input of ALU.
-	 Five control signal inputs to the ALU to set up the ADD ; F =
A+B mode of operation.
-	 A signal to the scratch pad memory to enable the read mode of
operation.
-	 A signal to the overflow flip-flop unit to zero output prior
to each ADD in the ALU.
A clock signal that sets a one in the overflow flip-flop if
the ALU generates " carryout signal during the last add.
-	 A signal to the serial input of the accumulator when the over-
flow flip-flop output is one.
MP1' - 'rhe purpose of this instruction is to multiply signed numbers.
The manner in which this is accomplished is exactly the same as the MPYM
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,n , truction except for the following: for negative multiplicands (the
number stored in the scratch pad memory), a one will be serially input
to the accumulator whenever the must significant bit of the partial pro-
duct in the accumulator and the most significant bit of the scratch pad
memory are one.
DIV - Tile purpose of this Instruction is to divide to a number In the
accumulator by a number stored in the stratch pad memory. The DIV
instruction is an accumulative subtraction shift-left operation that is
performed in it manner similar to that of the multiplication instruction,
the result again being a double-precision number stored In the accumul-
ator and MQ register.
BRMA \XXX - The purpose of this instruction is to perform branching;
capability in the program when a BRMA (Branch on Minus Absolute) instruc-
tion is received. If the result of the last subtraction was negative,
the program memory counter will be jumped to the address indicated by
the data bits associated with BRM instruction denoted b y XXXX. If the
result of the last subtraction was positive, the program counter is
simply incremented by one to the next instruction. The branching capa-
bility utilizes a timing signal delayed by 50% of the duty cycle of the
normal clocking. When a BRM signal is received an "advance the counter"
signal is generated by the control in time with the delayed signal if
the result of the last subtraction was positive. last subtraction
resultant polarity was determined by a flip-flop in the control unit
which monitors the carry out of the Arithmetic Logic Unit being; set at
the last Subtraction instruction. If, however, the result of the last
subtraction was negative the control unit generates the following signals
to implement the branching in time with the normal clock.
A control mode signal to place the program memory counter in
the parallel load mode, and an enable signal that loads the
data bit information to jump the memory address to that
required.
BRMR XXXX - An instruction included for programming convenience (BRMR =
Branch on Minus Relative) which is executed as BRMA.
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.IMP X'M - T1IC purpose of the ,jiunp instruction is to provide uncondIt ionaI
hr.mching; in the program address. It is executed identical to the BRM
instruction whe-e the result of the last subtraction was negative.
5.2.4 Inout-Out ►ntt Section
The input-output section of the digital control contains the signal con-
dition circuits for inputs and distribution circuits for outputs and provides
an interface with Lhe central processor in an acceptable digital format. All
data transfers to and from the central processor take place und— the command
of signals received front the control unit of the central processor.
Referring to Figure 51, the signal flow ill
	 digital control is as
follows: 'nie ins trumrntatlon and sensor input signals are fed to ill
multiplexer circ:iit thaL is controlled by the central processor control unit.
The input count	 provides an address to the input decoder from which a
single input signal is selected. 11te inputs are selected in a fixed order by
increasing the count by one at the end of an analog; to digital conversion.
At the end of each control iteration cycle the counter is reset to zero.
The sample-and-hold output is connected to the analog-to-digital (AD)
converter. The AD converter changes the analog signal to 12-bit digital word
representing; the analog signal. The 12-bit digital word is fed to the digital
computer circuit via a serial digital :,multiplexer No. 1. falter signals into
,he digital multiplexer provide conuuunication between the digital control and
remote units located in the control I'ium. The 12-bit word from the AD conver-
ter is operated according to the program instructions stored in the digital
computer progrrtm memory.
Upon completion of tliis portion of the program, the central processor
feeds the result of the computation to a digital-to-analog (DA) converter
circuiL and a data multiplexer circuit. The data multiplexer provides an-
other communication link between the digital control and the control room.
The DA converter signal goes to the an.tlog output circuits which consist of
flit:-flops, -,ample and hold circuits, torque motor amplifiers, and driver
c ircuits.
7.2.5 Other Circuits
Other circuits in the digital control include a power supply that pro-
vides the necessary regulated voltages for the control and circuits which
provide transducer excitation. There is also an emergency shutdown circuit
, hat cuts back fuel flow if the low-pressure turbine (LPT) acceleration rate
is excessive or the LPT speed exceeds a given limit.
Figure 53 is an example of an analog signal conditioning circuit showing
a pressure amplifier circuit, a typical analog circuit used in the digital
control. The input to the amplifier is the output from a strain gauge bridge
transducer. The excitation for the transducer is provided by the ±15 volt
power supply in the digital control. ICI is used as a differential amplifier
to provide some preamplification of the pressure signal. Resistors R13
through R19 comprise a temperature compensation network used to compensate
offset and offset-drift over the temperature range. The output of ICI goes
to R7, the input resistor of IC2. IC2 is the second stage of the amplifier
and sets the desired overall gain of the amplifier by selecting resistor R9,
R10, and R11.
Another digital network which deserves mention here because it is part
of a new development being applied to the QCSEE is the driver amplifier used
to operate the fail-fixed servovalve described in Section 6.3. This is a
unique application of digital technology in that it drives a hydraulic output
power device without the need for digital-to-analog conversion.
As shown in Figure 54, a 12-bit word is generated and held by the proces-
sor as a function of the flow demand. The least significant bit (LSB) is
ignored to generate a ]l-bit signal "B". Simultaneously, the 2.048-MHz clock
signal and three 4-bit series counters generate a continuously changing 12-
bit word. The most significant bit (MSB) is excluded to create 11-bit word
"A" that periodically counts from 0 to 2047. Signals A and B are compared by
the three series 4-bit comparators to generate an output signal when B > A.
The MSB (2 12 ) from the clock counter, through an inverter, and the next most
significant bit (2 11 ) are felt to an AND gate to generate the 25% on signal;
that is, a signal. that repetitively is on 25 of the time of each count cycle
from 0 to 4097.
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8 6w
iiic MSS (2 12 ) signal from the counter circuit .ind the B ^ A signal from
the comparator circuit are coupled through an AND gate to generate signal
"It". As shown in Figure 54, the width of signal "D" is a function of "B",
varvin^, from O%. to 50" on t ime. The 257 si l,nal and the "D" signal are logi-
call.• sunned through an OR gate to generate an output signal that is the
replica of an analog signal of the flow demand. This signal is then treated
by a conventional torque motor current amplifier stage to drive the servo-
valve with a -80 mA to +80 mA, 500 liz signal, whose on-time varies from 25%
to 75°. as a function of the digital flow word.
Circuit Components
Circuit components used in the digital control were selected on the
basis of their abilit y to maintain the desired circuit accuracy under the
stringent environmental t.onditions imposed upon them. Other considerations
were cost, weight, power consumption, and availability. Tn order to achieve
a st.,te-of-the-art design, new components were investigated and used where
possible. The major components are described below:
Low-Power Schottky TTL - Digital components used are primarily low-power
schottkv TTL devices. These devices presently offer the best spud-power pro-
duct of an y high-speed famil y . Table %TH shows a comparison of the TTL circuits.
(he low-power Schottky family (54LS/74LS) features both Schottky-barrier-diode
inputs and emitter inputs. Full Schottk y-barrier-diode clamping is utili^cd to
achieve speeds comparable to series 54/74 TTL at one-fifth the power. The
Schottkv- barrier-diode is connected in parallel with the base collector junc-
tion of the normal TTI. transistor. Schottk y-harrier-diodes have a lower forward
voltage than tho base collector junction and it clamps the transistor as base
drive increases. Most of the excess bast` current is diverted and this prt'vents
the transistor from teaching classic saturation. This effectively eliminates
charge storage and subsequent recover y times.
Digital Memory hevices - Two other new integrated circuit devices are
used in the computer section of the digital control. These are the 5340 pro-
grammable read-only memory (PROM) and the L5531D read/write random access
memory (RVI). A descrip,ion of each follows:
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Tahlr MIT. 54/74 Family Typicai Performance Characteristics (TTQ
GATES
Propagation Power SpeFower
ti.ri.. Del.1v Time Dissipation Pro
541.S/ 741.5 9.5 ns 2 mW 19 p.1
14L/741. 33.0 ns 1 mW 33 pJ
54S/74S 3.0 19 mW 57 pJ
4/74 10.0 ns 10 mt: 100 p.l
54H/74H 6.0 22 mW 132 p.1
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•	 The 5340 I l RoM is a 4096-bit memory arranged as 512 eight-bit words.
The PROM contains logic circuits, decoders, buffers, and data
storage circuits. l'lte device is manufactured with all outputs high
in all storage locations. Device programming is accomplished by
making an output low for a particular word. To do this a Nichrome
fusible link is changed from a low resistance to a high resistance.
The outputs are programmed one at a time by applying the appropriate
'rri. levels to the enable and applying a voltage pulse to the output
that is to be programmed. Hie voltage source must supply sufficient
current to complete progranuning of the output. Since pulse tech-
niques are used to program the PROM and it involves the use of the
en,ihle inputs and the output pins, the timing is critical and the
pulses mint occur as described b y the device specification sheet.
Progranuning equipment is available to simplify the procedure.
Several PROMS can be connected to a common output bus and since the
outputs are the open collector-type, pullnp resistors must be used.
The "'attic of the resistor is determined in part by the number of
PROMS used and the number of TTL loads the memor y must drive.
Sixteen I'ROMS are used in the digital control and are connected to
form a 40 0 ti-by-lb-hit word memor y . The digital control program is
stored in this memor y and contains the instructions for the computa-
tions and data manipulations of the digital control.
0	 The 1.55311) RAM is a 256-bit memory device arranged in a 256-bv-1
array. That is, there are 256 memor y locations, each containing
one bit of information. The RAM circuit chip contains logic cir-
cuits, decoders, buffers, and a memory array. The L5531D is a
three-state device and is so called because the output has the high
and low TTL states and third high impedance state. This third high
impedance :state allows the outputs of several L5531D's to be con-
nected to a conmion bus. The memory is addressed using an 8-bit
address word to select one of the 256-bit locations. With the
write enable low, the data on the input pin of the RAM are written
in the selected memory location. If the write enable is high and
the RAM is enabled, the stored data are read aut on the data-out
pin. Tile data read-out is the complement of the data written into
the memor y location during the write cycle. The data will be
retained in the selected memor y location until new data are written
in or the power is removed fr-m the RAM. Where are twelve 1,55311)'s
used in the digital control to form a 256-word memory with each
word 11-hits long. 'These RAM's form the scratch pad memory of the
computer and are used for temporary storage during computations and
data manipulations.
Other New Com ponents - Another device that is used is the Hewlett-
Packard 5082-4365 opticall y-coupled Isolator. 'These are used as interface
components between the digital control and other circuitr y where electrical
isolation is desirable. 'rhe 4365 consists of a pair of inverting optically-
isolated gates each with a light-emitting; diode and high-gain integrated
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nphoton detector. The output of the detector is an open collector Schottky
clamped transistor. The input and output are TTL compatible.
tether new components used in the digital control consists of sample and
hold circuits, voltage follower, and power op-amps all of which are standard
op-amp-tvpe circuits. They were selected because of improved characteristics
(temperature drift, speed, etc.) over previously used components of the same
type.
lls
5.3 ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION
General Description
In the QCSEE digital control, the signal processing and control are
accomplished with a collection of' interconnected electrical assemblies called
modules. A module is a functional assembly of electronic components specifi-
cally designed to perform a precise sequenre of desirable operations on one
or more specified electrical inputs.
In general, modules constructed to meet on-engine environmental requiie-
ments consist of electrical components whose leads are sole°e yed into printed
circuit board (PCB) assemblies. The PCB provides the necessary electrical
connections between components. These PCB assemblies are installed into an
anodized aluminum module can with 0.081-cm-(0.032-in.) thick walls and en-
capsulated with filled, resilient potting compounds. The primar y advantages
of the potting compounds are (1) provide vibration damping and moisture
protection, (2) improve steady-state and transient module thermal charac-
teristics, and (3) protect the circuitry from contaminants.
QCSEE digital control module design consists of the following three
basic module types:
(1) Analog modules
(2) Digital module-,
(3) Combination analog/digital modules
Each of the above designs is directed toward tha packaging of a specific
type or set of components. The analub module handles standard electrical
10111ponents such as operational amplifiers, transistors, diodes, transformers,
resistors, capacitors, and so on. The digital module is specifically de-
signed to handle digital components in dual-inline package form. The analog/
digital module is a necessary design compromise used where a separation of
the analog and digital circuitry is not functionally possible due to elec-
trical requirements.
All of the module design approaches described below hrve been utilized
on one or more successful engine programs. They are cons,dered more than
adequate to meet the QCSEE digital control design requirements.
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Analub rl^^dii_^^ nesi6n
An analog module consists of electrical analog components mounted to
printed circuit boards (('CB's). A typical analog module requires two PCB's.
All QCSEE analog PCB's utilize a 2 oz., double-sided copper, 0.079-cm (0.031-
in)-thick polvimide boards bonded to an anodized heat sink made from aluminum
sheet. The anodized aluminum heat sink is located between the bodies of the
electrical components and the PCB component side surface and provides, via a
nonanodized aluminum mounting flange, a low thermal resistance path to the
module mounting surface (see Figure 55). The incorporation of the relatively
low thermal resistance path permits the use of a lower density (lower thermal
conductivity) potting compound which results in an overall weight reduction.
The microsphere-fil led RTV potting being used has a specific gravity of 0.7
compared to a specific gravity of 1.5 for the alumina-filled RTV potting
Ck)mpoui^d normally used to thermally compensate module configurations not
utilizing an anodized aluminum Beat sink. Generally, these two module config-
urations are thermally equivalent and for most typical analog modules yield
component-t4?-mounting-surface hot-spot temperature differences less than 25° F.
Components having hot-spot temperature differences greater than this are pro-
vided with additional heat sinking capability to achieve the 25° F differential
goal.
Digital Module Design
A digital module consists of digital electronic components muunted to
automatically wire-wrappable digital beards. A typical digital module re-
quires two wire-wrap boards. All QCSFF, digital boards utilize 4-oz. copper
for power and ground planes and are made from double-sided 0.127-cm (0.050-
in.)-thick glass-epoxy PCB stock. The electrical connections required by the
.circuit being packaged are made with socket pins for digital component leads and
Kapton insulated wire routed from pin to pin (see Figure 56). To reduce elec-
trical noise and improve circuit reliability during operation, all electrical
interfaces are soldered prior to final test and encapsulation. A typical
digital module may have as many as 8 to 10 times more internal board-to-
board common connections than a typical analog module. A special flexible
interconnection circuit (see Figure 56) is designed to handle the relatively
large number of common connections inherent in a digital module. The flexible
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Figure 55. Typical Analog Module.
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Figure 56. Typical Digital Module.
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connector carries common signals and is routed around either end of the
digital board. All flexible connector electrical interfaces are soldered in
place prior to final test and encapsulation. Digital board assemblies are
bracket -mounted to the base of the module can and the final module assembly
is encapsulated in an alumina-filled potting compound. This compound is used
in all digital and analog/digital modules to thermally compensate for the
	 #
lack of an integral heat sink similar to the anodized aluminum heat sink
utilized for analog PCB's. As in the case of analog modules, component-to-
mounting-surface hot-spot temperature differences are held to less than 25° F
with additional heat sinking capability added if necessary to achieve this
goal.
Analog/Digital Module Design
An analog/digital module consists of one analog board coupled with one
digital board. As in the digital module case the large number of board-to-
board connections are made via a specially designed analog/digital board flexible
connector and, as before, are soldered in place prior to final test and
encapsulation. The final module assembly is encapsulated in an alumina-
filled potting compound and subjected to the same component-to-mounting-
surface hot-spot temperature evaluation as described for both the analog and
digital modules.
5.4 DIGITAL CONTROL PRODUCT DESIGN
This section describes the manner in which the digital control circuit
modules and other internal elements are mounted and enclosed to provide a
unit suitable for engine-mounting and provide a means for connection of
external inputs and outputs.
7 -.. X 0 1 1 h 1 __
Figure 57 is a sketch showing the digital control and the manner in
which it is mounted on the engine.
The control is basically a rectangular box with a raised section which
incorporates the provisions for external electrical and pressure sensing
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connections. The approximate dimensions are 'J3.0 x 38.1 x 12.7 cm (13 x 15 x
5 in.) - length, height, thickness as installed - with 5.08 cm (2.0 in.)
a•lditional thickness at the raised section (it should be noted that for this
experimental control, excess space has been included for possible future
experimental use).
Flanges are provided on the front and back sr.rface of the control for
mounting to two triangular brackets which in turn mount to pads on the engine
tail frame. Four pads are provided, two for each triangular bracket.
A handle on top of the control is provided for carr y ing, installing, and
removing, the control. !testing tabs on cite mounting surfaces help stead y
 and
support the weight of the control during installation or removal of mounting
screws.
Vibration Considerati,ns
Early in the control packaging design process a vibration study was
performed assuming a 10-g vibratory input at the unit's calculated center of
gravity, well above that expected on the engine (see Figure 58). The analy-
F.is identified weakness at several points in the initial design and changes
were made to correct these weaknesses. The resulting design is anticipated
tc be satisfactory from a vibration standpoint.
To prove the vibratory capability of the unit, a chassis vibration test
was performed over the spectrum shown on Figure 58 which is based on dynamic
ana,yses performed on the complete engine.
Internal Construction
Definition of the internal construction details of the digital control
primarily involved the definition of how best to arrange and mount the
electr cal circuit modules. 'file primary factors considered were: (1) module
dimensions, (2) heat dissipation, (3) module intercornections, and (4)
module connections to control inputs and outputs.
WPP-
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The arrangement finally arrived ac is shown on Figure 59 which is a view
looking toward the side opposite the connector side with a cover removed.
As noted previously, ample excess space has been provided for the addition of
possible future experimental circuits.
The modules are bolted to aluminum plates which are part of the chassis
ind which serve to carry away heat as explained in more detail later. U-
shaped channels between the rows of modules at their upper end furnish fur-
ther support and also serve as channels for interconnecting wiring. Wires
between modules are attached to pins at each module, routed through the
appropriate channels, and tacked down with a clear silicon adhesive which
provides waterproofing and reduces the chances of handling and/or vibration
damage. Wires to external connections are passed through slots in the two
channels and routed to the external connectors, input pressure transducers,
or electrical input filters where they are connected. These wire bundles are
coated with clear RTV.
Cooling
Approximately 100 watts of heat are generated by operation of the
modules in the digital control. This heat is dissipated by conduction and
convection utilizing air from outside the engine nacelle.
As noted earlier in the module design section, the heat generated by
elements within each module flows through the thermally-conductive potting
compound and anodized aluminum heat sink in the module to the mounting sur-
face (see Figure 56). The heat is conducted through the bolted module
mounting surface into the aluminum mounting plate and aided by a thermal
grease applied at the interface. The heat is then conducted through the
mounting plates and carried away by air passing over the plates on the side
opposite the modules.
The air-cooling fl.owpath is shown in Figure 60. Air enters at the top
(as mounted on the engine) and divides into 3 parallel ducts under the top
rows of modules. The air from these ducts is collected, passed back across
the lower portion of the module mounting surface, and discharged near the
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bottom of the control. Use is made of machined fins in parts of the cooling
flowpath to get maximum heat transfer.
The air-cooling system is designed for an installed engine with an
airscoop outside the nacelle serving as an inlet and a hole in the engine
inlet duct flush with the duct wall serving as an exit. The pressure differ-
ential resulting from the lowered static pressure which will exist in the
inlet duct during all forward operation will produce a flow sufficient to
meet the design objective of having no elements in the control more than
43° F hotter thin the cooling air supplied.
if any unusual installation conditions are encountered during the ex-
perimental engine test program which would eliminate the normal cooling air
differential pressure, a pressurized air source will be used to cool the
control.
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SOFTWARE DESl(;N
The computational section of the digital described in the previous
paragraphs is a special purpose, stored program, single-address computer.
Through appropriate electrical circuitry the central processor receives
and processes input information to form the required outputs according to
the instructions defined in the program memory. The Computer has the capa-
bility to add, subtract, multiply, divide, and branch upon command. It
is a fractional machine except for division which is done in integer form.
The machine data word is twelve bits in length and may be treated as an
unsigned binar y or a signed two's complement number.
'File term "software" applies to the set of statements which are contained
in the program memory . The statements are made up using the set of instruc-
tions described in Section 5.1 and listed main in Appendix h, which also
shows the execution time for each instruction.
1'110 complete software program is listed in :Appendix I) with notes in-
dicating; key elements. The program basically follows the block diagrams of
Figures 9 through 14 with statements generally grouped to correspond to
the separate block diagrams and auxiliar y
 functions. The major groups of
statements are as follows:
0 -	 72 Self-check and initialize for start of computations.
73 - 147 Decode and store input commands for future use.
148 - 1179 Variable-pitch block diagram
1180 - 2219 Fuel flow block diagram
.­0 - 2308 Failure indication and corrective action
2309 - 2745 Exhaust nozzle (A18) block diagram
Interwoven within these groups are operations related to engine sensor
inputs and inputs from the off-engine equipment. Processing of information
from the engine sensors is noted b y
 the instruction INP 0 which transfers
data in the AU register to the accumulator and STO XXX which stores the in-
formation in the accumulator in ,i selected location in the scratch pad
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memor y . This action is followud b y the instruction OUT 14 which initiates
the next AD conversion. The rate at which these engine data are read and
stored is controlled by the speed of the AD converter. A software program
spacing of approximately 25 to 30 microseconds is allowed for the conversion
between reading and storing input data. Processing of information from the
off-engine equipment is noted by the instruction INP 1 which rransfers data
from the command link register to the accumulator and STO XXX which transfers
the data to the scratch pad memory for future use. This information is read
into the scratch pad memory before it is required for use in the basic soft-
ware program.
Transmittal of engine and control system operating point or condition
information from the control to the off-engine equipment is also interwoven
into the basic control software program. This processing is noted by the
instruction LDA XXX which loads the accumulator with the data in scratch
pad memory location XXX and OUT 13 which transmits the data in the accumu-
lator to the off-engine equipment. Supplementary notes shown in Appendix D
show where input-output data are woven into the software program.
Execution time for the complete 3071 statement QC'SEE UTW program as
shown in Appendix D is 7460 microseconds.
The following two examples of small program segments are described in
more detail to aid in understanding program procedures. (Note: Circled
numbers in the examples blow refer to scratch pad memory addresses.)
Example 1 - This shows steps leading up to calculation of main fuel
channel output from input stored in 7 and the desired gain, 1C14,1•,of
2.1094 bits/bit. Because numbers cannot range beyond -2048 or +2047,
the input signal must be limited to 2047/h WT or 970, a value which is
stored in 11. The steps in this computation are outlined below
and charted on figures 61 and 62.
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Figure 61. Flow Chart of Positive Circuit Check in
Fuel Flow Channel.
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Line Minimum	 Maximum
No. Mnemonic Comment Value	 Value
(First,	 limit to +970 - see Figure 61 for chart)
Input signal stored in O maximum and minimum
values from previous program operations. -1853
	
+2047
2190 LDA O7 Load input signal in accumulator
2191 SUiJ O Test subtraction (k' contains 0 )
2192 BRMR+5 Branch ahead 5 statements if 07	 is
negative
2193 SUB	 I1 Subtract 970	 limit - 970	 +1077
2194 BRMR+4 Branch ahead 4 statements if
result	 is	 -	 limit.
2195 LDA	 ll Lead accumulator with 970 limit
2'.96 JMPRS .lump ahead 4 statements
2197 JMPR-3 Jump back	 3 state"ments
'2198 LDA O Load accumulator from memory
2199 orre No operation - kills time so path
lengths remain equal
'200 STO O Store result in 07 -1853	 + 970
(Next,	 limit to -970 - see Fig.	 62 for chart)
2203 LA1	 3126 Enter (-970)	 in accumulator
2204 STO	 11 Store	 (-970)	 in	 11
2205 LDA 07 Load input signal in accumulator -1853	 + 970
2206 SUB ® oubtract zero --1853	 + 970
2207 BRMR+2 Branch ahead 2 statements if result
is negative
2208 JMPR+2 lump ahead 2 statements
2209 SUB	 II Subtract	 (-970) - 883	 + 969
2210 LDA	 7 Load input signal in accumulator -1853	 + 970
2211 BRMR+2 Branch ahead 2 statements if last
subtraction (2209) was negative
2212 JMPR+2 Jump ahead 2 instructions
2213 LDA	 11 Load	 (-970)	 in accumulator
2214 STO O7 Store result in O7 - 970	 + 970
Now the gain multiplication will be accomplished.
(The	 input signal or applicable limit 	 is still
stored in (D.)
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Line Minimum Maximum
No. Mnemonic Comment Value Value
2215 LMI 449 Load KWT (449)	 in MQ register
2216 MPS' O Multiply O by 449/4096 -	 106 + 106
2217 ADD G Add O7 to accumulator -1076 +1076
2218 ADD 7O Add O7 to accumulator -2046 +2046
Example 2 - This shows the logic routine which causes the forward mode
reverse interlock signal described III 	 3.3.1 and shown as DBIF
on Figure 9 to be operative in some control modes and not in others.
Prior to this point in the program the foll wing scratch pad memory
entr es have been made: Zero in 0` , 1 in 1	 the DBIF signal (0 or 1)
in (9), the local/remote switch position in	 0 (rc ote	 1,
loca`^l''= 0), the "Full Manual" pushbutton status in 2] (mama = 1,
not manual - 0), and the "Auto Reverse" pushbutton status in 23
(reverse = 1, no reverse = Q). Steps in the routine are outlined below
and charted oil 	 63.
Line Minimum Maximum
No. Mnemonic Comment Value Value
1507 LDA Load	 local/remote switch pos. 	 into
accumulator 0 1
1508 SUB	 21 Subtract "Full Manual" pushbutton
status -1 1
1509 1. DA O Puts zero in accumulator
1510 BRMR+5 Skips	 to	 1515 if	 result of	 1508
was negative
1511 SUB	 ?3 Subtracts "Auto Reverse" push-
hutton status
-1 1
1512 13RMR+5 Skips	 to	 1517 if	 result	 of	 1511
was n-. gat ive
1513 LDA O Puts DBIF in accumulator 0 1
1514 JMPR+5 lumps	 to	 1519
1515 OUT	 0 No operation	 (path equalization)
1516 OUT	 0 No operation	 (path equalization)
1517 OUT	 0 No operation	 (path equalization)
151b LDA O1 Puts 1	 in the accumulator
1519 STO G Store accumulator number in O 0 1
NOTE:	 "Full	 Manual" and "Auto Reverse" cannot exist simultaneously,
so	 _' 1 and	 23	 cannot both be 1.
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5.6 VARIATIONS FOR FLIGHT DESIGN
For a flight design, the digital control would change significantly.
One obvious change would be the elimination of the many a-tra functional
features included in Lite experimental control providing testing flexibility
and a,justability.
Also, development programs are currently being conducted to define
advanced designs which take advantage of medium- and large-scale inte-
grated chips (MSI and LSI) and advanced hybrid packaging techniques
uniquely suited for on-engine environment.
Work is currently being done on an advanced packaging development
program aimed at reducing the amount of internal wiring by using MSI and
LSI chips and mounting them on alumina multilayer interconnection boards.
The program also includes development of improved methods of transferring
heat from electrical elements. This program is ; • imed primarily at improved
reliability but will also offer weight and volume payoffs.
All thinks considered, it is estimated that the weight and volume of
.I
	 digital control would be reduced approximately 40% from the
current experimental design.
5.7 OFF-ENGINE DIGITAL CONTROL ELEMEN'T'S
Description
The t1CSEE digital control subsystem includes three off-engine com-
ponents which furnish command and adjustment inputs to the engine-mounted
digital control and display data transmitted from that unit. These three
components, which will be located in the engine test control room, are
designated the Interconnect Unit, the Operator Control Panel, and the
Engineering Control Panel. Basic functions of the units are % , itlined below.
Interconnect Unit - 1his unit serves as a signal processing, -oordina-
ting, and switching device between the outer two off-engine digital control
units, a remote digital computer supplied by NASA, transient data recorders,
and the engine-mounted digital control.
16H
Operator Control Panel - This unit is i aded for use b-, the r..gine
operating crew. The panel is arranged as sh....t on Figure 64 and includes
the following features.:
•	 Nine digital indicators which continuously display the variables
shown.
Six lighted -egment pushbuttons for selecting the digital
control operating mode.
•	 Lights which indicate whether an automatic or manual control
mode is in effect.
0	 A light which indicates when digital control commands are
Lriginating from the remote NASA computer.
•	 Lights which indi _e whether all manipuJ led variables are
being controlled normally or if one of ,,-re is on a limit.
-,'hen operation on a limit is indicated, the limit can be
identified b y means of a selectable digital readout on the
Engineering Control Panel.
•	 A light which indicates when any of the faults of Table X have
occurred. Th_ fault or faults can oe identified b y means
of a selecta'le digital readout on the Engineering Control Panel.
•	 A two-element pushbutton switch for switching to a recovery
position which quickly introduces a predetermined set of
control commands in case of emergency - or when desired for
rapid transients during manual operation.
•	 A two-element pushbutton switch for operation of the VSV reset.
•	 Three potentiometers which provide independent control of fan
pitch, fan ne,	 , and power demand in manual operating modes.
•	 Two potentiometers for automatic mode power demand with push-
buttons to allow instantaneous switching from one to the other,
thu.; allowing power-demand step changes.
Engineering Control P.:nel - This unit is intended for use by an
engineering test monitor. The panel is arranged as shown on Figure 65 and
includes the following features:
•	 A selected digital display for indicating any one of the variables
Iiste;l in Table IX.
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•	 Three milliammeters which coutinuously indicate current to the
torque motor survovalves controlling the manipulated variables.
0	 A fault light equivalent to the one on the Operator Control Panel.
•	 Five toggle switches, one for selecting the applicable fan pitch
actuation configurations (i.e., reverse-thru-stall or reverse
-thru-fault pitch), one for selecting the source digital control
commands (i.e., remote NASA computer or "local" off-engine
digital control units), one for activation of automatic fault
correction features, and two spares.
•	 Twenty potentiometers for making on-line adjustments to the
digital control logic.
Functional Desi
A functional block diagram of the off-engine digital control components
is shown on Figure 66 and a general functional description is given below.
Input signals to the off-engine components are in both analog and
digital form. A11 digital signals are transmitt e d by differential line
drivers and received by a differential line receiver over twisted wire
pairs. All analog signals transmitted are buffered by low-output impedance
amplifiers and received by operational amplifiers in a differential con-
figuration.
rile analog multiplexer located in the Interconnect Unit consists of two
16-channel multiplexer chips capable of handling all the analog inputs from
the Engineering Control Unit and the Operator Control Unit. Each of the
inputs are capable of being addressed separately in a predeterr.ined sequenco
at a partic;11ar time determined by the digital control. The output of the
multiplexer circuit goes to a sample-and-hold circuit and awaits AD con-
version.
A11 analog signals coming into the Interconnect Unit are converted to
A digital word upon command from the digital control just prior to being
transmitted to the digital control.
Digital multiplexing at the data bus is accomplished by employing
tristate logic devices to provirie inputs to the bus. The three states are
high output, low output, and high impedance. Placed in the high-impedance
state, the devices can be essentially deactivated, while the other two
states are used to define logic levels in '_he transmission mode. All but
17?
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one of the devices whose outputs are connected to the data bus shown in
Figure 66 are placed in the high-impedance state; the remaining device will
be in the transmission mode. In this manner, a single input to the data
bus is made available to the digital serializer as a 12-bit parallel data
word.
Tile digital serializer is a twelve-bit shift register which is parallel
loaded upon command. Subsequently, the data are shifted one bit at a time
into the transmission system.
The isolation of signal and signal grounds is accomplished by means
of optical isolators. These devices convert electrical signals into light
internally, and then reconvert the light signal back into electrical signals.
This process breaks all electrical connection from input to output while
maintaining the signal information.	 The purpose of the isolators is to
assure that ground loops, power differences between systems, and signal
noise are reduced to a minimum.
The power supply for the off-engine units is derived from a 400-Hz
source of 300 volt-amps or more. In the Interconnect Unit, plus and minus
fifteen volts are developed and routed to the Engineering Control Unit and
the Operator Control Unit. Analog circuits requiring the use of !15 volts
in any of the three units use this regulated supply.
The +5 volts supply is generated separately and used as a logic supply
in each of the three units.
There are two isolated +5 volt logic supplies in the Interconnect Unit
derived specifically to be used in the isolation technique used in this
system.
The Operator Control Unit develops -10 V and -12 V for the scaling
microprocessor. The +5 volts are de g -eloped for a logic supply and the
12-volts a.c. used to light the front panel puslibutton switches and
indicators.
The Engineering Control Unit develops -10 V to reference the poten-
tiometers. The +5 volts are used as a logic supply while the 10-volts a.c.
is the deriving source as well as the supplier of the one lighted indicator
17-1
on the tr lit p:uie1. The 1 15 volts are used to derive the -10 volts as well
as operating analog circuits.
The packaging of the off-engine digital control components is designed
to operate in a control room environment. Both mechanical and electrical
systems are designed for control room use only.
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N6.0 11YI)KOMECHANICAL CON'IRUL
6.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of the hydromechanical control is to provide backup control
of engine fuel flow, to control core compressor stator vane position, and to
provide the fuel-handling interface for operation of several engine limits
utilized in the control system. The basic fuel flow control is provided by
electrical signals to a torque motor on the hydromechanical control.
6.2 DESCRIPTION
The QCSEE hydromechanical control is all F101 main engine control which
contains appropriate modifications applicable to the unique requirements of
the QCSEE control system and engine. The control is capable of performing
the computation (hydromechanical) and fuel metering necessary to control
engine combustor fuel flow and compressor stator vane positioning. Woodward
Governor Company is the vendor source for this control. The modified control
is identified by General Electric Source Control Drawing 4013177-403P01.
'File modified F101 control will perform the following subsystem func-
tions:
•	 Modulate core engine fuel flow to govern core speed as a backup to
the digital control.
•	 Schedule acceleration and deceleration fuel flow limits.
•	 Schedule variable stator vane position.
•	 Provide positive fuel flow shutoff and limit core engine overspeed.
•	 Limit compressor discharge pressure.
•	 Reduce fuel flow in proportion to electrical signal from the digital
control as the primary fuel control method.
•	 Provide power lever position intelligence to the digital control.
•	 Provide minimum fuel system pressurization.
•	 Provide fuel flow shutoff to limit fan overspeed in response to
electrical control signals from the digital control.
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•	 Provide core stator vane reset in response to electrical control
signals from the digital control.
•	 Provide electrical metering valve position intelligence to the
digital control.
Hydromechanical Control Inputs and Outputs
The inputs to and outputs from the hydromechanical control are listed
below:
Inputs	 Outputs
•	 Pump discharge fuel flow	 •	 Metered engine fuel
flow
•	 Power lever angle	 •	 Bypass fuel flow
•	 Core engine drive speed 	 •	 Stator vane actuator
control pressures
1
•	 Compressor discharge pressure	 •	 Power lever electrical
position signal
•	 Core inlet air temperature 	 •	 Metering valve electri-
cal position signal
•	 Core stator actuator position
•	 Electric fuel flcw control signal
•	 Electrical fan overspeed signal
•	 Electrical stator reset signal
6.3 OPERATION
The hydromechanical control mechanization arrangement which indicates
implementation of the various control functions is depicted on Figure 67 for
the modified F101 fuel control. The following functional description refer-
ences Figure 67.
Backup engine speed control is accomplished with the same basic governing
components that have been used in previous Woodward Governor Company units; a
flyweight system that provides isochronous speed governing (Zone C-14). In
normal operation, this system is overridden by use of a two -stage torque
177
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motor servovalve to reduce engine speed in response to the electrical signal
from the digital control (Zone B-15). Engine speed can only be reduced by
action of the electrical torque motor override system, thereby requiring the
throttle to be set at 100% to enable the system. This is important because,
should any malfunction occur in the electrical subsystem, complete control of
engine speed is still available with the hydromechanical system.
It should be noted at this point that the torque motor servovalve can
be replaced later in the program with a fail-fixed servovalve which, for the
most probable electrical malfunctions (i.e., zero signal or maximum signal),
would cause the metering valve to remain fixed. This is described in more
detail later.
The acceleration and deceleration limiting systems use a conventional
WF/P3 3-D cam (Zone E-12) limiting schedule generated as a function of engine
speed (Zone B-9), compressor inlet temperature (Zone J-12), and compressor
discharge pressure (Zones F, li, .1-13, and 14). The opposite side of this
same 3-D cam also contains the reference schedule for the core stat;,r vana
servo. Stator servo position reference, a function of core speed and inlet
temperature, is compared to actuator feedback position in a linkage system
("Lone E-11), and the error positions the stator servo p ilot valve (Zone E-11)
to port flow and pressure to the_ stator actuation pistons.
The fuel metering system is u.signed to use simple control elements for
multiple functions. The main metering valve is a variable area shoe and
rotor (Zone D-10). A constant pressure drop is maintained across the metering
valve by a bypass-type proportional-plus-integral regulator (Zones C, D, and
F-10). The bypass Fystem also provides the pump unloading function during
shutdown (windmilling) conditions (Tone B-12). For reliability purposes, the
unloading function is positively locked out during the normal engine opera-
tion between idle and maximum speed. The fuel shutoff valve (Zone B-12),
similar to the fuel valve rotor, is integral with and actuated by the power
lever shaft (Zone A-11). Movement of the power lever to the "off" position
mechanically actuates the pump unloading function which provides a 1.72 X 106
N/m2 (250 psi) pump discharge pressure during windmilling conditions for
servosystem regulation purposes.
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A pressurization valve (Zone B12), used to provide minimum back pressure
to ensure adequate servosystem pressure during low metered flow conditions. is
provided as part of the control package.
The temperature sensor (shown schematically, Zone .1-12) provides the cor-
trol with a hydraulic signal that is proportional to temperature. The sensor
will be located to sense core engine inlet temperature for the QCSEE engine.
'ro meet the response speed requirements, a high-conductivity zirconium alloy
(Zircaloy II) is used for the gas-filled coil. The gas-filled coil senses
temperature which expands a bellows inside the sensor body. The bellows
applies a force at one end of the beam balance system which then changes the
area at the variable metering orifice to produce a signal for control usage
in acceleration and stater schedule computation. The sensor is designed for
the following conditions:
•	 Temperature range	 -5i.9° C to 260° C (-65° F to 500° F)
•	 Response	 0.82 sec at 1.72 x 10 2 kg/sec/m`
(35.2 pps/ft 2 ) airflow
•	 Accuracy	 '2.07 x 104 N/m2 ( + 3 psi) about a
linear output schedule
•	 Sensitivity
	
2.02 x IC_
4
 °C/N/m2
 (2.5° F/psi)
Modifications to the control incorporated for QCSEE use will include the
following:
•	 3-D Cams - Cam Schedule contours have been changed to match QCSEE
engine requirements (Zone C-15 and E-12).
•	 Compressor Discharge Bleed Compensation - The acceleration schedule
multiplier function of (.Di'/CBI' ratio established by the CDP/CBP
sensor ;Gone 11-14) has been altered by disabling the CtSP function
through removal of the CBP sensing bellows.
•	 Emergency Fuel Shutoff - An electrical-to-hydromechanical torque
motor servovalve has been added to the control to accomplish shutoff
of engine fuel flow in response to an electric fan overspeed signal.
This function is accomplished by switching pump discharge pressure
into the reference chamber of the system pressurizing valve (Zone
B-12). A similar action is taken in the event of core engine over-
speed through the action of the existing overspeed shutoff valve
(Zone B-10). A low-power torque motor operated switching valve is
mounted on the pressurizing valve cover to accomplish the fan over-
1 sO	 7
,^I
speed protection. The flow gain of the output stags_ of the shutdown
device has been selected to cause closure of the pressurizing piston
within 20 milliseconds after the electrical overspeed signal is
sensed. This shutdown action will temporarily place the fuel pump on
pressure relief during the engine coast down.
•	 Stator Reset - The Block I F101 controls contain provisions for an
electrically operated reset of core stator vane position. The reset
is initiated by signalling a torque motor servovalve (Zone F-14).
The stator reset servovalve switches reference pressures to the
VSV reset piston (Zone F-11) to reset the stator control valve feed-
back linkage.
s	 Metering Valve Position Signal_ - The control provides an electrical
rotar y position transducer on the metering valve shaft to signal
metering valve angle (Zone F.-9). For the QCSEE units, a position
transducer identical to the power lever position transducer (Zone
li-17) is used for the metering valve transducer.
• Electrir -1 Fuel Override Authority - The present F101 controls pro-
vide a core speed floor limitation un the electrical fuel flow over-
ride through the action of a speed switch valve (Zone C-14) which is
actuated by the core speed tachometer (Zone B-9). This speed floor
setting will be disabled for QCSF.E by blocking the speed switch
valve ('Lone C-14) to the desired position, ther^by providing for full
fuel control by the digital control.
•	 Fail-Fixed Servovalve (later development, not on first control) -
As seen by Figure 68, the fail-fixed servovalve is basically a
standard two-stage electrohydraulic servovalve. it differs only in
the configuration of the second-stage spool valve and its attendant
porting. As with a conventional servovalve, spool position is a
function of input current.
The valve is shown in the ze-o current condition. Both load lands
of the spool valve have 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) overlaps thus hydrau-
lically locking the actuator in position. As current is increased,
the spool valve will stroke through the overlap and begin ,porting
High-pressure flow to tlae metering valve actuator. Valve porting
is timed so that at 50% rated current the areas of the metering valve
port are equal to the areas of the supply and return ports, and will
flow to and from the actuator effectively through two equal
orifices in series. Flow is a maximum. As current is further in-
creased, the metering valve land closes off: flow to the metering
goes to zero, and a new fluid lock on the actuator is established.
As the input current is reduced to zero, flow is again established
Lo the actuator causing motion in the same direction as with increas-
ing current. The actuator will be driven in small steps in one
direction if the input is a series of square waves stepping from
zero to rated current and back to zero. If the polirity of the in-
put current is Changed, the actuator will move in the opposite di-
rection.
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Tine preferred mode of operation is to drive the servovalve at a
constant input frequency (from -80 mA to +80 mA) above the frequency
to whit7h the valve can full y respond. The valve will average the
plus and minus "on time". By limiting the minimum and maximum
on-time to 25% and 75%, the valve will behave as an analog device in
response to pulse-width modulation. Flow will be pro portional from
zero to maximum for a 25% to 75% pulse-width demand.
Should the valve receive a d.c. level zero current or a *80 mA cur-
rent signal, indicative of an electrical failure, flow to or from
the actuator will be stopped and a fluid lock condition established
to hold the :actuator to its position at the time of failure.
6.4 INSTALLATION
The hydromechanical control will be mounted on the F101 fuel pump similar
to Figure 69. The pump is V-band flange-mounted to an F101 gearbox pump drive
pad. Through-shafting is used to provide core speed input to the control drive
spline.
The core stator vane position mechanical feedback interface will be used
identical to the F101 control installation. All hydraulic and pneumatic
piping; interfaces to the control will be identical to the F101 configuration,
except that the FCBF pressure port is unused.
6.5 VAh1ATION FoR FLIGHT DESIGN
The initial flight design QCSEE would have a hydromechanical backup to
the primary digital electronic control, but it would be simplified signifi-
cantly from the modified F101 fuel control being used on the experimental
engine. The exact nature of the simplified backup hydromechanical unit will
be the subject of further study with simplified elements being devised for
speed governing, tr.:nsient fuel control, and VSV control.
For a second-generation QCSEF,, it is expected that the digital elec-
tronic technology would be developed (and prover by operational experience)
to be better and more reliable than current hydromechanical controls and that
the hydromechanical backup would be eliminated altogether.
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7.0 FUEL DEL[VERY SYSTEM
7.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of the fuel delivery system is to pump, filter, and meter
the fuel flow required for core engine combustion at the pressures dictated
by engine burner conditions and to provide a means of preventing fuel com-
ponent overboard drain leakage.
7.2 DESCRIPTION
The QCSEE fuel delivery system is primarily based on F101 engine main
fuel system components including the hydromechanical control and the tem-
perature sensor described in Section 6.0. The fuel delivery system includes
the following elements:
•	 Fuel Control (Metering Section)
s	 Main Fuel Pump
•	 Fuel Filter
•	 Drain Eductor and Flow Regulator
These elements are interconnected as shown in the schematic of Figure 70.
7.3 OPERATTUN
The fuel delivery system accepts fuel flow and pressure provided to the
system pump intake by the test facility or aircraft fuel feed system and
provides the pumping pressure rise required to deliver metered flow to the
engine combustor as described in Section 7.6. Pump discharge flow is fil-
tered by a 74 unt absolute full-flow barrier filter prior to entering the
hydromechanical control inlet. The metering section of the hydromechanical
control sets the metering valve area in response to various control signals
and limits as described in Section 6.0. Flow is metered by establishing a
constant metering pressure drop across the metering valve area through the
action of a fuel bypassing regulator which returns excess intake flow not
required for metered demand to the fuel pump interstage pressure. Pump
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1
discharge pressure in the system is established by the summation of engine
burner pressure, injector pressure drop, and the maximum metering control
pressure drop. A minimum control inlet pressure for servo pressure regu-
lation is established by a control discharge pressurization valve as de-
scribed in Section 6.3. File control contains a fual cutoff valve downstream
of the metering valve which is directly actuated by mechanical power lever
input angle. A maximum metering flow area for the metering valve is estab-
lished by a control mechanical stop which limits maximum metered flow to
10,350 pph.
The system also incortorA.es a jet-pump drain eductor which is powered
by regulated jet flow extracted from puLnp discharge and which pumps jet flow
and drain manifold leakage back to fuel pum;, inlet. The eductor maintains a
partial vacuum at all times in the drain manifolds to prevent fuel seal
leakage to overboard.
7.4 VARIATION FOR FLIGHT DESIGN
Variations within the fuel delivery system for a flight design would
involve these component charges;
• Resize the fuel pump flow capacity downward to more exactly
match the engine cycle requirements. The F101 fuel pump is
oversized for QCSEE needs.
•	 Simplify the metering control as described in Section 6.5.
• Add an engine-mounted .uel-oil heat exchanger as described
in Section 7.8. QCSEE experimental engines use slave heat
exchangers for lube-oil cooling.
• Relocate the drain eductor to the core engine compartment
below the lowest seal drain elevation and consolidate the
flow regulator and jet pump into a single component package.
7.5 FUEL METERING SECTION
The metering section of the fuel control is as described in Section 6.0.
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7.6 MAIN FUEL PUMP
The purpose of the fuel pump is to raise the pressure of ,petered system
flow to a level suitable for metering control and delivery into the engine
combustor.
The fuel pump is a standard F101 wain fuel pump unmodified. It is a
balanced vane design of fixed displacement and contains an integral centri-
fugal booster stage to charge the vane intakes. Sizing of the fuel delivery
system is indicated by .e fuel pump characteristics listed in Table XIV.
A cross section view of the pump is shown on Figure 69 (Zone F-7).
The pump operates to provide the pumping performance ratings shown in
Table XIV. (Pump installation was described in Section 6.4.)
7.7 FUEL FILTER
The purpose of the fuel filter is to filter pump discharge flow to a
74 um level to protect the fuel control metering and injection system
against larger foreign particles.
The main fuel filter is a barrier, through-`low-type of stainless steel
wire mesh. It is mounted on the main fuel pump and has a clogged filter by-
pass valve, a service shutoff valve, and an impending bypass indication button.
Design features are:
Rated Flow
Filtration (absolute)
Impending Bypass
indication Pressure
Bypass Valve Cracking
Pressure
Element Type
50.4 gpm
74om
22 psid
35 psid
Disposable
Fuel enters the filter, flows through the element mesh, and is discharged
from the center of the element. If the element is clogged, the bypass valve
opens allowing unfiltered fuel to flow to the system. The impending bypass
indicator button extends at a pressure level equivalent to approximately 80%
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of filter life. The service shutoff valve seals off both the inlet and the
discharge fuel flowpaths through the filter to prevent fuel leakage when
the filter buwl is removed to service the filter element.
Location of the fuel filter is shown on Figure 70.
7.8 FUEL-OIL HEAT EXCHANGER
The fuel-oil heat exchanger provides the means for transferring heat
from the engine lube system, fan reduction gearbox, and hydraulic system to
the fuel. In addition to cooling the oil, she heat exchanger serves to heat
the fuel under cold operating conditions in order to avoid the possibility
of fuel system icing.
An off-engine-mounted slave oil cooler will be used for the experimental
engines. The slave cooler uses water for cooling instead of fuel. The
unit is a stainless shell-and-tube design, qualified and in production for
the GE LM2500 engine and used on shipboard applications. The slave cooler
has a heat transfer capability approximately three (3) times the estimated
heat load of the QCSEE engine. The unit consists of 332 0.953-cm (0.375-in.)
dia. tubes (each 0.610 m [2.0 ft.] long) and 9 cr.ossflow oil baffles. The
cylindrical shell is 25.4-cm (10-in.) dia and 0.610 m (2.0 ft.) long. Drains
are provided to avoid water freezing during winter operation.
Water is routed through the tubes and makes four passes. Oil flows over
the tubes and makes 10 cross-counterflow passes. A waterflow of 100 gpm
may be used at a pressure drop of 10 psid.
The slave oil cooler is located and mounted on the test stand super-
structure above the engine.
The flight engine will use a fuel-oil heat exchanger located in the
gearbox and accessories area of the engine. The heat exchanger will consist
of two (2) cores with fuel flowing in series from one core to the other.
Fan reduction gearbox oil operating at a lower temperature level than engine
lube system oil will flow through the first core. Lube system oil will
flow through the second core. At present, a nonbrazed (mechanical tube joint)
aluminum shell-and-tube oil cooler is contemplated for a flight engine. Other
190
designs will be considered on the bases of reliability, cost, size, and weight.
Current weight estimate is 13.61 kg (30 lb.) for the entire unit.
7.9 DRAIN EDUCTOR
The purpose of the drain eductor is to pump fuel component seal drain
leakage back to the fuel pump intake and to prevent dumping leakage over-
board.
The drain eductor consists of a production CF6-50 design used to pump
aircraft drain can fuel back to the fuel pump inlet during engine coast down
after stopcocking the engine. The CF6-50 part is identified as P/N 9070M89P02.
A cross section view of the drain eductor is shown in Figure 71.
The drain eductor is used with an inline jet supply flow regulator which
maintains a constant jet supply flow. The flow regulator 4s separately
housed and is a standard Fluid Regulators Corp. design identified as P/N
Q1547-01.
Pump discharge fuel pressure extracted from the filter discharge is
supplied to inline flow regulator Q1547-01. The regulator maintains 550 pph
constant flow to the drain eductor jet supply under varyiag pump discharge
pressure conditions ranging from 250 psig to 1000 psig. Constant motive
flow and pressure in the jet maintains constant jet-pumping characteristics
in the eductor.
The constant motive pressure is applied to the jet supply port shown
in Figure 71. Fuel drain manifolds are connected to the suction intake
port; drain manifold flow is pumped through the suction check valve and
into the suction chamber of the jet pump. Jet flow and suction flow mix in
the jet diffuser and are returned to `uel pump 'inlet pressure at pressure
levels up to 50 psig. A partial vacuum is maintained in the suction
chambers and the drain manifold. The selector valve piston shown in Figure
71 is not used but is held to the right at all times by spring force, per-
mitting continuous passage of the jet supply flow during pump operation.
Seal leakage air and fuel vapor are continuously returned to fuel pump intake.
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The flow regulator and drain eductor components are Molted to the fan
cowl in the gearbox and accessory compartment. Stator actuator drain lines
thus have a rise in elevation in order to reach the eductor system's suction
manifold.
For a flight design, the eductor would be simplified to eliminate unused
valving and to incorporate integrally regulated jet flow. The eductor would
be relocated below the lowest drain point elevation in the core engine
compartment.
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8.0 VARIABLE GEOMETRY ACTUATION SYSTEMS
8.1 HYDRAULIC SUPPLY SYSTEM
The hydraulic supply system provides hydraulic motive power to the fan
duct nozzle (A18) actuators and fan blade variable-pitch mechanism. The
system consists of a hydraulic pump, boost pump element, filter, makeup
filter, relief valve, and magnetic chip detector.
The UT1; system is shown in Figure 72. A pressure-compensated hydraulic.
piston pump is driven by the accessory gearbox and provides varying flow out-
put at constant pressure to servovalves which aie part of the fan duct nozzle
(A18) and variable-pitch systems. Pump output flow is determined by the de-
mand from the servovalves, varying fYom actuator leakage at holding condition
to may:imum during the engine thrust reversal transient. The supply system is
sized to provide pea' , transient flow for simultaneous operation of A18 and
variable pitch at engine idle speed (65% of rated). Although pump maximum
flow capability is proportional to engine speed, the output pressure is con-
stant and virtually independent of speed or flow.
The hydraulic system receives and uses the same oil as the engine lube
system. Once the hydraulic system is filled, however, it functions very
3 	 nearly as an independent closed system. When oil leaves the pump to the
servovalves at high pressure, oil is at the same time returning at low pres-
sure from the servovalves. The servovalve incoming flow passes through a 1 x
10 5m (10 um) filter which provides a servovalve protection from hydraulic
pump and engine lube system contaminants.
As the A18 actuators slew from head-end to rod-end position, there is
differential displaced volume equal to the volume represented by the actuator
piston rods. For a one second slew, this amounts to somewhat less than 1.89
X 10-4 m 3 /sec (3 gpm) which must be made up from the engine lube s y stem oil.
Also, it is necessary to p_ovide approximately 1.89 x 10 -4 m 3 /sec 0 gpm) to
the pump during steady-state holding for pump cooling. Both of these functions,
makeup and pump cooling, are provided by using an element in the en g ine lube
pump as a makeup and boost pump to the hydraulic pump. A relief valve across
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the lube pump elements acts as a pressure regulator so that the hydraulic pump
inlet pressure is sufficiently high to avoid cavitation in the pump piston
cavities. Hydraulic pump cooling is provided br virtue of mixing, hydraulic oil
with lube oil which passes through the engine oil cooler. Incoming hydraulic
system makeup and cooling flow has been filtered to the 22 um level in an inline
makeup flow filter. A magnetic chip detector is provided in the line returning
cooling flow to the engine lube system so that any ferrous metal contaminants
generated in the hydraulic system can be identified. A relief valve is pro-
vided to protect the high-pressure h ydraulic components in the event of a pump
pressure compensator failure.
As the engine is started, the hydraulic supply system flow output is at
maximum in proportion to the engine speed. A servo demand decreases to zero;
system pressure rises to a constant value independent of speed. With zero
initial flow demand during start, the system pressure will reach rated value
at approximately 2% engine speed resulting in a hydraulic pump input torque
transient to approximately 1280 in.-lb. Torque will decrease to 200 in.-lb.
at 20% speed and finally down to 100 in.-lb. at idle so long as flow demand
is zero. At all conditions above idle speed, the hydraulic supply system
will provide a near-constant pressure output (varying from 3350 psid minimum
at maximum flow to 3500 psid at zero flow). Flow capability will be propor-
tional to speed. Response time of the supply system, in terms of the time to
establish rated output pressure after a step change in flow demand from
minimum-to-maximum or maximum-to-minimum, is approximately 0.15 seconds.
8.2 HYDRAULIC PUMP
The pumr provides varying flow output at constant pressure to servovalves
which are part of the fan duct nozzle and variable-pitch systems.
The pump on the experimental engines is an ABEX Model AP12V-54 pressure-
compensated piston pump. This model pump is an upgraded high-speed (6864 rpm)
version of earlier model AP12V pumps qualified in production for the F-111
fighter aircraft and the CH-53 helicopter. The AP12V-54 was requalified in
June, 1975 for use on a Boeing Vertol Co. application. The pump, shown in
Figure 73, is compact in size and weighs 9.75 kg (21.5 lb.).
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The pump is direct-driven off the engine gearbox through a splined shaft.
Drive input is to a revolving cylinder barrel that contains nine (9) pistons.
Pivoted shoes attached to the piston are supported on an inclined stationary
cam plate which causes the pistons to reciprocate as the piston barrel revolves.
A hold-down plate insures continuous contact of the piston shoes with the cam
surface. By varying the angle of the cam plate, the stoke of the piston is
changed, thereby increasing or decreasing the flow output of the pump.
Oil at approximately 60 psig is ported to the piston cylinders during
their suction stroke and is expelled against high pressure during their
discharge stroke. A pressure compensator regulates the volume delivered in
acc nrdarce with the demand of the s ystem, thereby maintaining a predeter-
mined pressure. System pressure is directed to a compensating valve with a
spool which is held in the closed position by an adjustable spring load.
When system pressure exceeds the spring load, file spring moves the spool to
vent oil in the stroking cylinder to the pump case. The stroking piston then
retracts and an inherent force assisted by the rate piston spring moves the
cam plate to a greater angle, increasing the volume pumped. Rated performance
of the pump is tabulated below:
Speed	 5977 rpm (100X)
Output Flow,	 3.08 x 10-3 m3/sec (48.8 gpm) at 100% speed
maximum	 2.01 x 10-3 m3/sec (31.8 gpm) at 65% speed
Pressure Rise	 2.46 x 102 N/m2( 3500 psid) at zero flow
2.36 x 10 N/m	 (3350 psid) at full flow
Overall Efficiency
	
83%
Shaf` hp	 5.57 x 104 W	 (115 hp)
(100% speed, fuel flow)
Starting Torque
2Transient	 1.45 x 10 Nm	 (1280 in.-lb.)
(at 2% speed, 3500
psid and zero flow)
Inlet Pressure	 4.22 x 10 5
 N/m2	(60 psig)
Case Drain Pressure	 9.14 x 10 N/m 2	 (130 psig)
Makeup and Cooling	 -4
Flow	 3.78 x 10	 m j /sec (6 gpm)
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NNeat Rejection 8.12 x 103 W
(at 100	 speed) 1.46 x 104 W
Discharge Pressure 	 ±2.46 x 106 N/m2
Stability
(462 Btu/min) steady-state
(829 Btu/min) transient
(±350 psi)
The pump is mounted to the forward left-hand side of the engine gearbox.
A bolt-in flange is used. D-ive :1put is through a splined quill shaft
having a shear section rating of :x.03 x 10 2 N/m (2600 in.-lb.).
The flight engine will use a pump which integrates several of the func-
tions now handled by separate components. The pump package may include the
servovalves, filter, relief valve, and chip detector. An electric operated
depressurizing .alve (EDV) which enables the pump to operate against a
reduced discharge pressure level for unloading during engine starting may be
incorporated if needed. A quick-attach/-detach mount may be used in place of
the bolt-on -.rrangement. Oil flow jumper tubes may be used in conjuction
with cored passages in the engine gearbox to eliminate external piping. A
modular pump design which permits removal of separate pumping elements and
valve elements without removing the entire pump would also be considered.
8.3 RELIEF VALVE
The relief valve is located in a line connecting the hydraulic pump dis-
charge to the pump inlet. In the event of a pump malfunction in which the
pump failed to destroke and maintain a maximum discharge pressure, the relief
valve would open and permit excess flow to bypass back to the pump inlet.
The relief valve is Fluid Regulators Corp. model C1376-04 and has the follow-
ing characteristics:
Rated Flow
Cracking and Reset
Pressure
3.03x 10-3 ^3/se5
at 3.16 x 10 N/m
2.53 x 107
 N/m2
(48 gpm at 4500 psid)
(3600 psid) minimum
8.4 FILTERS
The hydraulic supply filter is located inline downstream of the hydraulic
pump (and relief valve). The filter protects the servovalves from contamin-
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ants generated in the hydraulic system or introduced from the engine lube
system. The filter also serves as a means of cleaning the hydraulic system
after assembly or maintenance. The filter is Aircraft Porous Media (APM)
model ACC-4081-161OZ and has the following characteristics:
Rating	 2.5 x 1  5 m	 (25pm) absolute
1 a- 10	 m	 (Mim) nominal
Pressure Drop	 1.72 x 10 5 N/m2	(25 psid max. at
at 3.03 x 10-3 m3 /sec	 48 gpm)
Capacity	 2.5 x 10 3 kg	 (2.5 grams)
An additional filter is provided in the line which routes makeup and
cooling flow from the engine lube system. This filter provides protection
for the hydraulic pump in the event of contaminants generated by failure of
the lube supply pump or contaminants introduced into the oil tank. The use
of a separate filter assembly is a convenience for the experimental engine
and its function would be incorporated into the tube supply element for the
flight engine. The unit is a J79 engine lube filter, APM model AC4208-123.
Characteristics are as follows:
Rating	 4.6 x 10 5 m
	
(46um) absolute
2.2 x 10-5 m
	 (221im) nominal
Pressure Drop 0.41 x 10 5  N/m2
at 3.79	 10-4 m3/sec
6 psid at
6 gpm
8.5 CHIP DETECTOR
The chip detector is installed in the line which routes the hydraulic
pump cooling flow back to the engine lube system. The purpose of the unit is
to identify ferrous contaminants which might be generated by the hydraulic
pump in the event of an engine failure. For example, a hydraulic pump roller
bearing failure could be distinguished from a main engine bearing failure.
The unit consists of a permanent-magnet collector plug immersed in the oil
flowpath through an inline housing. The part is a TEDECO model A-495.
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8.6 FLOW CONTROL VALVES
Hydraulic flow to the fan pitch and fan nozzle actuation is controlled
by separate, 4-way, electrohydraulic, direction flow control valves mounted
on a common manifold block which is mounted on the accessory gearbox. The
valves control flow in response to a direct-current electrical signal from
the digital control.
A schematic of the valve design is shown on Figure 74. The electrical
signal is applied to parallel redundant coils of the flat armature torque
motor which applies torque to the jet pipe causing it to deflect. This
deflection unbalances the pressure on the opposite ends of the spool causing
it to move until the jet pipe is returned to its center position by the
feedback spring - the force of the spring just counteract:.ig the torque
generated by the electrical signal. In this manner, spool position is made
proportional to the electrical signal current. The positicn of the spool
determines the porting between the high pressure supply from the hydraulic
pump (P), the actuation ports (1 and 2), and the low pressure return (R).
The valves are designed to operate with hydraulic fluid supplied from
the hydraulic pump within the normal pressure range of 2.36 :c 10 7
 to ?.46 x
2
10 1
 N/m (3350 to 3500 psi). Flow ratings of the valves, based on a supply-
to-return differetial of 2.40 r. 10 7 N/m2 (3400 psi) and an actuation differen-
tial of 1.69 x 10 7 N/m2
 (2400 psi) are 0.63 x 10-3 m 37sec and 1.75 x 10-3 m3 /sec
sec (10 and 27 gpm) for the exhaust nozzle and fan-pitch valve, respectively.
For a flight design these valves would be replaced with fail-fixed valve
designs similar to the one described for the fuel control (reference Section
6.3) except designed for a double-acting rather than a single-acting actuator
or motor (i.e., two output ports rather than one).
8.7 FAN NOZZLE (A18) ACTUATION
The faa nozzle actuators position the four interlocking flaps of variable
nozzle as a function of flow and pressure from the electrohydraulic servo-
valve. Two of the six actuators contain an electrical transducer to feedback
nozzle position (see Figure 75). Six actuators, three in each rear-ccwling
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half, are arranged circumferentially to hydraulically power the flaps through
eight load-points. The center-mounted actuators in each half will power two
load-points thus requiring twice the effective area of the four single-load-
point actuators. These two larger area actuators will be synchronized
through a worm screw mechanism in each actuator connected by an external
flexible cable. The flexible cable contains a slip joint mounted in the
pylon to allow the cable to lengthen as the cowl doors are opened.
Each actuation consists of a piston and rod contained in a hydraulic
	 1
cyclinder. A capped 0-ring acts as a cross-piston seal while the rod con-
tains a two-stage seal with the interstage cavity vented to the tank. Two
actuators contain 1.94 in. 2 rod area (2.38 in. 2
 head area) while the four
single-load actuators contain 0.97 in. 2
 rod area (1.33 in. 2 head area). Two
of the single load actuators contain LVDT's with the body grounded to the
actuator and '_he core atta phed to the movable rod. The LDVT produces an
electrical signal proportional to rod position. The two lar ge- actuators
contain the mechanical synchronization mechanism. Cross sections of the
actuators are shown in Figure 76.
The actuators extend or retract as a function of rod or hear4 port pres-
sure and flow. The synchronous actuators produce a rotary mechanical output
as a function of rod linear motion. Two actuators containing LVDT's produce
an electrical output as a function of actuator position and input voltage.
The actuator rod end is threaded to a slider block and locked at the
proper position. With the slider block installed in the nozzle track, the
actuator is pinned to its head-end mount.
The hydraulic tubing, which has been previously installed through the
cowl internal passages, is connected to the rod, head, and drain ports.
The synchronous cable is fed from the pylon through the internal cowl
passages and inserted into the actuator woim gear. The cable outer sheath is
then threaded to the actuator sync-port.
Hydraulic power is supplied by the constant pressure, variable-flow
hydraulic pump common to the variable-pitch fan mechanism. Flow from the
pump is controlled by an electrohydraulic servovalve. Upon as electrical
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demand to the servovalve, hydraulic flow positions the nozzle until the
actuator electrical feedback satisfies the demand.
8.8 VARIABLE-PITCH ACTUATION
The purpose of the variable-pitch actuation is to position the variable-
pitch fan blades which are a }-ey feature of the UTW engine.
Two variable-pitch fan actuation systems are being developed as a part
of the UTW experimental engine program. The cam harmonic drive system,
illustrated in Figure 77, is being developed by the Hamilton S andard Division
of United Technologies Corp. under subcontract to General Electric. Two
hydraulic motors, which are part of the Beta regulator module mounted in the
core cowl area, pro-ide rotary mechanical input to the differential gear
train through a flexible drive shaft which passes through the main reduction
gear support. The rotary motion is then transmitted through a no-back,
harmonic drive, rotating cam and cam follower arms to the blade trunnion.
The overall gear ratio from the blades to the flexible shaft is a nominal
773:1, with most of the ratio (201:1) provided by the harmonic drive. This
permits the low torque power transmission elements between the Beta regulator
and the harmonic drive to be designed for low weight and improved blade angle
accuracy.
The planetary differential gear train provides a 5:1 ratio, and is
utilized to cross the rotating boundary of the fan. The function of the
bidirectional, spring-type no-back is to lock the fan blades in position in
the absence of a pitch change command.
Two LVDT's located in the Beta regulator unit, and driven by hyuraulic
motor output, provide a blade angle feedback to the engine digital control
system.
Utilization of a flexible drive capability permits the LVDT's and
hydraulic motor to be remotely located in an engine area which permits ease
of inspection and component replacement.
The ball spline actuation system shown in Figure 78 is being developed
by General Electric. A hydraulic motor located on the fan centerline drives
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a ball screw actuator through a differential gear and no-back. The linear
motion of the ball nut of screw causes the sleeve (middle member) of a ball
spline to translate in a fore or aft direction. The ball spline is a double-
acting member with helical ball tracks between the sleeve and inner member,
and straight ball tracks between the sleeve and the outer ball spline member.
The inner member is attached to the aft ring gear while the outer member is
attached to the forward ring gear. Translation of the ball spline sleeve,
fore and aft, drives the two ring gears in tangentially opposite directions.
The ring gears in turn are mated to 18 pinion gears that are splined to the
fan blade trunnion.
The gear rat4o between the hydraulic motor and the fan blade is 470:1.
Two LVDT's driven by the hydraulic motor provide a blade angle feedback to
the engine digital control system.
From a control system standpoint, operation of the two variable-pitch
actuation sy.item designs is essentially the same.
As described in Section 3.0, depending on control mode, the fan blades
are either positioned in accordance with manual or automatic scheduling
inputs or they are modulated to maintain desired fan speed. In either case,
whenever the digital control computer detects that the blades are not in the
correct position, it sends an electrical signal to the fan pitch servovalve
(reference Section 8.6) which ports hydraulic fluid to the hydraulic motor to
get the correct pitch an gle (or fan speed if in the modulating mode).
8.9 CORE STATOR ACTUATION AND FEEDBACK
The F101 core compressor used in the QCSEE includes provisicc:s for vary-
ing the angle of the inlet guide vanes and stator vanes in stages 1 through 3
to accommodate the relatively wide speed range in which the compressor must
perform.
The •:ariable vanes are connected through a system of levers, rings, and
links which are actuated by two fuel-operated linear actuators mounted to the
compressor casing on opposite sides of the engine. The actuator motions are
synchronized through the inherent rigidity of the linkage system.
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The QCSEE core stator actuators are F101 actuators (see Figure 79)
modified to provide approximately 0.51 cm (0.2 in.) more stroke giving a
total stroke of 8.446 cm (3.325 in.). This change is made by redimensioning
the rod seal cartridge. The actuator vendor is Arkwin Industries, Inc.
The core stators are controlled by a position control loop including the
actuators, a control valve and hydromechanical computing elements in the
hydromechanical control, and a flexible push-pull cable which serves as a posi-
tion feedback from the actuation system to the control. As described in
Section 6.3, the hydromechanical control computes a desired stator vane posi-
tion as a function of core speed and core inlet temperature and, by means of
the control valve, controls flow to tht actuators (as necessary) to make the
vane position match the desired position.
The feedback consists of a flexible, fixed-length, push-pull cable in a
flexible, fixed-length conduit providing a stroke path and protection for the
cable. To eliminate inaccuracy due to lost motion, the cable is kept in
tension by the hydromechanical control, aided by a Teflon lining in the
conduit which minimizes friction. The QCSEE feedback is virtually the same
as that used in the F101, the only significant difference being that the
QCSEE cable is nearly twice as long and has a sleeve swaged to the conduit
near its midpoint which serves as a firewall seal. Cablecraft, Inc. is the
vendor source for the feedback.
For a flight design there would be little or no change to the core
stator actuators but the feedback and control valve would probably change,
depending on the nature of the simplified hydromechanical control discussed
in Section 6.5.
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9.0 SENSORS
The engine sensors are the devices which change the variable to be
measured into a form that can be used as an input signal to the engine dig-
ital or hydromecha_,ical control or as an input signal to an indicator gage.
The sensors include the following:
•	 Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) Speed Sensor
•	 Fan Inlet Temperature Sensor
•	 Core Inlet Temperature Sensor
e	 Compressor Discharge Temperature Sensor
•	 Absolute Pressure Transducers
•	 Differential Pressure Transducers
•	 Compressor Discharge Pressure Sensor
9.1 LOW PRESSURE TURBINE (LPT) SPEED SENSOR
The LPT shaft spend sensors produces two electrical signals that repre-
sent the rotational speed of the low pressure turbine shaft. One signal will
be used for governing engine fan speed. The other signal will be used to
limit the rate of speed change and maximum speed in the event of a loss of
fan load, overspeed, or control failure. Each signal contains a signature
which occurs once per revolution for dynamic balancing.
The speed sensor is very similar to that used on the F101 engine and is
utilized as shown in Figure 80. The sensor consists of a curved metal tube
containing lead wires with a magnetic pickup having a positioning flange on
one end and an electrical connector (plus a mounting flange with a compres-
sion spring) on the other end. Design features are:
4
Rated speed (100%)
	
7996 rpm
Shaft acceleration 	 ±1200 rpm/sec
Environmental temperature	
-40° F to 350° F
(-40° C to 176.7° C)
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Figure 80. Low Pressure Turbine Speed Sensor.
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Signal frequency
Signal amplitude (at 10% speed)
Signal amplitude (at 100% steed)
Balance signal (1/rev) amplitude ratio
36 pulses/rev with a
1/rev signature
0.2 volts peak-to-peak
minimum
10.0 volts peak-to-peak
maximum
2:1
The magnetic pickup consists basically of a permanent magnet behind a
soft-iron pole pier containing a bobbin on which two coils have been wound.
The magnetic flux linking the coil is high when a ferrous metal object
(tooth) is placed in front of the po pe piece and is low with no ferrous metal
(slot) in front of the pole piece. The generated voltage is proportional to
the rate of flux change in the pole piece, and the frequency of the a.c.
signal is a product of the number of teeth and shaft speed in revolutions per
second. The wave form of the signal is nearly sinusoidal depending upon the
relative width of slots and teeth on the rotating disk and also the width of
the pole piece relative to the slots and teeth. Signal output from the
sensor is routed to a conditioner device in the digital control which pro-
duces a uniform voltage amplitude and wave form at varying speed so that
ultimately the conditioned signal is interpreted in terms of frequency rather
than voltage amplitude.
The sensor is installed (see Figure 80) in a fan frame strut by passing
the pickup end through a tube in the strut until it is positioned in close
proximity to a gear-like wheel located immediately aft of the LPT shaft front
bearing. The spring-loaded mounting flange at the connector end is bolted to
a pad on the aft side of the strut near the outside.
The flight design of the LPT speed sensor will be similar to that shown
except for possible variations in external configuration.
9.2 FAN INLET TEMPERATUF.E (T12) SENSOR
The T12 sensor provides the engine control with an electrical signal
representing the total temperature of the air entering the fan for use in
scheduling and computing within the digital control.
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The fan inlet temperature sensor shown in Figure 81 is identical to that
used on the F101 engine. The sensor is a wire-wound resistance-type device
mounted on and protruding through the inlet duct into the fan inlet air-
stream. The sensor consists of a sensing element and housing. The sensing
element contains a platinum wire wound on a cylindrical platinum mandrel.
The wires are insulated from each other and from the mandrel by a •_eramic
insulant. The element is hermetically sealed in a capped platinum sheath and
the connections are potted. The housing is a slotted airfoil which controls
airflow so that the sensed temperature is that of the free stream. A series
of small holes bleeds off the boundary layer and turns the stream, but not
heavier particles, inward toward the sensing element. The boundary-layer air
is exhausted out the top. Some of the diverted airstream flows through the
first slot and carries the lighter liquid contaminants. The remaining por-
tion of the diverted flow goes through the second slot and around the sensing
element. Free-stream air, which flows around the sensing element, does not
contact any portion of the sensor housing on airfoils.
The T12 sensor operates on the principle that the resistance of the
platinum wire is a predictable function of temperature. A constant direct
current of 12.5 mA is applied to the sensor coil and the voltage used as an
indication of temperature.
Design Features
Temperature Range
Resistance Range
Excitation.
Accuracy
Recovery Error
Response Time
(to 63.2% of final value)
-40° C to 7.1. 0 C (-40° F to 160° F)
168 to 256 ohms
12.5 mA d.c.
(constant)
±1.11° C	 (±2° F) max.
Less than 0.5% at
Mach 0.4
Less than 5 seconds
to 48.8 kg/sec/m2
(10 pps/ft2)
airflow
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Figure 81. Fan Inlet Temperature (T1z) Sensor.
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9.3 CORE INLET TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Care inlet temperature is sensed hydromechanically by means of a gas-
filled metal coil which protrudes into the core compressor inlet air flow-
path. The coil is connected directly to a servomechanism which, in con-
junction with the hydromechanical control, provides a fuel pressure pro-
portional to core inlet temperature. Additional details on this sensor are
given in Section 6.3.
9.4 COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE SENSOR (T3)
Compressor discharge temperature is sensed by a thermocouple located in
the core air flowpath at the entrance to the combustor. The thermocouple
signal is used in the digital control for calculation and control of turbine
inlet temperature.
The temperature sensor shown in Figure 82 is similar to that used on the
F101 and CFM56 engines. The sensor is mounted on the outer combustor case
utilizing an existing engine borescope plug. The sensor will protrude
through the inner combustor case and into the combustor outer-flow passage.
The probe construction will be ruggedized for reliability utilizing a stain-
less steel sheathed-lead sealed at the sensor and connector ends. The design
of the temperature sensor tip will optimize time response and repeatability
of the measurement.
The probe consists of an ungrounded chromel-alumel thermocouple, encap-
sulated in a swaged magnesium-oxide tip which senses the air temperature
surrounding the probe tip. The output signal from the sensor is routed
directly to the digital control.
9.5 ABSOLUTE AND DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
Two absolute-pressure transducers and two differential-pressure trans-
ducers are included within the QCSEE engine-mounted digital control to con-
vert air pressure inputs into electrical signals for use in the control.
PressureE sensed are:
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Absolute
Compressor Discharge Static Pressure (PS3)
Free-Stream Total Pressure (PTO)
Differential
PTO-PS11 (Inlet Throat Static Pressure)
P14-PTO (P14 is Fan Discharge Pressure)
It should be noted that the P14-PTO sensor was included as a potential
thrust parameter. As noted in Section 4.0, this is not the thrust parameter
to be used during initial experimental engine testing, but the transducer has
been retained and may be used at a later time.
Location of the source for these sensed pressures (except P14) was
discussed in Section 4.8. Operating ranges are 0 to 300 psia for PS3, 0 to
20 psia for PTO, and 0 to 12 psid for both differential transducers.
All of these sensors are thin-film, strain gage bridge transducers
identical to those used in the F101 engine. A typical cross section is shown
in Figure 83. The sensors receive their electrical excitation from the
control and change the AP and static pressure signals to electrical signals.
•	 They are located inside the digital con—r-ol chassis.
The strain member is a cantilever beam on which a ceramic film is
deposited for electrical insulation. The thin, metal film resistors forming
a 4-element Wheatstone bridge are vacuum deposited on the ceramic insulator
film. The beam is linked to a force-collector diaphragm which induces a
strain on the beam proportional to applied pressure.
The sensors operate on the principle of a mechanical distortion pro-
ducing a change in electrical resistance across a strain gaga and, he^f^e, a
change in electrical current output from a bridge circuit. Referring to
Figure 83, pressure is ported to the sensing diaphragm which deflects and
drives a linkage pin against the sensing beam. The beam is shaped in such a
way that it bends and causes "stretch" on the surface to which the strain
gages are attached.
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I	 9.6 COMPRESSuA DISCHARGE PRESSURE SENSING
i
Compressor discharge static pressure (PS3) is sensed both h dromechan-
ically and electrically. The hydromechanical control includes a servomechanism
which senses PS3 by means of a bellows and provides a fuel pressure for use
within the control which is proportional to PS3. This servomechanism is
shown as part of Figure 67.
The electrical PS3 transducer was described in Section 9.5.
r
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10.0 MISCELLANEOUS
10.1 CONTROL ALTERNATOR
The QCSEE control system includes an engine-driven control alternator
which provides primary power for operation of the digital control, power for
an isolated emergency fan overspeed function in the digital control, and core
speed indication both for the digital control and for remote indication.
The control alternator, which is identical to the one used on the F101
engine, is shown on Figure 84. It consists of a rotor contai-ing 12 eq,lally
spaced permanent magnets with adjacent magnets having opposite polarity and
a stator containing a laminated soft-iron core with 12 equally spaced poles
wound with magnet wire. The coils are combined into four separate windings
and utilized as shown on Figure 84. The voltage generated in each coil is
proportional to the rate of flux change in the stator poles, and the fre-
quency is proportional to the number of rotor pole pairs, both determined by
speed of the rotor.
Outputs of the windings at 11,0% speed (24,903 rpm) are:
y	 Maximum Open	 Maximum Short
Circuit Voltage	 Circuit Current
Winding	 (volts rms)
	
(amperes rms)
A	 310	 3.5
B1 b B2	 243
	 1.7
C	 106	 5.9
D	 71	 5.9
The alternator is mounted on the aft side of the accessory gearbox near
the left end when looking forward. The rotor mounts to and is driven by a
shaft protruding from and supported by bearings in the gearbox. The rotor
hub threads (left-hand) onto the shaft until it seats and is positioned by a
nonlocking taper. A left-hand thread lucknut with a Vespel insert is used
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Figure 84. Control Alternator.
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to secure the rotor. N_ pilot, with an O-ring seal, positions the stator
radially. The stator is clamped to the gearbox by means of locknuts (and 	 {
washers) threaded to three studs protruding from the gearbox pad.
10.2 ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTIONS
	
I
Electrical interconnections in the QCSEE control system are accomplished
using cenuector and cable designs essentially equivalent to those used on the
F101. Stainless steel connectors are used on all connectors on and around
i	 the engine. Interconnecting cables are made up with wires combined in
shielded, twisted pairs to minimize electromagnetic interface. Individual
wires are virtually all stranded AWG 20.
An electrical interconnection schematic is shown on Figure 85.
10.3 WEIGHT
Weight estimates have been made for all system components, both for the
designs to be used on the experimental engine and for predicted flight engine
designs. The weight estimates are tabulated in Table XV.
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redicted
Flight
14.5
3.4
20.0
4.5
3.0
45.4
26.0
4.5
1.1
0.5
1.0
33. 1
21.5
2.5
1.5
0.4
30.3
8.0
1.5
0.9
3.0
69.6
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APPF.NnTX A
NOMENCLATURE DEFINITION
A18
A41
A49
6C
6F
FD
FG
FN
HP
LP
MO
M11
N1K
N 1T
NH
NIL
PAMB
PCBP
PCNH
PCNHR
PCNL
PCNLR
PLA
PS3
PS3QOT
PS8
PS11
PS1[i
PTO
P14
P14QOT
P49
P49QOT
SM12
TP1, TP2,
Etc.
TO
T2
T3
T8
T8QT2
T12
T12R
Fan Exhaust Area
High Pressure Turbine Inlet Area
Low Pressure Turbine Inlet Area
Core Stator Vane Angle
Fan Blade Pitch Angle
Ram Drag
Gross Thrust
Net Tti:ust
High Pressure
Low Pressure
Aircraft Mach Number
Inlet Throat Mach Number (Same as X411)
Same as PCNLR
Percent Fan Turbine rpm
Core rpm
Fan rpm
Ambient Pressure
Compressor Bleed Pressure
Perc: nt Core rpm
p ercent Corrected Core r-m (PCNH/ 23/518.7)
Percent Fan rpm
Percent Corrected Fan rpm (PCNL,' _12/518.7)
Power Lever, Angle
Compressor Discharge Static Pressure
PS3/PTO
Core Exhaust Nozzle Throat Static Pressure
Inlet Throat Static Pressure
Fan Discharge Static Pressure
Free-Stream Total pressure
Fan Discharge Total Pressure
P14/PTO
Low Pressure Turbine Inlet Total Pressure
P49/PTO
Fan Stall Margin
Thrust Parameters as Defined in Section 4.2.1
Ambient Temperature
Fan Inlet Total Temperature (Hub)
Compressor Discharge Total Temperature
Core Exhaust Total Temperature
Same as T8/T12
Fan Inlet Total Temperature
Fan Inlet Reference Total Temperature (Figure 7)
[Equivalent to N1K]
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Appendix A (Continued)
T25 Core Inlet Total Temperature
T41 High/Low Pressure Turbine Inlet Total Temperature
T41C T41 Calculated from T3, WF, and PS3
T41CT2 Same as T41C/T2
T49 Low Pressure Turbine Inlet Temperature
T49QT2 Same as T49/T12
UTW Under the Wing
VSV Variable Stator Vane Position (Equivalent to SC)
WC Cooling Bleed Airflow
WF Engine Fuel Flow
W25 Core Air Flow
XM11 Same as M11
229
APPENDIX B
CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE ANALYSIS
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Control Fan Pitch Output Circuit Fails to Maximum
Close (Takeoff, SLS, Std. Day).
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Figure 97. UPW Experimental Engine Transient When Digital
Control Fan Pitch Output Circuit Fails to Maximum
Close (Takeoff, SLS, Std. Day) (Concluded).
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Figure 98. UTW Experimental Engine Transient When Digital
Control AIS Output Circuit Falls to Maximum
Open (Takeoff
.
, SLS, Std. Day).
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Figure 98. UTW Experimental Engine Transient When Digital
Control A18 Output Circuit Fails to Maximum
Open (Takeoff, SLS, Std. Day) (Concluded). 275
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Figure 89. VrW Experimental Engine Transient When Digital
Control A18 Output Circuit Fails to Maximum
Closed (Takeoff, SLS. Std. Day).
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	Figure 99. UfW Experimental Engine Transient When Digital
	
i
Control A18 Output Circuit Fails to Maximum
Closed (Takeoff, SLS, Std. Day) (Concluded)..277
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